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EDITORIAL BY WAYNE GREEN

Robot Surprise!
The announcement in the September issue of 73 of the Robot plan to sell direct from the factory and thus make it possible to cut the price of their slow scan units to $295 each for the camera and monitor should keep them busier than a skin diver in a bunch of jellyfish keeping up with orders.

That new price tag should help a lot of fellows make the decision to go slow. And don’t forget that you don’t have to get that camera right off either. You can make do perfectly with a little cassette tape recorder with a tape made up from any neighboring camera.

Hams Don’t Build?
The other day an article came in, written by an old timer, complaining that amateurs don’t build any more. In the old days the amateurs used to build everything, now they all go out and buy their rigs and just operate them like appliances... etc.

This old timer meant well, but he sure was uninformed. I don’t doubt that most of the fellows he talks with buy instead of building. The chaps in his club probably do the same. The fact is that not very many old timers do build.

But the newer amateurs are building gear like never before in the hobby.

Now, is Green telling it like it is or is he exaggerating? Who is right? The fact is that you can check for yourself and get the answer in a couple of minutes. Please just thumb through the last sixteen pages or so of this issue and see just how many pages of ads there are for parts. Now, grab the first old timer you see and get him to break out a 30’s copy of QST and count the number of pages of parts advertising. There is no comparison whatever. I rest my case. If parts weren’t selling and selling like crazy you know darned well that all those companies wouldn’t be in there advertising them.

The old timer does not build. With but few exceptions the older amateurs are tube men in the day of the transistor. All they know how to build are tube sets and who would bother to build them today? With the exception of Bill Hoisington and Frank Jones, how many of the old experimenters have been able to convert to solid state?

Our technology has been escalating rapidly. Twelve years ago when we started 73 we had a few transistor circuits - mostly audio amplifiers and code oscillators. The nuvoir was the big news in 1960, if you remember. By 1965 tubes were in the minority and virtually all articles were on transistorized construction. Now transis tors are about gone by and we are dealing with integrated circuits most of the time.

Counters which boggled the mind a few years ago now are on one little board. We have the GLB frequency synthesizer on a small circuit board - a complete unit on a tiny board that would have taken a couple relay racks of tubes just a few years ago. More and more ham shack are now using the digital clocks - clocks that were restricted to laboratories and large computer installations not long ago.

Tubes - transistors - ICs - what’s next? Something will come next, of course.

Looking at the latest all IC VHF receiver built by Bill Hoisington, I rejected the article on how hams don’t build any more.

Invitation to Steal
Most amateurs are pretty good eggs. Some are rotten. Add to that mix a few “listeners” who can be either and you have a few people monitoring the bands who might be up to no good.

The fact is that there have been several incidents where things went all wrong after an amateur mentioned over the air that he was going to be away from home. The worst case reported was where the amateur mentioned over a repeater in New York that he would be away for the day on a business trip. He arrived home to find his home had been ransacked and his wife raped.

There is a good deal to be said about prudence. Remember that even FM receivers are sold to anyone and everyone. Those little VHF monitors which get the weather and police will also bring in your local repeater and you - and they could bring unwelcome guests.

FAT NOVEMBER ISSUE
There are a few more ads in this issue of 73 than we expected, so it is a little more packed than we like. This is one of the problems with last minute ads - by the time they come in, unannounced, we have already laid out the articles and have them in negative form ready to print and it is too late to change them.

If the ads keep coming in for November the way they have started, this could be the biggest issue we’ve ever published. We’ll see. We have some corking good articles being readied for this special issue - a whole lot of them. Imagine a magazine as fat or fatter than QST, but with articles instead of operating news, contest results, RACES, IARU, and all that!

And say, if you have any articles in mind which might be of interest for a special FM issue - a surplus issue - an antenna issue - a mobile issue - a CW issue - a VHF issue, then get to your typewriter and get started. We’re hard at work right now on these special issues for 1973.

FM DEVELOPMENTS
Old timers are coming on the FM repeaters in droves all over the country. No wonder, of course, since the word has been spreading that here, for the first time in years, is a way to get on the air and have contacts without interference.

Mobile on the lower bands was fun - kind of - if you didn’t mind always being the low man, getting stepped on by higher powered stations, losing contacts, and extremely fragmented conversations. About the only gripe on FM is that a few of the repeaters are so busy that rag chewing gets discouraged during the busiest hours - but then there are always repeaters that are not being used and which will welcome all but the fussiest of old timers.

The Repeater Bulletin is doing very well, by the way. This is a little publication put out by 73 for the repeater users in the northeastern part of the country. The August issue ran to 48 pages. (Radio Electronics size magazine), partly due to the amount of material submitted by the readers and partly due to Wayne Green writing at length. The cover picture of Judi Repeater turned everyone on so much they didn’t notice she was talking into the back of her microphone. Shades of Playboy! The most startling announcement in the Bulletin had to do with limiting the circulation to amateurs of high moral turpitude. This far-reaching decision obviously would tend to limit the circulation in certain areas of Connecticut.

Not a little space was devoted to news of the Northeast Repeater
Association, which coverage elicited angry letters and even legal threats of suits and attachment from some of the principles. I really must be careful or I am liable to damage my hard-earned reputation for being non-controversial.

The FCC still is sitting on the promised repeater regulations, and a good thing it is. Virtually none of the problems that they were developed to cure have turned out to be worthy of rule changes, so the whole docket was an exercise in wasted time. Repeaters have not spread out and encroached on AM frequencies and legislation to prevent it is totally unneeded. The fact is that the service provided by repeaters has been so fantastic that there are only a few AMers left on two meters, most of them having long since gone FM, and the emerging problem is how to put the old AM parts of the band to use to keep Citizens Band manufacturers from getting the EIA to try and liberate 144 MHz for the Ten-Roger masses.

Repeaters have not linked up in long strings either and rules to prevent it would be little short of disastrous at this time. Every time a rule like that comes along today it shoots down a hundred possible future developments that weren't even thought of at the time of the rule. Let's stop this mania for regulation and consider new rules only when things really get out of hand.

The Los Angeles FMers are getting together at last to work out their problems. Hooray! If more of them could pay a visit to New England they would get a good view of what FM and repeaters could be when managed well. New England has turned out to be a model for the whole country on how great FM can be developed. About 70 repeaters are serving over 5000 active FMers and serving them extraordinarily well. Some repeaters have as many as 400 users — others maybe only twenty or so.

Most of the standard thirteen FM channels are active from New York right on up through Boston. If you have a 13-73 crystal pair you can work WA2SUR in Manhattan, WA1KHC in Massachusetts and WA1KGP in Maine. On 04-64 you start out with K2LCJ on Long Island, go to WA1KHA in CT, and WA1KGS in Boston. On 25-85 you have WA2PDJ on Long Island, WA1KGY in CT, and K1MNS in Derry NH. Ditto on 37-97, 34-94, 28-88, 22-82, 19-79, etc.

The 220 MHz band is being repeaterized rapidly in an effort to spike the EIA drive to steal the band from us. There are about ten active 220 MHz repeaters in New England and more popping up around the country every week. Clegg and Tempo are building gear as fast as they can. Wait'll you see the Tempo 220 rig in the November 73.

The 73 Tour
We wondered why it was taking so long to get an okay from the Russian tourist agency Intourist confirming the 73 tour accommodations. Finally word came through that there were no rooms available in Moscow. Okay, how about Leningrad or some other city? No, came back the immediate reply, all hotels are filled up. Translation: they don't want USSR amateurs to meet and talk with US amateurs. The group decided to make it Madrid instead of Moscow.

Although the group is still in flux, it now appears that there will be around 20-25 going on the trip. It should be a blast — and frankly, a lot of us will be much more comfortable not going to Russia. Few tourists coming out of there say much to encourage others to go. Who wants to be watched and spied on with suspicion while visiting a country — to know that befriending a local amateur might jeopardize his future — to know that other visitors have landed in jail for years through no fault of their own and in spite of everything the U.S. could do. Who needs it?

DISASTROUS DISASTERS
The floods this summer exposed the weakness of our emergency communications. In Pennsylvania all existing communication systems fell apart. Civil Defense was set up in cellars in preparation for bombs and they immediately flooded out. Police and other short haul systems were useless. CB operators tried to help, but lacked any organization or experience and more often than not were a waste of time.

The fact was that, as in most other serious emergencies, the responsibility fell on amateur radio — and amateur radio was ill prepared for the responsibility. They needed short, medium and long-haul communications — which amateur radio is ideal for. Most of all they needed someone in charge... this is where things fell apart. Orders were conflicting — great things happened — terrible things happened.

One of the most valuable communications systems set up for the emergency was a two meter FM repeater. Food, shelter, clothing, health and welfare messages, the works, were routed through this repeater. And would you believe that while tens of thousands of people were depending on this there was an amateur in a responsible position in Massachusetts trying his best to keep FM amateurs from driving to Pennsylvania to help?

I have been recently informed that A-O-C will again be delayed until November and possibly into early December. This is again due to NASA scheduling.

This column will be just a short rundown of recent happenings since all activities are progressing normally.

I strongly suggest that you at least monitor the AMSAT Nets as quite a lot of current information can be gathered there. If you have specific questions, check in and ask it, someone in the net will probably be able to help.

AMSAT members are working quickly to weld together a stable tracking network. And in my opinion they're doing a great job. Twelve definite command stations have been established around the world so that satellite monitoring will never be out of reach. NASA has graciously let AMSAT use their antennas at Goldstone California for tracking purposes. This will greatly increase reliability of communications.

If you want to work A-O-C the thing you should now be doing is setting up your antennas, and since this project will last through the winter, making sure they will withstand the extremes of your area. Transmitter and receiver operation should also be given a good check. Since A-O-C will accept any mode that appears in its passband maybe this should be looked into. Rumor has it that there is stiff competition going on between a number of groups to be the first to send Slow Scan TV through the satellite. Well I hope the best man wins.

...WB8LBP

The Clegg company helped a lot by providing a dozen FM transceivers. These were picked up and flown out by helicopter on the same day that the above mentioned Massachusetts amateur was talking people into not going to help because he heard from a friend that there really was no emergency.

...Wayne
NEW PRODUCTS

DX ENGINEERING CLIPPER
Quite a few schemes have been developed to increase the average power of the voice for sideband transmission, with the system used in the DX Engineering clipper being one of the more successful and popular.

The problem is that when you set the sideband transmitter to operate properly without splattering, the average power is quite low. Only the voice peaks fully modulate the transmitter. A clipper increases the average voice power, effectively increasing the transmitter output power. Indeed, when you check a station using such a clipper or compressor, you will usually see on the order of a full S-unit (6 dB) increase when the clipper is turned on.

Why doesn’t everyone use one of these gadgets? Why aren’t they built into all of the transmitters? They will be. The NCX-1000 has one built in, so does the Signal One. Unfortunately, the circuit is not at all simple and for reasons of economy it is left out of many rigs.

The DX Engineering clipper is designed to plug right into the transmitter. You unplug the first i-f tube from its socket, plug in the clipper, and replace the tube in the clipper. This adds the clipper to the circuit. The work is done at the sideband i-f intermediate frequency, with a 2.1 kHz mechanical filter built in to reduce the second and higher order harmonic which would otherwise cause miseries.

The clipper is transistorized, so it does not borrow enough power from the transceiver to upset anything. All in all, a clever device. The model presently available is designed specifically to work in the 32S1, 32S3 and KWM rigs. Cost $79.50 from DX Engineering, 2455 Chico Ave., South El Monte CA 91733.

LINEAR IF AMPLIFIERS
A new 4-page product bulletin (IFA-203) describes the expanded line of linear i-f amplifiers available from RHG Electronics Laboratory, Inc., manufacturers of microwave components, receivers and transmitters.

The bulletin contains information on the new line of Hybrid IC i-f amplifiers. In addition to the new products, the bulletin lists new features, improved specifications and reduced prices on many models. Scope photos, performance charts, and outline configuration drawings are shown along with comprehensive and information technical text.

Bulletin IRA-203 can be obtained from: Sales Manager, RHG Electronics Laboratory, Inc., 94 Milbar Boulevard, Farmingdale NY 11735. Telephone: 516-694-3100.

SEMTECH “TUBE-PAC”
“Tube-Pac” is Semtech’s new line of silicon, high-voltage rectifiers intended as a direct plug-in replacement part for most popular mercury-vapor and vacuum glass tube-type rectifiers.

Designed to last the life of the equipment, Semtech’s Stacks are smaller, Corona free, dissipate heat more effectively and eliminate filament power. No special adapters are required to use Semtech’s Stacks. For more information contact Semtech Corporation, 652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park CA.

JUNIOR UHF CONNECTORS
When coaxial cable was invented, surely the thinkers of the day had in mind the ease with which rf energy could be coupled from one place to another. As originally planned, the rf coupled fine... but what about the coax itself? Was it designed to present the mechanical difficulties it does?

Specifically, the problem is the copper braid. It sits there and dares you to try and unravel it. An awful job. The only practical solution is to do quick sloppy work and hide it all away inside some sort of connector.

Coax connectors are an item all in themselves. They make coax a pleasure to use once they are installed, but you still have to connect the coax to the connector, etc. This means hassling with the braid and hauling out the soldering iron. Compare your best effort to the drawings in the Handbook. Now you know why they use drawings instead of pictures!

Offering a partial solution to all this, L-COIL, an antenna manufacturer, has introduced a new line of solderless, no effort coax connectors. They are designed for RG58/59 coax and are compatible with the popular UHF series chassis connectors. To install one, all you do is trim the cable and screw everything together. The only tools needed are a pocket knife and a small pair of pliers. Since everything is held together by pressure, the tighter you screw it together — the stronger your connection will be.

Although most commercial equipment comes with UHF connectors, many hams like to use BNC connectors when they build a piece of gear. Part of the reason is that short interconnecting cables of RG58/U cable look sloppy and are clumsy to use when they have giant PL-259s hanging on each end. Also an amazing number of strange looking adapter cables must be made up to keep everything flexible. These new connectors are a chance to standardize. Use UHF connectors on all chassises, PL-259s on your large coax, and these little beasts on your small coax and interconnecting cables. They are small, light weight and look good.

L-COIL also markets two no-solder splices for RG58 or 59 coax. It’s time to piece together all the odd lengths of scrap that’s been collecting dust in the garage. According to the test graph supplied by L-COIL (actual test done at University of Michigan), you can end up with nearly virgin cable when using their splices. The graph shows variations of only about 2–3Ω impedance when 50Ω RG58 cable was connected with one of their splices. Their connectors’ results were similar. For comparison, they tested two UHF connectors. These gave results of 33 and 37Ω. Send for the graph, L-COIL, Research, Brighton MI 48116.

M² FOUR BANDER
Here is a four band short antenna designed especially for marine use — up on top of the mast. It is a horizontally polarized antenna, a fact which may be appreciated by vertical antenna users. The lower angle of radiation does generally give quite an advantage over most verticals.

The M² is light — only about 15 pounds! — is made of stainless steel to
ftrustrate the sea breezes – and loads up nicely on 40m up through 10m. It is made up of four “cats whiskers” which stick out from the mast horizontally. Frankly we have no idea whatever why it works and the manufacturer is guarding the secret as “proprietary” information.

The specifications show that an SWR of almost 1:1 can be obtained with the M² on all four bands! Since the longest element is only about seven feet long, the antenna is a natural for shipboard use. For more info drop a line to M² Electronics, 28627 Bridle Lane, Miraleste CA 90732.

SPEC TRONICS FREQUENCY COUNTER MODEL YC-305

A portable 5 Hz to 30 MHz frequency counter – is being introduced by Yaesu Musen, Ltd. (Tokyo), through the company’s North American distributor, Spectronics Inc., Signal Hill, California.

The new counter, designated Model YC-305, features a dual-range system that provides 8-digit measurement with MHz or kHz indications. The unit will operate from a power source of 117V ac or 12V dc. Accuracy is ± time-base stability of 5 PPM ± one count.

Overall size is 8¼ by 3½ x 10½ in. Weight is 8 lbs. The unit is warranted for one year and is priced at $249.95.

Further information on the Yaesu Model YC-305 is available from Spectronics, Inc., 1491 East 28th Street, Signal Hill CA 90806. Phone: 213-426-2593.

TWO FREQUENCY TONE SQUELCH

Alpha Electronic Services announces the smallest and most reliable two-frequency sub-audible tone encoder/decoder available for the FMer.

The Alpha SS-80J dual tone, measuring 2-2/3” x 1” x 5/8” can now provide for many of the smaller mobile units and certain hand-held units two distinct tone frequencies for the purpose of controlling or selecting repeaters, base stations or mobile units.

Two frequency sub-audible tone operation makes possible the employment of multiple repeater systems, increasing the range capabilities of a communications system. The selective calling of two base stations, two groups of mobiles or special control functions are other capabilities of the two-frequency tone unit.

Contact Alpha Electronic Services Inc., 8431 Monroe Avenue, Stanton CA 90680.

STANDARD 146A

In fact the 146A is remarkably like the 146 hand transceiver. It has the same five channels, the same remarkably sensitive receiver, the same selectivity which keeps it from being clobbered when it is used near a transmitter – it still has that S-meter built in which doubles as a battery monitor – the jack to plug into your station antenna or mobile antenna so you can use the unit anywhere and take advantage of whatever antenna situation you have available – the remote microphone jack so you can wear the transceiver on your belt and use a hand mike – by the way, the regular Standard mike will plug into the 146A in case you have an 826 or other Standard model at home or in the car and want to use the same mike for both sets. There is a jack on the side so you can plug it into the car power while you are running mobile. The whole transceiver plugs into the Standard battery charger or you can easily pull out the battery and recharge it with any small power supply which will put out 50 mA.

The 146A comes with a telescoping antenna, but there is also available a short rubber whip (the rubber ducky) where you don’t need as much signal and the shorter antenna is easier and safer to use.

The main difference between the 146 and 146A is that the new unit runs two watts output instead of only one – double the power out! Also there is room inside for an optional continuous tone unit for those of you who work through PL repeaters.

The features of the Standard 146 make it invaluable for many applications. It is by far the best selling hand unit in the country today according to all of the sales figures available. Standard Communications Corp., P.O. Box 352, 639 North Marine Avenue, Wilmington CA 90744.

FM FREQUENCY STANDARD

This is a precision frequency standard that has been designed specifically for the FMer. For the first time you can be exact with your channel spacing and deviation. This deluxe standard provides precise markers for both receive and transmit channel spacing for all FM channels in the 10, 6, 2, and 1¼ MHz meter FM bands. An extremely fast rise-and-fall time square wave produces rich harmonics that are usable beyond 220 MHz.

Calibration of the Standard’s precision 12 MHz crystal to the National Bureau of Standard’s signal from WWV or WWVH is made possible by a simple adjustment provided through the front panel. Price is $44.50 from: Data Engineering Inc., Box 1245, Springfield VA 22151.

MODEL 48MV TOP BAND 160 METER ANTENNA TUNER

The FCC’s recent initiative to raise power limits and expand frequency
privileges on 160 meters has given rise to a tremendous increase of interest in the Top Band.

A variety of commercial rigs on the market today provide facilities to operate 160 meters, but antenna requirements for the Top Band have always seemed to hinder those hams living in residential areas.

Now, with the development of Top Band Systems Model 48MV 160 Meter Matchverter, any ham having enough room for a 40 or 80 meter inverted vee/dipole can share in the thrill of working DX on the Top Band.

Top Band Systems offers immediate delivery for any quantity of 48MV Matchverters. Write for complete information on terms and delivery: Top Band Systems, 5349 Abbeyesfield Street, Long Beach CA 90815.

**ELECTRONIC FEATHER TOUCH KEY**

The Electronic Feather Touch Key is completely solid state. It requires no paddle movement, no spring tension or contact clearance adjustments and has no keying contacts. Keying problems caused by contact corrosion and bounce as well as paddle tension and movement adjustments are no longer a concern. The key is the natural interface for the extremely low current, high speed integrated circuits used in solid state electronic keyers. It sells for $22.95 (with remote spot P.B. switch). Data Engineering Inc., Box 1245, Springfield VA 22151.

**NEW COUNTER AND DISPLAY MODULES AVAILABLE**

A new series of counter and display modules is available from Display Electronics. The CM Series modules include a decade counter, latch, decoder-driver, and readout for each digit. Standard modules are available with from 2 to 6 digits.

The price of a typical four digit module is $79.00 in single quantity. Delivery is from stock to 30 days. Custom designed modules are available on special order. Further information is available from: Display Electronics, P.O. Box 1044, Littleton CO 80120.

**CRICKET 4 MORSE CODE KEYER**

This popularly-priced keyer has more features for your dollar than any others in its price range.

A small solid state keyer designed for the beginner as well as the most advanced operator. It provides the user with fatigue-free sending and it’s clean, crisp CW allows for easy copying at all speeds. $49.95 from Data Engineering Inc., Box 1245, Springfield VA 22151.

**SC-ARPT-1 SOLID STATE REPEATER**

The Standard SR-ARPT-1 is the latest in totally solid state repeaters for the land, mobile and amateur radio communications industry. Constructed to the most critical specifications for years of mountain top, trouble-free service, this unit will provide that extra edge of range needed for even difficult locations. Ready for immediate standard 19 inch rack mounting, the Standard repeater will fit in immediately to your existing communications network. Simply add 12 volts and connect your input and output antennas to the two antenna connections, add the proper crystals, and you are on the air with the finest in repeater communications equipment! Meets FCC type acceptance requirements for land, mobile and amateur radio service. This unit will ideally fit into your communications network and budget. Standard Communications Corp., P.O. Box 325, 639 North Marine Avenue, Wilmington CA 90744.

**BROADBAND POWER AMPLIFIER KIT**

Kit MP-100 is an all solid state broadband power amplifier covering the range of 0.5—100 MHz. Rated at 2.5W CW, it accepts inputs of AM, SSB, Pulse, and other complex modulation. It delivers full power output when driven by any signal or sweep source of 0.15V over the entire frequency range without tuning adjustments. The unit will not oscillate for any condition of load or source impedance and will withstand a 15 dB overdrive including short and open circuit loads. Of printed circuit board construction, the kit can be assembled in approximately 3 hours. A data and specification sheet is available from Larkton Scientific, P.O. Box 302, Munroeville PA 15146.

**SBE 450 MHz TRANSCEIVER**

Linear Systems has developed a new 450 MHz UHF transceiver designed for operation in the 420—450 MHz band. The book-sized transceiver is the first SBE entry into the rapidly growing 450 MHz amateur band. The
MARS

Back on 16 February 1972, Wayne Green graciously agreed to allow space for these articles on MARS, beginning with the May, 1972 issue. The writer immediately attempted to contact the Chiefs of Air Force and Navy-Marine Corps MARS but met with little success. Due to more than twenty years membership in Army MARS, getting Army information is no problem but to say that I have met with small success in plying information from the other two services would be to understated the case! To be utterly candid, I have been met with silence. In spite of repeated phone calls and letters to those offices, requesting that I be placed on the mailing list of area bulletins, newsletters, etc., not one word has been received. Therefore I shall continue to concentrate on the information immediately available.

SB-450 comes equipped for operation with crystals for two of the twelve channels already installed. An attractive panel meter provides field strength information. For further information contact Mr. David C. Thompson, Linear Systems, Inc., 220 Airport Boulevard, Watsonville CA 95076.

SC-ATBE-1 TONE ENCODER

The SC-ATBE-1 tone burst encoder is a quality unit designed to compliment your Standard, or any other transceiver, for access to the various tone coded repeaters now in operation. It features the five most popular tones currently in use. These may be easily changed at any time for specialized applications. Superior stability employing quality mica capacitors. It comes complete with mounting hardware and connectors to make a neat, under the radio installation. For more information write: Standard Communications Corp., Box 325, 639 North Marine Avenue, Wilmington CA 90744.

One thing was learned - if you write Navy-Marine Corps MARS at the address shown in the May issue of 73 Magazine - Bailey’s Crossroads, VA, your letter will be returned marked “MOVED, LEFT NO FORWARDING ADDRESS!” That address was taken from the current MARS brochure, distributed by the three services. This year, Navy MARS had the responsibility for mailing out Certificates of Merit after Armed Forces Day. Hal-luhlah! Navy-Marine Corps MARS is alive and well! The return address was right there on the manila envelope! It is: Chief, Navy-Marine Corps MARS, 4401 Massachusetts Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20390, Mail Stop 394. Shortly thereafter a very nice letter was received from the Michigan Navy MARS Coordinator Clayton Dewey, giving the same address so it must be official.

One other correction, Army MARS member A3F3MH writes that Germany that it was A3NFX who won the First Army Commander’s Trophy rather than A3NFS. The typographical error is regretted.

The deluge of letters from 73 readers concerning MARS membership is very gratifying. I have been slaving over a hot typewriter in all available spare time, answering mail and sending out MARS brochures. Why do I spend all this time and effort? Simply because it is a labor of love! When you become a MARS member, you quickly discover that it’s not just another organization - it’s a way of life!

Here’s a suggestion - if you are in the eastern portion of the nation, listen to one of the fine Pennsylvania Army MARS Nets on 4025 kHz from 6:00 to 7:00 AM EST each morning, tune in the Southern New England Training Net on 4020 kHz at 8:00 AM EST; if you are interested in radio teletype, listen Saturdays on 4035 kHz at 2:00 PM EST. If you live in the central portion of the nation, Third U.S. Army has an area-wide net Monday through Friday from 1:00 to 5:00 PM EST on 7358 kHz - always a very busy frequency. Other Third Army nets begin at 5:00 PM EST on 4001.5, 4020, 4025 and 4030 kHz. On a schedule too complex to explain in this space - suffice to say you can always find two Third Army Nets in operation between 5:00 and 11:00 PM EST. These frequencies are shared with the other Army areas, and when one net is finished, another Army area starts its own operation. The same frequencies are utilized in Sixth Army area - so you can always find some activity!

Better yet - make your plans to attend the Tennessee Army MARS meeting, to be held in conjunction with the Memphis Hamfest on September 17. I will see you there and gladly discuss any MARS matter. For a MARS brochure or other information contact me at:

Harry Simpson A4SCF
73 Magazine MARS Editor
Peterborough NH 03458

HOT GEAR

Stolen early this year: 1) Home-built 2M rig built in a surplus .50 cal. ammo box. 1” diameter black meter with redrawn face in upper right corner; separate Xmit and Rx oscillator each with switchable channels. Built from components of RF-401 Series VHF Xcvrs. Has 13 internal nicad batteries. Box is brown except for aluminum plate on which oscillator switches are mounted. 2) Heath HW-100 Xcvr and AC power supply. Marks on top where a bracket was mounted. Also “WA9DAM Sooper Doooper Band Blaster” typed on Scotchtape above the 5-meter. Information to Dave McFarland WA2JGP (ex-WA9DAM), 1074 Kenmore Avenue, Apt. 9, Buffalo NY 14216.

Hall, SR46A, No. 446100 WA1EMU 9/71
Reg., HR2, No. 04.05205 WA9DMN 11/71
Sonor, FM5001, No. 1003 WB2ARM 11/71
Colt., 75A4, No. 804 W8MGI 12/71
GE, Portable, No. 1041218 K2AQD 1/72
Colt., 75SE 8, No. 15640 Col. StJ. 1/72
Colt., 2163, No. 12000 Col. StJ. 1/72
Colt., 516F, No.1698 Col. StJ. 1/72
Simp. Mod-A, No. 35457 W2WYG 1/72
SBE 38-3, No. 103906 W6AJG 2/72
Heath HX22A, No. 807 1835 W6BDX 2/72
NARI HR050, No.280019 W6VBO 2/72
Hall, HW22A, No.416000 109309 K5YVA 2/72
Drake TR3 No.3858 W6AWEYL 2/72
Colt., KH1MA, No.13815 ARRL HQ 2/72
M. Godwin

1. 312B4, No.59920
2. Colt., 301L, No.40064
3. Colt, MPL No.44507
4. Colt., MM1 (mod. mike)
5. Micro microphone
6. Sgt. Hopkins 2/72
7. Wilm. DE Police
8. Swan SW174A, No.416-5 WBAXY 2/72
9. Reg. HR2A, No.04.05896 KA8BL 2/72
11. Northwest Ridge VA WC3G 3/72
12. Yarnu FT101, No.107036 W2AYSW 4/72
13. Standard 2m FM No.102703 W6NPV 4/72
14. Drake NLS, No.258 W6BLR 4/72
15. Standard SRC-806M No.009210 KTLTP 5/72
17. Standard SRC-806M, No.102703
18. AA Al HQ
19. C. Mathias 6/72
20. 5235 Coronado Ave Imperial Beach CA
21. Lafayette HA4 10 No.009210 W2AZKG 5/72
22. Coll., 6251 No.10728 MSU ARC 9/72
23. WRL Duo-Bnd, 6010A/1302 W6AFSCY 6/72
24. HR 2A, 11 chan., 04-47152 WA INVC 9/72
25. Swan Coyote, 270, No.31392 KACJ 9/72
26. Collins Mic, Mod, MM, No.4294 KACJ 9/72

with the Memphis Hamfest on September 17. I will see you there and gladly discuss any MARS matter. For a MARS brochure or other information contact me at:

Harry Simpson A4SCF
73 Magazine MARS Editor
Peterborough NH 03458

OCTOBER 1972
Microwaves

Amateur Microwave Question
WA6O0J: "What is microstrip and stripline?"

The answer to that question is reasonably simple. One day in the 1920's some enterprising amateurs took two different sizes of copper water pipe, cut some rubber supports, slid all three pieces together and, presto, the world's first coaxial transmission line. Later, manufacturers substituted woven braid for the outer copper pipe, polyethylene for the rubber support, and solid center conductors for the inner copper pipe.

Then they sold millions of feet of this stuff by calling it "coax." We won't argue why electromagnetic waves propagate down this stuff, but we will note that the electric lines of force extend from the shield to the center conductor.

Later (in the '30s) some machinist with time on his hands made some big and small rectangular tubes and rectangular insulators, and, by fitting them together, made rectangular coax. By careful measurement, they found that almost all the electric force lines were crowded in the center, in the narrow gap between the center bar and the closest point on the outer tube (shield). This piece of information was duly noted and forgotten about, because all the engineers and scientists suddenly had their hands full with radar and WWII.

After this war, and the Korea thing, some mention was made of space travel. Now, scientists, engineers, and amateurs (e.g. "OSCAR") were all looking for a way to make microwave printed circuits. Someone remembered this rectangular thing and said this: suppose we make the rectangle thinner and longer, so that the ends have almost no effect on the electric lines. Then let's take away the end plates.

Let us then take two pieces of double-clad p.c. board and etch our center conductor on one piece. Now, this "etched" side of the board makes our center conductor, the fiberglass or phenolic becomes the dielectric, and the copper "backing" becomes the outer conductor. This, they said, is a coaxial line in strip form, or strip-line. The impedance of the line could be varied by etching the line wide or narrow; the "sandwich" could be made small by choosing the dielectric as thin as desired. Several refinements have been made to this strip-line. Teflon® fiberglass was found to be one of the best dielectrics, and this board material is now commercially available. Impedance curves, filter design charts, and matching section curves were generated using this double-board approach to microwave circuit design.

Then along comes some crazy guy who wonders, what happens if you take away one of the ground planes? Will it still work? Fortunately for the world of science, yes, it will work, and it is called micro-strip.

Once again, design curves were generated to make microwave circuits on this type of construction. Then, as different dielectrics were tried, it became apparent that over a 10:1 reduction in circuit size was possible for some of the high dielectric (E ~ 200) titanium dioxide type of dielectrics. For some critical space applications, solid sapphire (E = 9.5) has been used as the dielectric.

In short, if you take round coax and make it rectangular, you still have a transmission line. If you take away the side ground planes you have strip-line transmission line. If you take away the top cover of strip transmission line, you have microstrip transmission line.

If you have any questions or comments about microwaves, drop me a line.

Jim Weir WB6BHI
Box 23233
San Diego CA 92123

Equipment at ASIKV.

Station YV-5-DZZ will grant a certificate to each amateur in each city and in each band for the first QSO contact with YV-5-DZZ or YV-5-DZY. YV-5-DZZ or YV-5-DZY can be worked every day on the following frequencies: 14,300 at 1100 to 1200 GMT, 21,252 at 1600 to 1700 GMT, and 14,150 at 2300 to 2400 GMT. Any amateur who desires this certificate should send a confirmed QSL and either $1.00 or 5 IRC to Francisco Reyes Viada, P.O. Box 517, Barquisimeto, Venezuela.

VQ9FOS Amateur Radio Station will be operating from Mahe during the period Oct. 2-5, 1972 inclusive, as part of the Island's festivities. Contacts will be offered on 10, 15 & 20 continuously throughout the period, and other bands by arrangement.

A Festival of Seychelles QSL card will be sent to all contacts and your return QSL card should be sent to: Hon. Secretary, Di Cardell, VQ9DC, Amateur Radio Exhibition, P.O. Box 321, Mahe, Seychelles.

In response to an inquiry by Senator Goldwater, Chairman Burch of the FCC indicates concurrence with the view that there is minimal AM operation now on the 80 through 15 meter bands and that it might be a good idea to phase out AM by an amendment of the rules. This has been forseen as a forthcoming development by many influential amateurs for quite some time and everybody should be prepared to make their position known to their Directors if and when the commission comes out with a proposed rulemaking. There are potent arguments both pro and con on the subject and it is a step which should be taken without full consideration of every phase of the matter.

A5IYY, Radha XYL of ASIKV and ASIKV at Thimphu.

The above photos show the people involved and the equipment used in the operation of ASIKV, the DXpedition to Bhutan by Venkat, V12KV.
The real enjoyment of Slow Scan is being actively involved in both operating and building gear. This way you can add the little “goodies” you in particular desire, and possibly in the process stumble upon ideas to further the state of the art. Remember, Slow Scan is one field in which advancement can still be made on an individual amateur basis.

In the same manner spark gap paved the way for CW, and AM for SSB, Slow Scan may be the forerunner to communication facilities of the future. Ever heard of Holography? A three dimensional picture accomplished without lens. The Hologram is reproduced, presently, in a box. The viewer can look above, below and around the image. In fact, you can see as many angles of the object as the viewing windows of the box allows. One can conceivably visualize a system, for example, of color Slow Scan Holography analysis, transmission, and synthesis, where a heart bank in, say Chicago, analyzes a donated human heart and transmits a form of Hologram to, maybe a hospital in London, where an open heart surgery operation is in progress. The synthesized heart is reconstructed in free space (in the future) right above the patient so the surgeons have a guide they can look above, around, and under. The doctor in Chicago can display any sector at will, thus guiding the operation perfectly.

This is well within the realm of possibility and there are rumors of a way around the necessary monochromatic, coherent light (Laser beam) have been uncovered. Light emitting swept diodes? Special phosphor crt? Gee, the latter 1970’s and the 1980’s are going to be exciting. If slow scan research and communication technology advancements are your bag, check into ideas like Holography. Some companies, for example, like Edmund Scientific Co., 300 Edscorpe Bldg, Barrington NJ 08007, have a full line of books and gear that are a “gold mine” for experimenters.

The slow scan directories are out and going like mad. If you haven’t latched onto a copy yet, contact Robot Research, or an authorized dealer. The directories are quite nice. Although they list well over 500 active slow scanners, this number has practically doubled since printing started on the book. Some growth, huh?

The most popular method of operating slow scan is to run audio and video consecutively, thus gaining the advantage of watching the pictures closely, then talking about them. But this is not the only method. Some of the fellows have run audio and video simultaneously – audio on one sideband and video on the other. Another less elaborate method is to run the audio 10 to 15 dB below the pictures (it sounds like a weak station in the background). There are any number of simple ways to mix two audio sources, from 3 resistors (like I use) to a ten dollar mike mixer, so I will not go into circuit details here. All you need is to have another slow scanner watch your pictures, while you lower your mike level. As soon as your audio drops out of “picture interference” you have all adjusted fine. Then the front end of the monitor will get the video, and you can still be heard talking “down under” the slow scan signal.

The flying spot scanner article by Taggart in July 73 is destined to be a classic. Already there are many of these units in service. The generator is also used in other gear; the Plumbicon camera, 11LFC flying spot scanner, and another article to be published. If you are looking for a really great sync generator check this one out. It’s a winner.

The boys “down under” are quite busy on Slow Scan these days. Among the most active are: VK’s 2BRA, 2GR, 3ARM, 3LM, 3ARD, 3AMC, 3TE, 4NP, 4XV, 5BX, 5MF, 6ES, 6CS, 7JV, 7TB, 8KK, and 8CW. ZL population consists of ZL1DW, 1AOY, 4MB and 4CU. A good many of these are not listed in the directory, so you might want to write in their calls. You can feel sure if you drag them out of a pile-up, they will be glad to swap pix. Most VK/ZL activity is on 14.230 and 28.680 MHz. Weekly net meets on Sundays, 0100 GMT. I understand a company in Melbourne has invented a new phosphor, designated P26, which can even be viewed in bright sunlight. They re-phosphor and re-gun CR tubes for a reasonable sum. I am still checking into this and will give you more information later.

If you would like to really dress up that home brew monitor, take a look at the bezels made by Millen. Designated 80073, for 3 inch tubes and 80075 for 5 inch tubes these two piece units really give a professional appearance to any monitor.
SOCIAL EVENTS

The Hilton Inn at Tarrytown, New York, will be the site of the 1972 ARRL Hudson Division Convention on October 21 and 22. There will be exhibits, lectures and a banquet. Technical experts will be on hand to explain the latest gear. Registration is $3.00 and is required for forum attendance and special events. Banquet tickets are $10.00 in advance, or $12.00 at the door. There are free gifts to early registrants. To register or for more information contact Dave Popkin, WA2CCF, 303 Tenafly Road, Englewood NJ 07631.

The Pony Express award is available to all amateurs who make contact with five St. Joseph, Missouri operators. General and above can look for contact individually or on the CHC-FHC Service Net on 3943 kHz about 0200 GMT. At present there are only six Novice operators who are active. Novices wanting this award can look for WN0HNO WN0DPS, WN0DNE, WN0DNC, WH0HEF and WN0GGG on the following frequencies: 3710, 27120, 37130, 7158, 7166, 7168, 7170, 7176, 7180, 7186, 21110, 21120, 21132, 21150, 21170, 21177, 21180, 21200, 21220 and 21240.

The MOUNT AIRY VHF RADIO CLUB, Inc. presents the first annual Pack Rat Hamarama, Sunday October 1, 1972, at the Warwick Fire Co., Jamison Pa. The Warwick Fire Co. is located on Rt. 263 above Willow Grove and is easily accessible from Rts. 309, 202, 611, 132 and the Pa. Turnpike. Activities include a giant flea market, auction and an amateur TV demonstration by the leading local ATV'ers. Festivities begin at 10 AM. Food concession on premises. Registration is $5.00, flea market tables or tailgate sales, $2.00. Talk in on 146.94 and 52.525. For further information contact W32D at 520 Centennial Rd., Warminster, Pa. 18974.

The 10th Annual Greater Bay Area HAMFEST will be held at the Royal Coach Inn just off the Bay Shore Freeway, on October 14th and 15th. For further information contact Veikke West, K6ORP, Box 751, San Mateo CA 94401.

The Quarter Century Wireless Association, Inc. will hold its 25th annual

50 MHz BAND

Bill Turner WA6ABI
5 Chestnut Court
St. Peters MO 63376

Andy, VE1ASJ, was much more successful on his second attempt at a DXpedition to Prince Edward Island. The rig held together this time allowing 119 contacts to be made. Best DX heard was WA6TRA, unfortunately no contact was made. Utah and Wyoming were the best DX worked. Jim, W7VYZ, made the grade while VE1ASJ was using 30 feet of wire attached to a dead tree, the regular antenna was a 6 element. Andy has a dinner meeting at 7:00 PM, Saturday, October 14, at the Twin Bridges Marriott, located on Route 1-95 in Washington, D.C. Senator Barry Goldwater will present the Fifty Year Awards. The guest speaker will be the Hon. Dean Burch, Chairman of the FCC. For further information contact A.J. Girdona, W2JE, Box 394, Mamaroneck NY 10543.

The Moosehorn Amateur Radio Club of the Kenai Peninsula is offering the All Alaska Counties Award. The rules are as follows: Applicant must work one station in each of the four judicial districts plus one member of the Moosehorn Amateur Radio Club. Each two-way contact must be confirmed by QSL card. QSL cards plus return postage are to be sent to Moosehorn Amateur Radio Club, Box 733, Soldotna, Alaska 99669. All contacts must be dated May, 1972, or later.

SCIENCE HALL OFFERS CLASSES IN HAM RADIO

The Hall of Science of the City of New York will conduct a series of twelve instructional and practice sessions for teens and adults in Amateur Radio beginning September 30 at the Hall, 111th Street and 48th Ave., Flushing Meadows Corona Park.

Course for the Novice, Technician, General and Advanced class FCC Amateur Radio licenses will be presented, with all courses scheduled from 10 AM to 12 noon and repeated from 1 PM to 3 PM on consecutive Saturdays.

There is a registration fee of $5.00 and a nominal charge for text books and code practice equipment for participants who require these materials. For further information and to obtain registration form, write or phone Hall of Science, P.O. Box 1032, Flushing NY 11352 (212-699-9400).

KW linear in the works which should be on the air shortly. Andy would like to make some contacts on CW in the 50 wpm bracket. Any takers may write him at P.O. Box 51, St. John, New Brunswick.

WAIEKN, Art, says, "I worked W7VDZ for state number 44 ... also called by K7ICW (I gave him number 50 last year); nice to talk to Al again ... have heard all the states I need this year but Montana and Hawaii."

Randy, WB4LHF, is on every Sunday evening (0100Z) looking for groundwave, scatter or whatever happens to show up on 50,110. At the same time and day you might look for the North Carolina sideband net on 50,120. Any other six meter nets around?

Earlier this summer I was in QSO with a station in the Northeast who repeatedly wondered aloud if he were being copied. Repeated assurances that his signal was running 20 over 9 didn't ease his mind, his plate current and SWR bridge told him his output was down rather drastically. A few days ago a local ham had occasion to measure the output of his exciter and linear with a borrowed Drake WV-4 wattmeter. To his surprise, the exciter (rated at 180 watts input) measured only 10 watts and the linear (with tubes totaling 750 watts plate dissipation) was putting out only 200 watts. His signal reports from both local and skip contacts had given no indication of this condition. Both the above situations point out the futility of cranking up the MIC gain or repeatedly retuning in order to get a few extra watts output. If you were, for example, running 100 watts output and being received at some distant point at "S9," then your output decreased to 6½ watts, the net loss in signal strength would be only 2 "S" units. By the same token, if you were being received at "S2" with 100 watts output, an increase to 125 watts would not be discernible and an increase to 400 watts would be necessary to bring your signal up to "S3." From the above it should be clear that any attempt to wring the last watt out of your equipment can result only in splatter, QRM, and hard feelings - not more or better contacts. Higher power is fine, it helps when working groundwave and scatter, it even hastens a place during skip, just make sure your equipment is designed for the power level in use ... or a little more.

...WA6ABI

73 MAGAZINE
LETTERS

After working at a TV station for the summer, I have a suggestion for "hard publicists." I have found that even in Rochester (I would assume it is in the top 100 market), there are a number of PSA's (public service announcement), especially in syndicated shows (Star Trek, etc.), which local stations buy and show themselves. These PSA's are picked at random from a supply of PSA's. I presume the showing of PSA's is free as they have nothing better to put there. The PSA's cover a wide range (public libraries, CAP, Army, U.S. Dep'ts., Catholic services, etc.) and I think that amateur radio would fit well. The best subject would probably be emergency preparedness, but other subjects could easily be used. Near the end we could put an address to contact for further information (such as ARRL) or the phone of a local radio or TV station (there are usually a few amateurs on the staff).

The best lengths for such films would be 60 sec. and 30 sec., however an "oddball" length like 40 sec. might work too.

The project seems a natural for the ARRL, however I mention it to you for your comments and suggestions.

Daniel Kinsella WA2JHF
Rochester NY

Yes, I always have and always will.
Yes, I always have and always will.
Yes, I always have and always will.
(love you)

P.S. I resubscribed

A Resubscriber

As in the "Sorcerer's Apprentice,"
How Do I Shut It Off?... the letters I mean. As a result of my offer to supply transistors to the needy or remotely located - 2 Buck Gen August issue, I've sent out almost 250 pieces and have run out. Never believed that many people would be interested. Received another 11 letters today and am substituting the PNP counterpart which only requires battery reversal but I'm afraid my writing arm and envelope licking tongue will not last the 30 days promised - not to mention the transistor supply.

There is sure going to be a lot of QRP 2m FM flying through the air.
I worked 4 blocks into TV channel 13 sound 215.7 MHz with in 1000 ohm resistor over a 1X1X1 loop and 1.5 - 15 pf, so I guess you could say there is 220 MHz activity in Kentucky - almost AI-AI.

Walt Pinner WB4MYL

As a new Novice who also was frustrated over being able to copy only CW on my HW-16, I am now a bit happier. I performed the simple modification as shown in your August 1972 edition for HW-16's to decrease the selectivity, thus making it possible to copy AM/SSB/and foreign BC on 40m. I enjoy it as a change of listening, and it makes copying after a CQ a bit easier.

The only problem is it does result in a little extra "pop" when the key is released, due to picking up the collapsing CW signal. Solid state TR switching is the drawback there.

Keep up the MARS articles. I am a sergeant in the U.S.A.F.

Bill Armstrong W8BNKT/4
Sumter SC

The article on page 119 of the August issue entitled "FM Adapter" was of considerable interest since I am slope detecting FM signals in a communications receiver with a crystal controlled converter ahead of it. However, after reading the article and studying the schematic, I concluded that I wouldn't build the adapter on a bet. Following are the errors I have found so far in this article:
1. Page 119, first line of text -- "F" left off of "Frequency."
2. Page 120, schematic:
   2.1 "11 455 kHz INPUT" designation is confused placed in front of the input connector ground side contact.
   2.2 Transformer T3, capacitor C10, and the 'TUNE' position of switch S2 are not labeled.
   2.3 The V6b designation is adjacent to the lower section.
   2.4 The regulated 150 volt bus is tied to the 2.5 volt AGC delay voltage bus instead of the bottom of R25.
   2.5 The grid pin (1) and the plate pin (2) of V6b should be tied together as this section works as a diode.
3. Page 121, parts list - R24 is a 100,000 ohm resistor, not 10,000,000 ohms.
4. Page 122, The sentence "It should be noted that the bandwidth at the receiver output jack is governed by shorting plug can be applied to the output jack when the FM adapter is not in use."

The ARRL is the fact that HQ decides what is good for amateur radio without consulting the amateurs. It all boils down to a "failure to communicate." Maybe they could use some of the league's money to institute a survey system whereby league members would be sent a questionnaire at least every 4 months. Something must be done.

Keep up the good work you've been doing by offering constructive criticism in your editorials, however direct and pointed it might be. You have created the finest amateur radio magazine around. Congratulations, OM.

I just heard from a local ARRL man that the ARRL is going to claim full credit for the development of 2m FM! What a farce!

Herb Braisington WA3TDI

Received your proof (New Products, September) and have one correction. Frequency stability of the GLB Model 400B Channelizer is 0.0005%.

We will have a 5 kHz adapter modification for the Channelizer late this fall.

Bernie Sanders, Sales Manager
GLB Electronics
So. Cheektowaga NY

Enclosed please find my check for a subscription to 73. After 14 years of interest in amateur radio I finally got my ticket. I was out of touch with the hobby from 1965 to 1972 and was amazed to find all of the changes that have taken place during that time. What I can't believe is the "leadership" provided by the ARRL during this period, despite their motto. To catch up on all the recent developments, I borrowed the back issues of 73 from the library of Dean Metzgar, WB4KAN/3, who also filled in the gaps with a pretty thorough history of what has been happening.

I think what the ARRL needs is a communications system which would require each of the section communications managers to report to headquarters two months before every directors' meeting, and also report whenever any major issue should be handled by the league. The SCM's should get opinions on all issues from the amateurs in his area. HQ would then be required to compile the 74 reports received and the information therein would be required to be presented at the board meeting.

The real problem in the ARRL is the fact that HQ decides what is good for amateur radio without consulting the amateurs. It all boils down to a "failure to communicate." Maybe they could use some of the league's money to institute a survey system whereby league members would be sent a questionnaire at least every 4 months. Something must be done.

Keep up the good work you've been doing by offering constructive criticism in your editorials, however direct and pointed it might be. You have created the finest amateur radio magazine around. Congratulations, OM.

I just heard from a local ARRL man that the ARRL is going to claim full credit for the development of 2m FM! What a farce!

Herb Braisington WA3TDI

Although it's rather far downstream by now, the article on revising the Morse Code in your November 71
Well, the military can be a real drag, even in London, especially with rising costs and tourist traps within the United Kingdom. However, wherever an amateur goes, whether he is sent on his own volition or otherwise, life can be very interesting. Thank you amateur and indeed he has been read, and there are plenty of G5 call signs left I am told from the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications at Waterloo and the price for a year’s enjoyment is still the meager sum of three pounds. Even with the monetary crisis the way it is today, it would be $7.80. In addition, no renewal applications are necessary. After about two hours and seven phone calls through British red tape and an apparent language barrier between American and English, with English English, I found that all they want is for the Anglo-American ham to send the money – renewal is taken from there as I understand it.

One might ask what reception is like on this island of islands. The answer I’m afraid has to be that you can work and indeed hear all the Italian stations you wish and perhaps more than you wish. Filters for this human QRM have yet to be developed. Perhaps in this case Johnson Island would have been a better assignment for a ham DXer.

Norman N. North WA1DBR/G5ATR South Ruslip, England

The comment in the July issue of 73 on FCC harassment of hams, is I feel, grossly unfair to the vast majority of the FCC staff that I have come in contact with in about 37 years plus of amateur, mobile, marine and broadcasting experience.

Like the rest of us, there are some bad people working for the FCC, but there are also and have been many darned nice men that I have had contact with, and it has been my experience that if you are in the wrong, then they will issue the citation, but if it is a grey area, the vast majority are willing to accept the doubt, with just a caution, and suggestion to correct the questionable practice.

Also, as the laws are written by lawyers, different individuals can read different meanings into them, and as a result the individual FCC staff may interpret them differently, although they do have a guideline for inspections, it still falls to the individual to make an on-the-spot decision if something is right or wrong. I do not envy them this.

There are generally about 20 to 30 DB citations and fines issued each week according to FCC public notices, with just a sprinkling of hams, at the most two or three, and most are for operating on wrong frequencies, or failure to properly identify themselves.

The one thing that has bothered me is the FCC phrase, “For repeated violation of...” Apparently once is just a violation, but twice is repeated, even as in amateur radio it takes place, let us say, within seconds, like two transmissions, while if it had continued as a single transmission it would have been only one violation... This is again the word against the action.

George W. Brooks W2GX
Newburgh NY

Here’s one that might possibly be worth a hint or kink or oddity or something or other. Our small lab has a number of bench power supplies but we are constantly needing another 5 volt supply – and one that can stand a bit of abuse or carelessness, so we have placed several of National’s 309K regulators on flat heat sinks with a small rubber feet that we find extremely useful. We punch out holes in the sinks, cut a hole in plastic tape slightly smaller than the stake-ins we use, place the tape in the sink covering the stamped hole, center the stake-in in the hole and fill with epoxy and let set. Then when we need five volts we just strap it across any of the available power supplies between nine and about 38 volts and have a bit of a bus or careless use. They are easy to store and provide an instant 5 volt supply when needed. We also have the same units in several other voltages that we use the same way.

73 and congratulations on the continued excellence of 73.

C.W. Pate
Bryte CA

I am an ARRL life member. This is addressed to all ARRL members, as well as to you to ask for your help in a matter that has been troubling me since last November. That month a guest editorial supporting the ARRL – actually a letter printed as an editorial – by James Russell, W8BU of Cleveland, appeared on page 77 of QST. Mr. Russell did a very unfortunate thing in that letter – he wrote as if he was not ARRL staff, as if the FCC was not here, and as if we should stand behind it as the best hope for a strong, viable amateur radio. This would’ve been fine except that Mr. Russell used the case of a young Cleveland welfare recipient to support his argument. Question from the Cleveland ‘Press,’ Mr. Russell let us know that the young girl...
for the experimenter!

INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS
OSCILLATOR • RF MIXER • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER

1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) $3.50

2. SXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) $3.50

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF POWER AMP
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz $3.75

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur $3.75

5. OX OSCILLATOR
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz, Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz. (Specify when ordering) $2.95

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ±0.02% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency) $3.95

for the commercial user

INTERNATIONAL PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders. Crystals for use in military equipment can be supplied to meet specifications MIL-C-3098E.

CRYSTAL TYPES:
(GP) for "General Purpose" applications
(CS) for "Commercial Standard"
(HA) for "High Accuracy" close temperature tolerance requirements.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
In a time when transceivers are a dime a dozen,

ours costs an arm and a leg.

The signal/one CX7A will set you back $2,395— but set you way ahead in amateur radio operation.

That's because the CX7A has just about every feature you can think of. Including the most sensitive receiver made, the most "talk-powered" 300 watts of power you ever heard, and much more. Like an extra receiver, an RF clipper, a built-in power supply and an electronic keyer.

Suddenly, $2,395 sounds more like a bargain than a bundle. Because you're getting, in effect, a room full of gear in one compact desk-top unit. A unit that features the industry's highest quality control standards, the finest components obtainable, the most features, the best performance... we could go on.

Better yet, you go on over to your signal/one dealer and see the rig for yourself. Or write us for a detailed brochure. Once you see the CX7A, you'll be willing to give up an arm and a leg for it. Or at least $2,395

signal/one

a subsidiary of
COMPUTER MEASUREMENTS, INC.
1645 West 135th Street
Gardena, Ca. 90249
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER for 2 METER FM

Part II

Last month we started describing our frequency synthesizer and gave the parts list. This month we will show all the diagrams and describe how it works, and next month we will have the printed circuit board layout, parts layout drawings, and construction and operation information.

Figures 2 thru 12 show the diagrams of the various parts of the synthesizer. To see how these parts fit together refer back to Fig. 1, the block diagram, in last month’s article.

10 MHz Crystal Oscillator (Fig. 2)

The basic reference for the synthesizer is an AT-cut series resonant 10 MHz crystal in a simple circuit using the four gates from an SN7400N IC. This is a fairly simple circuit which is stable enough for the purpose. If you want the utmost stability, though, you may want to put the entire circuit into an oven. The crystal oscillator circuit is mounted at the very edge of the p.c. board, and so is easily removed later, if you want. But we haven’t found this necessary so far.

Reference Frequency Divider (Fig. 3)

This frequency divider takes the 10 MHz signal from the crystal oscillator and divides it down into the reference frequency needed.
by the phase comparator. In our version, which provides 6 MHz output, the reference frequency divider provides a reference frequency of 208-1/3 Hz. For a synthesizer output of 8 MHz, the reference would be 277-7/9 Hz, and for a 12 MHz output the reference would be 416-2/3 Hz. The division from 10 MHz down to these frequencies is done by five IC’s. The note at the bottom of Fig. 3 tells the differences in hookup for the three different circuits.

Phase Comparator (Fig. 4)

The reference frequency and the output from the programmable divider both go into the phase comparator, where they are compared. If there is any difference in the two, a control voltage to the VCO changes the VCO frequency to bring it back to the right frequency.

We tried many circuits before coming up with the one in Fig. 4. There are several integrated circuits specially designed for phase-locked-loop applications, and we tried them all. Signetics makes a series of phase-locked-loop IC’s which contain the phase detector, several amplifiers, and the VCO all in one, but we found the performance unsatisfactory. Likewise, Motorola makes a phase comparator IC which also did not work out well. An “exclusive-OR” circuit made out of an SN7400N gate package was also disappointing. In each case, the problem is that the output of the phase comparator has to be a pure dc voltage proportional to the phase or frequency difference between the two input signals, while each of the IC phase detectors has a large amount of feed-through of the input pulse signals. While the IC manufacturers claim that you can get rid of these pulses with heavy filtering, that does not quite result in a clean enough output. In our circuit we have managed to eliminate all traces of the input pulses on the output line.

The reference frequency input into the phase comparator is a square wave which is applied to an integrator circuit consisting of the 1K resistor and 1 μF capacitor. These two components shape the square wave into a somewhat distorted triangular wave with curved edges, which is then applied to the source of an MFE 3002 FET. This is an enhancement-type MOSFET which acts like a very fast switch.

At the same time, the output from the programmable divider is applied to the base of Q3. The signal coming in is a series of very narrow pulses (on the order of a tenth of a microsecond wide) whose repetition rate is equal to the reference frequency (when the synthesizer is operating normally). The .001 capacitor in the collector circuit of Q3 widens these pulses to about a microsecond wide, so that the output of Q4 are wider pulses. Between pulses, the output of Q4 is about zero volts, and each pulse goes up to about +12 volts.

These positive-going pulses are connected to the gate of Q1. Q1 forms what is called a “sample-and-hold” circuit. When its gate is held around zero volts (between the pulses from Q4) Q1 acts like an open switch. But during the 1 μS wide pulses, when the gate of Q1 is at +12 volts, Q1 acts like a closed switch. Hence, for a very short instant during each pulse, Q1 connects the 1 μF and the 0.1 μF capacitors together, charging the 0.1 μF capacitor to the exact voltage that happened to be on the 1 μF capacitor at the instant that the pulse occurred.

![Fig. 4. Phase (and frequency) comparator. Notes: For 8 MHz, change to .75 μF, for 12 MHz change to 5 μF.](image-url)
If the pulse frequency out of the programmable divider is exactly the same as the reference frequency, then the pulses always occur at the same time in relation to the triangular wave; in that case the voltage across the 0.1 μF capacitor will always be the same, since the FET switch will always sample the same part of the triangular wave. But if the two frequencies are not the same — so that the pulses occur either more often or less often — then the FET switch will sample different parts of the triangular wave, and the voltage across the 0.1 μF capacitor will change.

The output of the 0.1 μF capacitor is connected to a source-follower, using an RCA dual-gate-protected MOSFET, the 40673. The source-follower is very similar to a cathode follower, and provides a very high input resistance to the 0.1 μF capacitor. The purpose here is to monitor the voltage across the 0.1 μF capacitor without loading it down, so that the voltage across the capacitor stays constant even between successive input samplings — this is what is meant by "sample-and-hold." The output from the source-follower is then sent to the unlock detector and to the VCO.

As pointed out earlier, the output from the phase detector is a constant dc voltage when the synthesizer is operating normally. This dc voltage is in the range of about 1.9 to 4.4 volts, and is used to control the frequency of the VCO. Under normal operation, we say the loop is locked on the reference signal. But if the phase detector output is changing, that means that the two inputs into the phase detector were not the same frequency, and thus the VCO frequency is changing. Under these conditions we say that the loop is not locked, and the unlock detector senses this by seeing that the output of the detector is a changing voltage.

Voltage-Controlled-Oscillator (Fig. 5)

The VCO is another tricky part of the system and we must confess that we are not quite happy with this one yet. The heart of the VCO is a Motorola MC1648P ECL oscillator IC, which uses L1 and C1 to set its frequency. The output of the IC is amplified and conditioned by a 2N5771 transistor, and
then further amplified and buffered by some gates before being sent to the rest of the system.

The values specified for L1, C1 and C2 in Fig. 5 are for 6 MHz operation only; we haven’t built the 8 or 12 MHz versions yet, and so the choice of coil and capacitor for other operating frequencies will be up to you. We will discuss in a moment the way to decide these values.

The oscillator is tuned over its range by changing the shunt capacitance across the tuned circuit. Instead of using a varicap diode, we found two paralleled 1N4001 diodes just as good. The VCO control voltage (which is positive) is applied to the cathodes of these two diodes. The higher this positive voltage, the lower the diode capacitance, and the higher the operating frequency.

Because the oscillator has to operate at a lower frequency during receiving, we switch in another capacitor, C2, just during receive. This is done by applying +5 volts to the base of Q5, turning it on. When Q5 is off, C2 is essentially out of the circuit, except for about 5 pF circuit capacity.

Since the phase comparator output ranges from about 1.9 to 4.4 volts, we designed the VCO to cover the entire range with a control voltage from 2.2 to 4.1 volts, which leaves a 0.3 volt overlap at both ends, to make sure that enough control voltage is available from the phase detector to control the VCO over the whole range. On our 6 MHz synthesizer, the output frequency during transmit is in the range of 6041 to 6167 KHz, and during receive is in the range of 5595 to 5721 KHz.

Hence our VCO is designed to satisfy the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Control Voltage</th>
<th>Transmit (0V on base of Q5)</th>
<th>Receive (+5V on base of Q5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+2.2V</td>
<td>6040 or less</td>
<td>5595 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4.1V</td>
<td>6170 or more</td>
<td>5725 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you build the synthesizer with 8 MHz output, then the transmit output frequency range is from 8055 to 8222 kHz, and the receive range (assuming 10.7 MHz i-f offset) is 7461 to 7628 kHz. Then you will have to change L1, C1, and C2 to get the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Control Voltage</th>
<th>Transmit (0V on base of Q5)</th>
<th>Receive (+5V on base of Q5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+2.2V</td>
<td>8055 or less</td>
<td>7460 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4.1V</td>
<td>8225 or more</td>
<td>7630 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that in each case we add a little overlap, just to make sure that the final circuit is going to work properly. If you want 12 MHz output, then the output frequencies will be twice those in the 6 MHz case. Also, for 11.7 MHz receive offset, the receive frequencies will be a little lower than those shown above.

In order to keep the noise and hum out of the VCO, we found it necessary to put the VCO into a corner of the board, separated by a ground strip from all other components on the board, and had to install a separate +5V regulator. We used an LM309H regulator with a small clip-on heat sink. The LM309H is similar to the LM309K regulator, but is in a small TO-5 style can instead of the big TO-3 case. You can use the LM309K instead, if you wish, but it will not fit.
Unlock Detector (Fig. 6)

A relatively straightforward circuit checks whether the loop is locked by monitoring the VCO control voltage. An emitter-follower, Q7, is connected to the control line, with its output driving Q8, an amplifier, whose output in turn goes to Q9 and Q10. Both Q9 and Q10 are normally biased just below turning on. If an ac signal is present, one or the other of these two transistors turns on. In normal operation, pins 13 and 12 of IC13d are at about +5V. If Q9 turns on, pin 13 is grounded; on the other hand, if Q10 turns on, then the input into IC13c directly on the board. If you mount it on the chassis, make sure to insulate it from the chassis ground. Instead, bring a separate ground wire back to the VCO and ground it where the LM309H would have been grounded. You must avoid all ground loops to avoid problems.

It is possible to FM modulate the VCO to produce a very nice signal, by simply feeding about 1V of audio to the VCO control input through a 3.9 MΩ resistor. You can reduce the value of this resistor a bit, but if it is made too small then probably you will get hum from the audio input because of a ground loop. In our case, we have a Touch-Tone pad mounted on the case, and this is where we bring in the audio. If you want to voice modulate the VCO, make sure to put in a cut-off filter into the audio path to cut off below about 500 Hz. Any audio introduced at this point that is at a lower frequency than the reference signal at the phase comparator will appear as an error in the phase-locked-loop, and the loop will try to correct for it. You won’t get much modulation, and it will just make the loop a little more unstable. We’re planning to try to feed in PL tones at this point in the future, but suspect that it won’t work out too well.

As mentioned earlier, we are not too happy with the VCO at this point, primarily because it has a little noise. The output has a bit of random residual FM, which shows up on the transmitted signal as a hiss. Since it is not too objectionable we decided to accept it in the interests of simplicity, but may get ambitious on this circuit in the distant future.

Larsen Mobile Gain Antenna
144-148 MHz

The result of over 25 years of two-way radio experience. Gives you . . .

- 3 dB + gain over 1/4 wave whip
- 6 dB + gain for complete system communications
- V.S.W.R. less than 1.3 to 1
- Low, low silhouette for better appearance

The fastest growing antenna in the commercial 2-way field is now available to Amateurs. It’s the antenna that lets you HEAR THE DIFFERENCE. Easily and quickly adjusted to any frequency. Hi-impact epoxy base construction for rugged long life. Silver plated whip radiates better. Handles full 100 watts continuous. Models to fit any standard mount. Available as antenna only or complete with all hardware and coax.

Get the full facts on this amazing antenna that brings signals up out of the noise . . . provides better fringe area talk power. Write today for fact sheet and prices.

Sold with a full money back guarantee. You hear better or it costs nothing!

also available . . .

5 db Gain Antenna for
420-440 MHz and 440-460 MHz

Phased Collinear with same rugged construction as Larsen 2 meter antennas and 5 db gain over reference 1/4 wave whip. Models to fit all mounts. Comes with instructions. Write today for full fact sheet and price.
number by which we divide, is a constant between 29,000 and 29,599 during transmitting, and is 2140 less during receiving. Temporarily forget about what happens during receiving, and look at the numbers 29,000 and 29,599. Since the digits 29 at the beginning are the same all the time, IC12 is permanently wired to count to 2, while IC7 is permanently wired to count to 9. The last three digits of N are entered into IC6, IC5, and IC4, in that order, by the 11 pairs of diodes connected to pins 15, 1, 10 and 9 of those IC's (pin 9 of IC6 is always grounded since that bit is always a 0). The actual connections to those diodes are shown later.

To see how the divider works, let's take an example. Suppose we want to transmit on a frequency of 146.940 which corresponds to a value of 29,388 for N. The digits 29 are permanently wired into IC7 and IC12, the 3 is set into IC6, and the digit 8 is set into both IC4 and IC5. In this way the counter is preset to the starting value of 29,388. As soon as this is done, each input pulse from the VCO circuitry subtracts one from the counter. After exactly 29,388 input pulses the counter gets down to a count of 00000, and we repeat the whole process all over again.

In actuality, there is a bit of fancy footwork required to do all this; to understand all of the fine detail, we have labelled some of the lines in Fig. 8 with letters A through F. After the counter starts counting down toward zero, a number of things happen. First, IC12 gets down to a count of 0; when this happens line C goes high (meaning positive, or about +5V). A short time later, when IC7, IC6, and IC5 all reach

![Fig. 6. Unlock detector.](image-url)

![Fig. 7. Switched buffer amplifier.](image-url)
the count of 0, line F goes low (near zero volts); therefore line B goes high. Then IC4 reaches a count of 2, line A goes high. Thus when the counter has gone from its original preset count down to a count of 00002, the output of IC8c goes low. This applies about zero volts to the D input of IC14, a so-called Type-D flip-flop, but the flip-flop does not react until the next input pulse. At this pulse the counter tries to count down to 00001. But at the same time IC14, which was set until now, resets and its Q output grounds the load lines, pins 11 of IC4 through IC7, and pins 2 and 6 of IC12. This forces all of the counter stages to preset back to the starting value of 29,388. But the counter can't start counting yet — it has to wait until the next input pulse (when the counter would otherwise have been at the count of 00000) at which time IC14 sets again.

Hence IC14 goes through a complete set-reset-set cycle exactly once every 29,388 input cycles (or whatever N corresponds to the frequency selected), which gives us the frequency division by N. The output from pin 6 of IC14 is a short positive pulse occurring exactly once every N input pulses.

When the synthesizer is switched into receive mode, the T-R relay puts +5V on the RCVE line, which in turn makes pin 11 of IC16 go high. This brings IC11, IC15, and IC16 into the picture. As before, the counter starts to count down from its preset value towards zero, but this time it never reaches anywhere near it. As soon as IC7 and IC6 reach a count of 21, line E goes high. When IC5 reaches a count of 4 line D goes high, and so line B goes high. Lines A and C work the same as before, and so the entire reset process starts when the counter gets to a count of 02142, and resetting finishes at the count of 02140 (instead of 00000 as in transmit). Since this reduces the quantity N by exactly 2140, it drops the frequency (after it is multiplied up to the two meter range) by exactly 10.7 MHz.

If the first i-f frequency of your rig is different from 10.7 MHz, then it will be necessary to change this circuitry. For an 11.7 MHz i-f (such as in the Standard transceivers), for example, we need to start resetting the divider at a count of 02342 instead of 02142. In this case the change is very simple — just eliminate the inverter shown as IC11 pins 5 and 6. Probably the best way to do this on the board is to cut off pins 5 and 6 on IC11's socket to disconnect the inverter, and then put a jumper between pins 5 and 6 on the board.

Notice also that we subtract the count of 2140 from the quantity N, we don't add it. That means we can only accommodate oscillator injection on the low side of the received signal. This fits most imported
transceivers. But if you own the Yaesu transceiver, which uses high side injection, the changes required to the synthesizer are really major, and it probably doesn’t pay to use the available printed circuit board.

**T-R Relay and Channel Selection Switches**

Undoubtedly we could have replaced the push-to-talk relay shown in Fig. 9 with a transistor, but the relay is more universally adaptable to most transceivers, and so we used it. When the relay is deenergized the synthesizer is in the receive mode, and +5V is supplied to the RCVE channel switch S1, to the VCO (to turn on the transistor which switches extra capacitance into the VCO tuned circuit) and to the programmable counter (to cause subtraction of 2140 from the factor N). When the synthesizer goes to transmit, +5V is only supplied to the XMIT channel switch, S2.

The RCVE and XMIT channel switches select either channel A or channel B for operation, and in turn send +5V to either the channel A frequency selector switches (S3 through S6) or the channel B frequency switches (S7 to S10). In this way we get independent frequency selection for transmit and receive, which you need for going through a repeater. For simplex operation you can also preset two different frequencies and simply flip back and forth. With only a little more effort, you could add a scanning circuit which would automatically go back and forth between frequency A and B; it would have to work slowly, though, since the synthesizer takes about 1/4 to 1/2 second to settle on a new frequency (it will take less time if the two receive frequencies are close together).

**Frequency Selection Switches (Fig. 10)**

As shown back in Fig. 8, there is a total of 11 preset inputs brought out from IC4, 5, and 6. Each input goes to ground through a 330Ω resistor, and also goes to two diodes. Of each pair of diodes, one goes to the channel A frequency selection switches, and the other goes to the channel B switches. The diodes are there to isolate the two sets of switches from each other.

The actual wiring of these switches is shown in Fig. 10. The MHz switches (S3 and

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 10. Wiring of frequency selection switches S3 through S10.**
S7) are single-pole, three-position rotary switches; the hundreds of kHz switches (S4 and S8) and the tens of kHz switches (S5 and S9) are all three-pole ten-position rotary switches, and the 5 kHz switches (S6 and S10) are single-pole two-position rotary switches. The wiring to these switches is not BCD coding, by the way, and the thumb-wheel BCD switches you see occasionally sold surplus can’t be used here.

**Power Supply (Fig. 11)**

The synthesizer is designed to work from +12V, and the power supply consists mostly of regulators and filtering. A simple series regulator using a 2N3055 or similar NPN silicon power transistor is used as a pre-regulator to keep large changes in input voltage (as in mobile operation) from affecting the unit. The resulting voltage, which is a bit under +12V, is then sent to the VCO (which has its own regulator), the phase detector (where additional regulation is not needed), and to an LM309K IC regulator which provides the +5V at about 0.6 ampere, needed by most of the logic circuitry.

The LM309K in the main regulator should be mounted on a heat sink or on the chassis. The LM309H in the VCO circuitry mounts right on the board, and should have a small clip-on heat sink. The 2N3055 and the 12V zener should also be heat sanked or chassis mounted.

**Frequency Multipliers (Fig. 12)**

The frequency multipliers take the output of the synthesizer and multiply it up in frequency to whatever value is needed by your transceiver. Since various transceivers need different amounts of multiplication, we decided not to design our own, but to simply use a commercially available amplifier, the PAX-1 power amplifier from International Crystal.

As shown in Fig. 12, the circuit is quite simple. As it comes in the kit, the amplifier is designed for class C and needs quite a bit of drive. We added a 33K resistor to provide some base bias (it mounts in a set of holes already provided on the board) and found that it works very well as a frequency multiplier. Though it is only rated as being good up to 30 MHz, we found that it works at 45 MHz. In our unit we use four of these units, one to triple from 6 MHz to 18 MHz for our transmitter, and three to double from 5.6 MHz (during receiving) to 11.2 MHz, then to 22.4 MHz, and finally to about 45 MHz. The kit comes with three color-coded coils which cover the range through 45 MHz. But disregard the instructions provided with the kit as to the number of turns in the link, and use the number of turns specified in Fig. 12 between multipliers. The last link, used to couple from the multiplier to your transceiver, will have to be chosen experimentally. If you have an rf voltmeter or high frequency oscilloscope you are in luck, since then you can measure the voltage drive using a crystal, and tailor the link to provide the same voltage.

In the third part of the article, we will show you how the printed circuit board is laid out, where to place the parts, and how to hook the whole thing up.

\[ \text{K2OAW} \]
NEW! SOLID STATE 2M REPEATER  SC-ARPT-1
Complete packaged repeater designed for today's popular 2M FM band. 12 vdc. Ideal for new system or emergency portable operation.

FEATURES:
- Adjustable C.O.R.
- Time-out timer, adjustable 0-5 min.
- Adjustable carrier delay.
- Remote Control and accessory provisions.
- 10 watt R.F. output.
- Receiver: 0.4 $\mu$V or less.
- Maximum 3 amp current drain.
- 19" Rack Panel Mounting.
- Size: 19"w x 5"h x 9"d.

$640.00

Suggested Amateur Net Price

2M FM TRANSCEIVER  SRC-146A
Solid state, 2 watt, 5 channel, hand held transceiver.

$289.00

Suggested Amateur Net Price

Write for complete specifications.

Standard Communications Corp.
213 / 775-6284 · 639 North Marine Avenue, Wilmington, California 90744
A powerful new repeater is on the air in Chicago. It has been established by the Pioneer Amateur Radio Club, a group that has become known more by its QSL cards than by its publicity. Most of the club members are professionals in the communication field, and their club's story is an interesting one.

The telephone industry has a sort of old timer's club that has been named "The Telephone Pioneers of America." Membership is open to anyone who has worked in the telephone industry for 21 years or more. Local chapters are numerous and most metropolitan areas are likely to have several. While much of their time is devoted to public service work, they also encourage their members to develop hobbies that will hold their interests in their retirement years. As you might expect, the telephone business has a healthy share of radio hams, and so an amateur radio club made up of active and potential telephone pioneers is a "natural."

In Chicago, the Pioneer organization has made office space available to the radio club and the hams have made good use of WA9PAC has been on the air for seven years with CW, sideband, 2m and 3/4m FM equipment. In January of this year, they started regular operation of a repeater under the call WB9AEJ. Talk-out is presently on 449.60 MHz while the talk-in frequency is 449.85 MHz. A change of the talk-out frequency will soon be made to 447.85 MHz. The transmitting antenna is over 500 feet above street level just west of Chicago's loop; and ERP of about 600 watts has been achieved.

The repeater is open to all users and is carrier-controlled. Receiver selection circuits prevent more than one receiver from getting

Len Bateman, K9ZNE, makes an adjustment on the automatic voice identifier. The entire cabinet is used as the repeater control terminal; it ties together the base transmitter, remote receivers, wire-line control circuits and the remote control points. The cabinet on the right contains a test transmitter that is used to key up the remote receivers for test purposes. The repeater is normally open to all users and is carrier operated.

Dan Bohi, W9HZJ, takes a quick look at the base transmitter. This rig is located under the roof of a building just off of the west side of Chicago's loop. It transmits on 449.60 MHz with an ERP of about 600 watts. The control terminal and the fixed receivers are in other buildings. This transmitter is part of the repeater that operates under the call sign WB9AEJ. Talk-in is on 449.85. The antenna is more than 500 feet above street level.
On Sunday, April 9, 1972, portable rigs were on the air from a hobby show in Northbrook, Illinois. George, W9NLT (right) is shown explaining all about ham radio (in 25 words or less) to two young visitors.

to the transmitter at one time. Another interesting feature is the soft feminine voice that identifies the transmitter. The transmitter is controlled by wire line from three authorized control locations. While only two receivers are currently in operation, the club is hoping to establish two more in suburban locations by late spring.

Ray Fusick, K9FBL, checks out a teleprinter with loving care. On RTTY at home, Ray will be active in work on and with an FSK rig that is being planned for the station.

Bob Klein W9KRZ, may be smiling at the idea that he is looking at a "portable" rig. This cabinet is to be taken to hobby shows and similar displays of spare time activity. It will communicate with other stations through the repeater, WB9AEJ.
One activity that appeals to club members is setting up a portable station at hobby shows, hamfests or other appropriate affairs. They have constructed two portable rigs that can be taken out to shows and set up on reasonable notice. Communication will be with other stations via the repeater. Several of the hams in the pictures also work the hobby shows from their home QTH. On March 19, visitors to shows at Glenwood and Oak Brook, Illinois were able to talk through the repeater. Several hundred people were present at each location and the ham exhibit was considered to be one of the main attractions.

Club President Don Dehn, WB9CXE recently announced the results of the seventh annual Pioneer QSO party. With a record high of 446 stations participating, WA9PAC took second place in the club station award category. It was operated by George Hickman, WA9QIA and his son George Jr., WA9QHZ. The Chicago group placed third in the chapter award category.

Don Dehn, WB9CXE, has just completed a frequency check on the test transmitter and is shown adjusting the record level on the logging tape recorder.
Meet Genave's GTX-2. It gives you pushbutton frequency selection... backlighting... multi-position switch allows setting for longtime low power drain operation... netting trimmer for each transmit crystal... easily wired for duplex crystal operation.

Made in USA, by one of America's leading aircraft electronics manufacturers, in facilities registered with and inspected by a branch of the Federal government.

Now read the specifications! You'll be amazed at what you get for the low, low price: The GTX-2, only $249.95

---

**Specifications**

**GENERAL:**
- Front Panel Size: 6¼" x 2½"
- Over-all Dimensions: 9" deep x 6½" wide x 2½" high
- Number of Transistors: 11 all silicon transistors, 4 diodes, 5 FETs, 3 integrated circuits
- Power Supply: 12 VDC System, negative ground
- Current Drain: Receive .09 amps
- Transmit: High 5.0 amps, Low 1.7 amps
- Frequency Range: 144 to 148 MHz
- Number of Channels: 10
  - (includes 146.940 MHz. Remaining 9 frequencies, at nominal charge each for installation at factory or by owner.)
- Weight: 5-lbs. (approx.)

**RECEIVE:**
- Sensitivity: less than 0.5 microvolts for 12 db SINAD
- Image: More than 45 db
- Spurious: More than 50 db
- Selectivity: ± 8 KHz
- Receiver Circuit: Double conversion, superheterodyne, crystal controlled
- Audio Output: 1.5 watts at less than 15% distortion
- Modulation Acceptance: More than 7.5 kHz.
- Squelch Threshold: 0.5 microvolt max.

**TRANSMIT:**
- Frequency Range: 144 to 148 MHz
- Power Output: 30 watts, Nom
- Output Impedance: Matches standard 50 ohm amateur antennas
- Deviation: Adjustable to 10 kHz max.

---

**GTX-2**
2 METER FM
$249.95
(Includes 146.94 MHz)

**HamPak-2 portable power case** $189.95
SOLID STATE 6 METER CRYSTAL-HET-VFO

This describes the basic design, circuit, and theory of a solid state crystal-controlled, battery-operated, heterodyne vfo using low-cost transistors, which delivers a stable 120 mW output from 50 to 51 MHz.

The new Miller two-speed dial is used on the vfo which makes zero-beating a pleasure. A stable oscillator operating from 5 to 6 MHz beats with a 45 MHz crystal oscillator to produce 50 to 51 MHz energy in the mixer output. An rf amplifier brings up this output to 120 mW.

The main feature of this exciter is the addition of the stable 5 to 6 MHz vfo to the crystal oscillator, thus avoiding the usual multiplication of any shift or drift.

Emphasis is on the basic theory and circuit design. Features that can be added later include a low-pass filter for the low-frequency vfo, crystal switching for greater coverage, direct crystal control, and packaging.

Block Diagram and Overall Schematic

Figure 1 shows the block diagram with the rf output from the 5 to 6 MHz vfo and the crystal oscillator going to the mixer. This type of circuit has been used with success by the military services for many years. It is hard to imagine a better combination of low-cost transistors giving an equally stable variable frequency, easy-to-build, vfo. A tuned amplifier following the mixer serves to further reject unwanted frequencies and amplify the 6 meter energy. The basic theory involved is the use of a variable-frequency oscillator whose output is not multiplied but is added to a high-frequency crystal oscillator.

This system greatly reduces the demands ordinarily made on a vfo for stability and drift. A 5 MHz oscillator, if multiplied to 50 MHz, suffers from the equal multiplication of drift, FM, hum, or other unwanted modulation, and other
undesired oscillator defects. A 5 MHz variable oscillator which is added to a crystal-controlled 45 MHz oscillator avoids this multiplication of instabilities.

When two oscillators with different frequencies are fed into a mixer, there are four frequencies always present in the collector circuit. These are F1, F2, F1 plus F2, and F1 minus F2. In the system being described here there will thus be present in the mixer collector 5 MHz, 40 MHz, 45 MHz, and 50 MHz. The mixer collector is of course tuned to 50 MHz, and subsequent amplifiers serve to reduce the other frequencies to an undetectable level at any reasonable distance from the antenna.

The emphasis is on selectivity, using a tuned amplifier to get the desired power output rather than pushing any one stage for maximum power, which is not generally coincident with maximum selectivity. Note the base and collector circuits, which are tapped down on their inductors. This matches their impedances to the proper point on the coils for sufficient power plus maximum selectivity.

In a spare-no-cost design, generally the criterion for military circuits, a balanced modulator is often used, but tests here show that a small number of tuned circuits following the mixer will prevent any detectable amount of undesired energy from reaching the antenna.

The Crystal Oscillator

The question of how much power output to try for here is important for several reasons. First, you would like to get as much power as possible in order to reduce the number of subsequent amplifiers. A famous (for its uniqueness) transmitter, I think pre-WW2, used one Taylor tube as a crystal oscillator and only one more as a kilowatt CW rig! However, contrary to this example of exaggeration, most of today's crystal manufacturers say that a rock should be used only to control the generation of a small signal, and that power should be sought in following amplifiers.

Another item is the fact that VHF crystals will drift and/or jump if you try for too much power, as I well know from past experience. Any time that I used more than about 80V on tube oscillators, drift would set in, if not worse, such as jumps in power or frequency, and noise. Dc power of around 800 mW was involved, and if this is used as a criterion for solid state oscillators, we arrive at quite a few mils, using a 12V supply. A power region should be chosen which is not too far below the maximum for the crystal but which at the same time will assure its safety from drift. The way to find out is to try it, which I did, and the circuit shown works in fine style.

Referring again to the Old Days of tubes, a pilot light was often put in series with a crystal to check on the power and to act as a fuse. With today's VHF crystals this is not too feasible, unless some enterprising lads in the electric lamp business make some bulbs with a milliwatt or so of power. Also, as mentioned before, the crystal people are very disinclined to rate their crystals on power, so we're kind of on our own in this matter. The best place to regulate the power of both the crystal oscillator and the vfo, if you need to do so, is with the value of their emitter resistors.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 3. I checked once again both the regenerative and the degenerative feedback circuits and find that the degenerative circuit is more stable and produces more usable power output than the other. Note that if a capacitor is substituted for the crystal, no oscillation will occur. This is because the base is in phase with the collector and the emitter is

---

\[ +12V \]
\[ \text{HEP85} \]
\[ 45 \text{ MHz} \]
\[ \text{TAP 1} \]
\[ \text{TAP 2} \]
\[ L1-10 \text{ Turns, 8 TPI} \]

**Fig. 3. Crystal oscillator, 45 MHz.**
**The Kenwood R-599 Receiver**

**In All the World**

Most amateurs have never owned a receiver as good as the R-599.

1st

The R-599 is all Solid-State... no tubes to wear out and be replaced. Less heat so it is more stable and more reliable. Most owners report service free performance month after month, year after year.

2nd

The R-599 is more versatile. It copies SSB, CW, AM and FM. And it copies them well. One half microvolt sensitivity on SSB means you hear any signal audible on any other receiver regardless of price.

3rd

The R-599 has greater frequency range. All amateur bands 160 through 10 meters as supplied and including 6 and 2 meters with accessory self-contained converters.

4th

The R-599 is part of a system. When operated with its companion T-599 transmitter you get full transceive operation.

5th

The R-599 literally screams value. Dollar for dollar you can't buy another receiver anywhere that will match the R-599.

6th

The R-599 can be operated directly off your 12V battery... with very low drain. It is also an ideal novice receiver... having standard provisions for crystal controlling the T-599.

The Price... $349.00

---

**Another Kenwood value leader...**

The superb TS-511S Transceiver

Five bands, SSB and CW transceive. Built-in VOX, crystal calibrator, noise blanker, receiver incremental tuning, 1 KHz frequency readout, 8 pole filter, stable FET VFO, dual conversion and accessory CW filter. The price... $415.00.

---

**Henry Radio**

11240 W. Olympic Blvd, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801 714/772-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730 816/679-3127
out of phase with the collector; this is the circuit which is degenerative (also known as negative feedback). As a result of this, until the frequency of the crystal is reached with L1 and C1, no oscillations will occur. The crystal then reverses the phase and the system oscillates. I have mentioned this circuit many times and will probably do so in the future, as it really is sure fire for VHF work.

The Vfo

Here again we shouldn’t try for maximum power but instead should check carefully for the power that can be obtained with complete safety against drift. If the transistor heats to any large degree, you can be sure you will have drift. There is a well-known complete rig on the market right now which does just that! Fortunately in the rig being described here, I not only keep the vfo at a power which does not heat it up, but I also have a circuit which does not multiply any remnant of instability which might not be economical to remove completely.

Figure 4 shows the oscillator as finally worked out and it is a good one. Reliance is placed on heavy capacitor padding, a standard method for stability but which does call for good capacitors.

**Fig. 4.** 5 to 6 MHz vfo.

This unit is the heart of my future 6 meter transmitters, and probably will be for the two meter design as well, along with the Miller MD-4 dial, an automatic two-speed dial and very handy. Using the inductor, padding capacitors, and the 100 pF variable shown, the range tuned is from 50 to 51 MHz. That is, the actual vfo...
oscillator runs at 5 to 6 MHz, and the final output from the mixer is 50 to 51 MHz. This is cutting things a shade too close, so add a few turns to L1, cut the padding down a little, and set up something like 49.9 to 51.1 MHz. As mentioned, you can also switch crystals, or get 2 MHz on the dial by increasing L1 still further and dropping down on the padding again. We're just indicating the method here.

The oscillator is very neat and clean and uses the "universal" transistor, the Motorola HEP55. Positive feed is assured by the base connection being out of phase with the collector. It is ac grounded, and the opposite end of the coil from the collector is also grounded. The emitter is tapped up on the coil from the ground end, which puts it in phase with the collector, for the proper relation. The number of turns of this tap up from the ground end controls the amount of feedback. Output is through a tap on L1 which goes over to the mixer base input.

Numerous additions can be considered, such as "battle-ship" construction for real tough mobile environments on boats, planes, etc. An interesting thought is a switch that cuts out the vfo and the crystal oscillator on 45 MHz and switches over to another crystal socket on the front panel for a straight-through crystal oscillator at your choice of fixed frequencies in the band, for nets and round tables. Just thinking out loud — I mean on paper.

As is, this 5 to 6 MHz vfo worked immediately and has given no trouble of any kind since then.

Preliminary calibration of the dial is made easier for beginners who may not have a collection of 50, 50.1, 50.5 and 51 MHz crystals on hand, by the presence on the air of WWV on 5 MHz and Montreal, Canada on 6 MHz. This latter is a B.C. station but seems to be audible over most of the East Coast, and probably quite a way to the West. Zero-beating these stations with the calibration dial at 50 and 51 MHz can be easily done with your receiver. Once you have the 5 and 6 MHz logged, you can transfer the dial markings to 50 and 51 MHz. Remember that absorption wavemeter when you do this operation.

The Mixer

Figure 5 shows the circuit. It is not much different from a receiving mixer. The signal from the 5 to 6 MHz oscillator is brought in to the base, and the 45 MHz crystal oscillator is coupled to the emitter. Dc bias is furnished by the standard 5K and 1K resistors. The emitter has a 200Ω resistor to ground, which sets the operating point for best mixing.

The collector is tapped on to L1 only three turns up from ground, or cold end, which gives the best output for the 50 MHz beat note. Again, use that absorption wavemeter to check the mixer output. Figure 6

Fig. 5. Mixer, 6 meter-HET-vfo.

Fig. 6. Sketch, absorptioin wavemeter, James Millen type.
shows what such a device looks like, in the James Millen version, which is the best known. Remember those various outputs that are present in the mixer collector circuit as mentioned above. The 45 MΩ energy in the collector can even have more power than the beat note on 50, so don’t mistake it or try to use a receiver alone to identify these two outputs, unless it is of the TRF type, like my old favorite – the tuned diode receiver. You can use your receiver to listen to these various frequencies once you are sure the mixer output circuit is correctly lined up on 50 MHz.

I also listen on an untuned diode to note any spurious, squeeging, discontinuous jumps in power or frequency, etc. This is a little diode “plank,” made up as in Fig. 7. Note the variety of inputs to suit the various frequencies you may be monitoring. For UHF up into microwaves use the 1.5 pF. On VHF and UHF the 3 to 30 trimmer is good. For lower frequencies the .001 capacitor delivers more rf to the diode for test purposes. The diode output also has more than one connection. With the alligator clips attached to your rf circuit under test you can thus measure gain with a microammeter plugged into the dc output jack, and listen to what is going on at the same time with a small af amplifier plugged into the audio jack. This can be really vital as you go up into the UHF region. RCA’s excellent book, *Transistor and Diode Manual* has the following remarks on these subjects: “Various instabilities can occur in transistor frequency multiplier circuits, including low-frequency resonances, parametric oscillation, hyster-

---

**SELECTED CONVERTERS AND RECEIVERS**

**UHF 20 dB MIN. GAIN**

*2 RF stages with transistor protected dual-gate MOSFETs give this converter the high gain and low noise you need for receiving very weak signals. The mixer stage is also a dual-gate MOSFET as it greatly reduces spurious mixing products – some by as much as 100 dB over that obtained with bipolar mixers. A bipolar oscillator using 3rd or 5th overtone in crystals is followed by a dual-gate MOSFET. An external additional amplifier is used to assure the correct amount of drive to the mixer. Available in your choice of input frequencies from 5 to 350 MHz and with any output you choose within this range. The usable bandwidth is approx. 3% of the input frequency with a maximum of 4 MHz. Wider bandwidths are available on special order. Although any frequency combination is possible (including converting up), best results are obtained if you choose an output frequency not more than 1 MHz less than the input frequency you are converting to. Enclosed in a 4 3/8" x 3" x 1 1/4" aluminum case with BNC input, output, power and antenna transfer switches. Thousands of our converters are now in use by satisfied customers, many of whom are government agencies and universities.*

Model 407 price 5-250 MHz $42.95 201-250 MHz $44.95

Prices include .001% crystal. Additional crystals $5.95 ea.

---

**VHF FM RECEIVER 11 CHANNELS • 135-250 MHz**

*11 crystal-controlled channels. Available in your choice of frequencies from 135-250 MHz wide. B.F. bandwidth (channel selectivity) available in your choice of 7-7.5 kHz or 15-15 kHz. 16-pole quartz filter and a 4-pole ceramic filter gives more than 80 dB rejection at 2X channel bandwidth. Frequency trimmers for each crystal. 3 to 5 jkohm for 20 dB quieting. Dual-gate MOSFETs and integrated circuits. Self-contained speaker and external speaker jack. Mobile mount and tilt stand. Anodized alumin. case, 6" x 7" x 1 3/8. Model FMR-250 11 price 135-250 MHz $109.95

Price includes one .001% crystal. Additional crystals $6.96 ea.

**HOW TO ORDER:**

All the preamps on this page are available only from Vanguard Labs. For receivers and converters, state model, input and output frequencies and bandwidth where applicable. Remit in full, including sales tax if you reside in New York State, direct to Vanguard Labs. Prices include postage by regular parcel post. For air mail or special delivery include extra amount: excess will be refunded. Send money order or certified check for faster shipment.

---

**VANGUARD LABS**

196-23 JAMAICA AVE.
HOLLIS, N.Y. 11423
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thesis, and high frequency resonance." Hysteresis refers to "discontinuous mode jumps in output power when the input power or frequency is increased or decreased." So don't be downhearted if you find troubles in your solid-state building projects. You're not alone!

There will be more of this cautionary material, so keep reading, and try to understand what I mean by "smooth tuning." You really need it with solid state devices.

When everything is working right, the mixer collector or circuit does tune easily without those discontinuous jumps. But watch out for that 45 MHz which is just a little up on the mixer capacitor knob from the 50 MHz point.

Expect in the neighborhood of 10 mW output from the mixer.

The RF Amplifier

Refer to Fig. 8 for the schematic. This one adjusts fairly easily once you get the base input capacitor adjusted to the right value. Start with a small amount and increase it a little at a time. The collector tap should then be adjusted to the proper place and C1 tuned to 50 MHz. The collector tap can be left at three turns from the cold end if you do not wish to check it yourself, as it is not too critical. The No. 48 rf output test bulb is critical as to match though, as you will see.

Due to the normal internal feedback of transistors this stage can oscillate easily, so start with the input capacity at a small value, keep tuning both the mixer collector and the rf stage collector, and push the power up gradually with a temporary pot of 500 or 1000Ω in the emitter in series with the 75Ω shown. If everything is right you will find 50 MHz output when the collector circuit is coupled to a tuned diode detector. Keep increasing C1 until you come to the condition where self-oscillation occurs, then back off a little. The tap on the mixer coil can also be reduced from 5 turns above ground to a lower number at first. As it is now, in final adjustment, both circuits tune nicely without oscillation and are not critical.

This stage can be modulated in the usual manner, but I advise a Motorola HEP75 with a dissipation of three watts and a cut-off frequency of 800 MHz as a following stage. It puts out 600 mW on 432 MHz so you can expect at least a watt or so on 6.

Breadboard Layout

Figure 9 shows the layout exactly as built up here, and working fine. There is plenty of room for changing all the values as needed, testing transistors, and selecting another set of components for packaging in a minibox. The ground plane works as it should, with no ground-loop currents noticed so far. You can see the four separate stages on the breadboard and check out the individual operation of each stage by itself if you need to. Their packaging in a small box should not be difficult providing a little shielding is used correctly. Of course, nothing stops you from putting this one on the air as is.

...KICIL
Go anyplace
Do anything.
Never a crystal
To purchase

FM 27 A
$ 479.95
Complete with Noise Cancellation
Microphone and Antitheft Mobile Mount

2 METER FM TRANSCEIVER
WITH CRYSTIPLEXER
FREQUENCY CONTROL

Only the FM-27A offers the 2 Meter FM'er the complete freedom of
frequency—receive and transmit—with accuracy and stability comparable
with conventional crystal control.

In addition—the FM-27A provides the hottest performing receiver and most
conservatively rated 25 watt transmitter on the market.

See your Clegg Dealer today or write or phone our factory for detailed data
sheet on the fabulous FM-27A.
THE FET Voltmeter AS A NANO-AMPERE METER

The Field-Effect Transistor voltmeter, an instrument which has an input impedance of 22 MΩ on all ranges with a full-scale deflection of 0.5 V on the most sensitive range, is an extremely useful device and one that all hams should build. An added application of this instrument is as a nano-amp meter for measuring the gate-to-channel leakage of individual FET samples. This leakage current (called $I_{GSS}$) is quoted on the manufacturers' specification sheet as being 2 mA maximum for the 2N3819 and 20 mA maximum for the 2N3820 with 15 V applied. This small current is just about impossible to measure using the usual selection of ham test equipment.

The $I_{GSS}$ of a FET sample can be measured directly by using a 15 V dc source and a K3LCU FET voltmeter. The circuit diagram shows the hook-up. The source and drain are connected and in effect the gate-channel junction is being tested as a reverse-biased diode.

The photograph shows my version of the K3LCU meter (see 73 July 1966 issue) – one of the handiest instruments I have ever built – and a home-built regulated low-voltage power supply. I have a transistor socket with suitable leads attached that I keep for this $I_{GSS}$ measurement. The FETs are plugged into this socket and the $I_{GSS}$ is shown on the FET voltmeter. $I_{GSS}$ is temperature-sensitive so the reading depends upon the applied voltage and the junction temperature as well as the quality of the device junction. In practice, faulty FETs are very quickly sorted out.

The full-scale reading on the FET voltmeter is really the current corresponding to 0.5 V applied across 22 MΩ. This works out at 22.72 nano-amps. For the 1.0 V range on the FET voltmeter, the full-scale represents twice this current (45.44 mA).

This test will help to sift out the good ones from the surplus FETs now available.
Wilson Electronics has gotten together with Signal One to make it easy to own the best DX combination available. If you purchase a Signal One CX7A from Wilson Electronics for $2395.00 we will give you a 6-element 20 meter beam for $1.00. Now the 6-element 20 sells for $300. If you don’t want a 6-element 20 meter beam, we will apply the same value to any other combination of antennas you want. Trade-ins also accepted. For a winning deal call Jim Wilson at the number below.

WILSON ELECTRONICS
PO Box 116 Pittman Nev. 89044 (702) 457-3596
TIME/FREQUENCY MEASURING SYSTEM

PART I
system concepts

This is the first of a three-part series describing the component parts of a time/frequency measuring system for a well equipped amateur radio station and workshop. The goal is to obtain an accurate station clock and frequency counter which can be calibrated by the amateur in his own shop; the reasons for organizing the system as it is are given in the following paragraphs.

Two pieces of equipment are used: the GMT clock/time base, described in this month's article, and a 220 MHz frequency counter to be described in Parts II and III. Each of these items is useful by itself, but they are intended to work together as shown in the system block diagram, Fig. 1. This system will provide the amateur with a time and frequency measuring system which he can maintain accurately to better than one...
part in $10^6$ (.0001%) with only a WWV receiver and a little patience.

There is no need to elaborate on the usefulness of a frequency counter, as it is fairly well recognized. This counter is different from most others in that it works to 220 MHz and has a different approach to the time base. The counter is intended to be used with the companion time base to get the specified accuracy, but has provision to use the power line for a reference with reduced accuracy (.01%) for use away from the home shop.

The 6½ digit counter features a Schmitt trigger, narrow pulse generator, and 10 second gate for accuracy at very low frequencies, a 1 second gate for low and medium frequencies, a 0.1 second gate (with kHz decimal point) for high frequencies, and a divide-by-ten prescaler for VHF. A decimal point is automatically set in the display to agree with the switch setting. A latching storage register is used to give a steady display as in all modern counters. Most circuitry is transistor-transistor logic (TTL) integrated circuit (IC), with some discrete transistors in the trigger/pulse amplifier.

The clock is a 24-hour digital with hours, minutes, and seconds readouts, and also can be used to run remote slave readouts. All circuitry is IC, mostly TTL. The time base is a crystal oscillator with oven, followed by a divider chain to derive the specific trigger periods needed by the rest of the system. A battery power backup is used to prevent losing clock timing in case of ac power interruptions.

Besides the frequency counter, there are other uses for precision frequencies: VFO calibrators, phase-lock loop synthesizers, crystal substitutes, oscilloscope markers, etc. One station time base can run all of these.

**Accurate Home Calibration**

The clock is combined with the time base to provide a monitor on the accuracy of the time base, allowing the amateur to perform his own very accurate calibration. One part in $10^6$ is 0.6 seconds per week, so weekly checks on the drift of the clock versus WWV provide a means for gradually getting the time base oscillator "right on." After several months of occasional adjustments I have achieved a drift rate of less than 0.1 second per month in my own unit, which is better than one part in $10^7$ (.00001%).
ELECTRONIC FEATHER TOUCH KEY
A completely solid-state key. Detects mere touch of finger. Use as single or twin lever key. Operates with all positive or negative ground digital keys.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs. $22.95 (Remote 5/Swts. for MM-500B) and MM-8000 $27.95

MEMORY-MATIC 500-B
500 or 800 bit R/W memory. Stores either a single message or a number of sequential messages. "Message Stop" for char. insertion. Near-full and Overload alarms. Remote control for Stop/Start of message. Incl. SM-21B features. Sh. wt 4 lbs. (500-bit memory) $198.50 (800-bit memory) $219.50

VHF FREQUENCY STANDARD – FMS-5
Cal. receive and transmit crystals in 10, 6, 2 and 1¾ meter FM bands. Markers for all FM channels. Check deviation. Precision 12 MHz crystal. No unwanted markers. Osc. and output buffered. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. (Less Batteries) $44.50

METEORIC SCATTER TIMER – MST-60
Precision timer for meteoric scatter communications. 60 Hz time base provides 15, 20, 30 and 60 second output. Synchronized to WWV. Automatic and manual outputs. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. $49.50

BROADBAND PREAMP
1-30 MHz, 36 dB gain dropping to 19 dB at 30 MHz. 3 dB Max. N.F., 12V dc, metal case with mounting lugs. 2 x 1¾ x 3/4, 90-day guarantee. Sh. wt. 6 oz. $17.95

2-METER PREAMP
$9.50 Kit
$12.50 Wired
Option for 150-250V dc
Operation $2.95
20 dB Gain, 2.5 N.F., 12V dc, Size 1¾ x 2½ x 1/2, Diode protected MOSFET. 90-day guarantee. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. $89.50

Send for Catalog 5-year guarantees
DATA ENGINEERING, INC. 5554 Port Royal Road,
Ravensworth Industrial Park, Springfield VA 22151
The time drift calibration method may seem a little tedious, requiring several weeks to months to achieve good calibration. There is actually very little to it, however. In my case, I spend about five minutes every Sunday morning listening to the one-second ticks on WWV and comparing them to the time changes on the clock. When the clock shows drift of more than 1/4 second from the previous week, I adjust the oscillator vernier control slightly in the direction to reduce the error, reset the clock to synchronize with the ticks, and wait another week. Many weeks go by with no adjustment required at all. If I miss a week, I just double the allowance for the next week.

It may occur to some (who haven’t tried it) that one could calibrate an oscillator to any desired degree of accuracy by zeroing harmonics of the oscillator’s output against the WWV carrier. This has been the classic method for many years of checking HF radio calibration with the 100 kHz crystal calibrator. This works fine as long as one is shooting for accuracy no better than one part in 10^4 (1.4 kHz on 20 meters for example). That is OK for 20m, but you will never net a 2 meter FM rig with measurements that crude! It may come as a surprise to some that the WWV carrier, as received in most locations, is not accurate to better than one part in 10^7 because of doppler shift in the skywave reflection from the ionosphere, which is constantly moving. The different techniques used to check zero-beat against the carrier degrade accuracy further; an audio beat for example is very poor, being no better than 10 Hz on a 10 MHz signal, or one part in 10^6, and usually worse. Some more exotic methods may introduce less error, but the ultimate limitation of the WWV signal itself still limits the accuracy to less than that needed to check a modern, state-of-the-art time base for a counter.

The 20 kHz VLF signal put out by WWVL is not subject to the doppler errors of the HF signals, and therefore is the frequency reference signal used by most laboratories requiring precise frequency calibrations. To use this signal, however, requires a VLF receiver and phase comparator, which is more equipment to build.

**On Picking Frequency Tolerances**

The reason for picking one part in 10^6 as being the minimum accuracy to shoot for in a counter design is that current VHF frequency tolerances (and VHF is where you really need a counter) require radios to be set to .0005%, or 5 parts in 10^6.

A device to measure this frequency must be significantly better than this, so one part in 10^6 is a worst case. As a related matter, the readout capability of the counter should be compatible with the accuracy of the instrument. In other words, a counter with an accuracy of one count out of one million (10^6) should have a six-digit readout. Any less than this, and the full capability of the counter is not being used. Any more, and the user is kidding himself by reading meaningless numbers. For instance, I could have built a nine-digit counter and thus be able to read 220 MHz to the nearest cycle, but this is better than one part in 10^8, and the last two digits would be unreliable. Something like “measuring with a micrometer and marking with chalk.” This same rebuttal applies to those who argue that they don’t like prescalers because they can’t read the frequency to one cycle!

I chose to make the counter/time base and the counter in separate units, because I use the counter/time base as an accessory with my HF rig; that’s where I want the clock and that’s where the WWV receiver is, while the counter stays across the room at the work bench. The two units are connected by one coax cable. A builder could economize by putting both units in one cabinet to share a power supply, decoders, and readouts.

...K5DUS
ACTIVE FILTER DESIGN AND USE PART IV

In the previous parts of this series on active filters we have converted LC passive filters to active RC transistor filters and integrated circuit designs to active RC transistor filters and integrated circuit designs with external frequency compensation. Although all common types of filters were covered, design emphasis was placed on filters in the low or audio range of frequencies where bulky inductors tend to become both inefficient and unwieldy. However, the same principles can be applied to higher frequency filters and in this last part we will design a number of active filters in the high frequency range in addition to some circuits that should prove useful to the amateur.

As the frequency of interest rises, active filters utilizing RC networks tend to become progressively less efficient. In an attempt to maintain a satisfactory component value ratio, and still maintain reasonable Q, the resistors of the twin-T configuration are reduced in value only as much as necessary to allow the corresponding capacitors to fall in the low picofarad range. Such sacrifices reduce the usefulness of the twin-T above ultrasonic frequencies to relatively wide bandpass amplifiers and other requirements where bandwidth/attenuation values are not too low. Figure 1 shows a circuit designed around the RCA CA3035 linear integrated circuit amplifier and a twin-T network. At a frequency of 455 kHz, the component values of the network have dropped to a point where Q becomes a problem. However, the circuit is still useful as a buffer amplifier to follow a local oscillator stage, or give low attenuation over a medium range such as might be desired in the first i-f of a scanning receiver. Capacitors C5 and C6 act only as dc blocking capacitors. Varying R4 will provide a slight change in center frequency and Q.

The response of the circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Increasing the value of R1 will increase Q, but at the expense of gain. The curves of Fig. 2 show the response with both 120 kΩ and 270 kΩ resistors at R1.

In Fig. 3, a variation of the twin-T notch allows the active filter to be tuned over a 10:1 range. Resistor R1 again affects Q and
work discussed in an earlier part of this series.

An active bandpass filter which can be varied in frequency, without affecting the bandwidth or gain, is shown in Fig. 5. The center frequency is controlled by resistor R3 while retaining a constant bandwidth of about 260 Hz. The component values shown will produce a bandpass response centering close to 2 kHz, with more than 26 dB gain.

To design for a frequency of your choice, choose a convenient value for the capacitors, the desired gain and bandwidth, and plug these values into the following formulas:

\[
R_1 = \frac{1}{2\pi B_c G C}
\]

\[
R_2 = \frac{1}{\pi B_w C}
\]

\[
R_3 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2\pi C[(2f_2/Bw) - BwG]}}
\]

As with other active filters, this type may

Fig. 6. Band reject amplifier.

Fig. 7. Tunable i-f amplifier w/variable Q.
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also be cascaded and the individual filters tuned to different frequencies to provide a variable comb effect.

Active filters at radio frequencies require integrated circuits with the necessary frequency response and the return to inductors, although of a more convenient size. Figure 6 shows a band reject amplifier utilizing a Signetics differential amplifier. Good Q can be obtained, where wide response is not a requirement, by using toroid cores for winding the coils. By changing the position of C to that shown in the dashed line, the circuit becomes a bandpass amplifier. The Signetics integrated circuit has a bandwidth dependent upon power supply voltage, approximately 10 MHz for the voltages shown in Fig. 6, and may be pushed to 30 MHz with a maximum total voltage supply of 12 volts (+9 and -3 volts, etc.).

Every ham has, at one time or another, wished he could tune his receiver i-f off frequency slightly and/or increase i-f gain to get rid of interference. The novel circuit shown in Fig. 7 will do both, and when used with a high frequency integrated circuit, will provide a tunable rf amplifier. The values shown give a tunable response at about 10.7 MHz. The RCA CA3023 integrated circuit amplifier provides gain to 30 MHz. The field effect transistor acts as a variable resistance of the tuned circuit network and thus the input resistance of the amplifier. A change in the amount of feedback, or load resistance, will affect the Q of the tuned circuit. An increase in circuit Q of more than 2000 is possible while tuning control places the highest gain of the response at the desired frequency.

An RLC bandpass amplifier, utilizing the RCA CA3030 integrated circuit, is shown in Fig. 8. This amplifier will provide a gain of 20 dB at a center frequency of 10 MHz with a 3 dB response of about 1 MHz, as shown in Fig. 9. The effective Q of this circuit works out to be about 10.

Tone signaling and decoding circuitry can be greatly simplified by incorporating operational amplifiers as filter amplifiers. Use of the twin-T design is shown in Fig. 10. Values for the twin-T network are determined according to the following formulas:

\[ R_1 = 2R_2 \]

\[ C_1 = \frac{1}{2C_2} \]

\[ f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi R_1 C_1} \]

Every ham has, at one time or another, wished he could tune his receiver i-f off frequency slightly and/or increase i-f gain to get rid of interference. The novel circuit shown in Fig. 7 will do both, and when used with a high frequency integrated circuit, will provide a tunable rf amplifier. The values shown give a tunable response at about 10.7 MHz. The RCA CA3023 integrated circuit amplifier provides gain to 30 MHz. The field effect transistor acts as a variable resistance of the tuned circuit network and thus the input resistance of the amplifier. A change in the amount of feedback, or load resistance, will affect the Q of the tuned circuit. An increase in circuit Q of more than 2000 is possible while tuning control places the highest gain of the response at the desired frequency.

An RLC bandpass amplifier, utilizing the RCA CA3030 integrated circuit, is shown in Fig. 8. This amplifier will provide a gain of 20 dB at a center frequency of 10 MHz with a 3 dB response of about 1 MHz, as shown in Fig. 9. The effective Q of this circuit works out to be about 10.

Tone signaling and decoding circuitry can be greatly simplified by incorporating operational amplifiers as filter amplifiers. Use of the twin-T design is shown in Fig. 10. Values for the twin-T network are determined according to the following formulas:

\[ R_1 = 2R_2 \]

\[ C_1 = \frac{1}{2C_2} \]

\[ f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi R_1 C_1} \]
If you have a few 88 mH torroids in your parts box, the circuit of Fig. 11 can be used. This configuration shows the operational amplifier in an inverted mode, the only design which will produce a true single tuned response. Circuit Q here approaches 33 with a gain of more than 20 dB. In multiple frequency decoders, different tuned amplifiers may be paralleled with the necessary switching circuitry to provide coded entry into a repeater system.

Integrated circuits can also be used with ceramic or crystal elements as frequency components. The circuit of Fig. 12 gives 70 dB gain at a frequency of 455 kHz. Due to the fact that more gain is available from integrated circuits as compared to discrete components, impedances are easier to match without worrying about insertion loss or distorted responses.

Although single resonant circuits coupled with a linear or operational integrated circuit cannot be expected to provide narrow band responses at higher frequencies, they are useful as preamps or in other areas where a wider response curve can be used. Offering more than 20 dB gain, the circuit shown in Fig. 13 is designed for 20 meters where the 3 dB points of the response are less than 1 MHz wide. Figure 14 shows the response of the 14 MHz amplifier.

By the time you read this article, there will have been new advances in integrated circuit fabrication and design. However, the basic design methods will remain the same. We will probably see integrated circuits with greater available gain without the probability of feedback and possibly circuitry incorporating inductors and capacitors which can be changed in value by application of external control voltage.

For those interested in pursuing the subject of active filters further, I recommend, in addition to the article references, the newly published book Active Inductorless Filters, edited by Sanjit K. Mitra. It can be obtained through the IEEE, 345 E 47th Street, New York, NY 10017, at $7.50 for members and $9.95 for non-members.
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Fig. 12. 455 kHz i-f amplifier.

Fig. 14. Response curve of 14 MHz amplifier.

Fig. 13. 14 MHz amplifier.
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TRANSMISSION-LIMIT TIMER for REPEATERS

The ARRL won’t be issuing Ragchew certificates to your repeater users, but then you won’t be replacing finals every other day either.

A repeater should think for itself! It makes sense if you really consider it. The thing sits by itself all day every day (and night, too), spewing out whatever anyone wants to put into it. The only brain it has is the one owned by the body who sits at the business end of a control link. How much of a relief it would be to the control operator if the repeater itself could do most of the active monitoring – reducing his duty to not much more than keeping an ear tuned for dirty words.

The kind of brain every repeater really needs is actually quite simple. Primarily, it must limit the length of the repeater transmitter’s “on” time. When a relay gets stuck shut, the “brain” would sense the problem and cut off the transmitter. When the local clown decides to play music through your system, or send endless Teletype signals through it, he won’t be able to do it for long because the “brain” will know, and it will shut the repeater down for the duration of the attack. When a mobile operator sets his mike down on the seat and sits on the push-to-talk switch (it happens all the time!), the brain will put up with it for a minute or so – but if the anomaly persists, the brain cuts off the output of the big machine. When a long-winded operator ties up the repeater with another of his drawn-out ragchewing dissertations, you don’t have to worry about hurting his feelings by telling him about it. Let the brain cut him out – automatically; he’ll soon learn to keep his transmissions short, giving others a chance to use that fantastic communications system up there on the hill.

The Circuit

The timer circuit shown in Fig. 1 is the brain; it’s ideal for just about all your repeater’s timed operations because it is highly reliable on the one hand, and it is adjustable over a very broad period range on
The circuit shown employs a 6V dc relay with a coil resistance of 335Ω. Use of a relay with less resistance could cause excessive current, resulting in possible thermal destruction of semiconductors in the circuit. Just about any high-resistance relay will work in the circuit, though. The only precaution you should observe — other than that related to coil resistance — is to make sure that the relay contacts will be capable of handling the current load in the push-to-talk circuit. The contact rating of the RS5D is 2A; if your requirements exceed this value, the relay shown can be used to switch another relay with higher current-handling capability. Or, as an alternative, you can switch a circuit other than the push-to-talk line. The relay contacts, for example, can be used to remove B+ from the transmitter driver stages or the final amplifier. The idea, of course, is simply to get the transmitter off the air after the timed period.

When the relay is switched off, the coil’s collapsing field will cause a very high voltage spike to be induced in the circuit — as most hams who have worked with semiconductors have learned in dismay. This spike can easily destroy many types of semiconductors; so avoid problems by placing the HEP 156 diode across the relay coil as shown. The diode provides a discharge path for voltage spikes, thus insuring against wipeout of your semiconductors. And be particularly careful not to get the diode installed backwards, too — or the circuit current will be shunted around the relay coil, creating another very real threat to semiconductor devices.

How It Works

When a signal appears at the receiver, the A set of contacts on the carrier-operated relay (Fig. 1) close and the B set opens, thus starting the timed operation. At the end of the period, the COR contacts are still actuated by an incoming carrier, the P-B RS5D relay will put in, removing the push-to-talk signal from the repeater transmitter. As long as the carrier is on the channel after this point, the relay keeps the transmitter off the air. When the carrier finally drops out, though, the B set of contacts resets the timer and the A set removes the operational voltage. And the whole sequence is ready to begin anew.

Timer Defeat Circuit

If your repeater is subject to abuse from channel jokers, you might want to incorporate a separate reset system in your own UHF control link. This precludes the pos-
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When the relay is switched off, the coil’s collapsing field will cause a very high voltage spike to be induced in the circuit — as most hams who have worked with semiconductors have learned in dismay. This spike can easily destroy many types of semiconductors; so avoid problems by placing the HEP 156 diode across the relay coil as shown. The diode provides a discharge path for voltage spikes, thus insuring against wipeout of your semiconductors. And be particularly careful not to get the diode installed backwards, too — or the circuit current will be shunted around the relay coil, creating another very real threat to semiconductor devices.

How It Works

When a signal appears at the receiver, the A set of contacts on the carrier-operated relay (Fig. 1) close and the B set opens, thus starting the timed operation. At the end of the period, if the COR contacts are still actuated by an incoming carrier, the P-B RS5D relay will put in, removing the push-to-talk signal from the repeater transmitter. As long as the carrier is on the channel after this point, the relay keeps the transmitter off the air. When the carrier finally drops out, though, the B set of contacts resets the timer and the A set removes the operational voltage. And the whole sequence is ready to begin anew.

Timer Defeat Circuit

If your repeater is subject to abuse from channel jokers, you might want to incorporate a separate reset system in your own UHF control link. This precludes the pos-
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When the relay is switched off, the coil’s collapsing field will cause a very high voltage spike to be induced in the circuit — as most hams who have worked with semiconductors have learned in dismay. This spike can easily destroy many types of semiconductors; so avoid problems by placing the HEP 156 diode across the relay coil as shown. The diode provides a discharge path for voltage spikes, thus insuring against wipeout of your semiconductors. And be particularly careful not to get the diode installed backwards, too — or the circuit current will be shunted around the relay coil, creating another very real threat to semiconductor devices.

How It Works

When a signal appears at the receiver, the A set of contacts on the carrier-operated relay (Fig. 1) close and the B set opens, thus starting the timed operation. At the end of the period, if the COR contacts are still actuated by an incoming carrier, the P-B RS5D relay will put in, removing the push-to-talk signal from the repeater transmitter. As long as the carrier is on the channel after this point, the relay keeps the transmitter off the air. When the carrier finally drops out, though, the B set of contacts resets the timer and the A set removes the operational voltage. And the whole sequence is ready to begin anew.

Timer Defeat Circuit

If your repeater is subject to abuse from channel jokers, you might want to incorporate a separate reset system in your own UHF control link. This precludes the pos-
sibility of some clown placing an endless carrier on the repeater input frequency just to keep your repeater shut down.

Figure 2 shows one satisfactory method for bypassing the timer from the control point. The control contacts should be installed across points C and D of Fig. 1, as shown.

The resistor in the defeat circuit will act as a voltage-dropping device, so you have to select a value that will not reduce the voltage on the relay below its critical pull-in point. Most low-cost 12V dc relays will put in with 10V, though, so you can probably use that figure as a logical starting point. If the coil resistance of the relay is about 120Ω (current drain of 100 mA), you should use a resistor of about 20Ω. This cuts the voltage to just under 11V, which should easily give rapid pull-in.

When the “on” pulse actuates the relay, the lower set of contacts (Fig. 2) applies a constant voltage to the coil to keep the relay latched in its energized state. But when a −12V “off” pulse is applied at the coil-resistor terminal, the potential across the relay coil is cut to zero, since both coil terminals are being fed with the same voltage. However, for the brief period of the “off” pulse, the resistor must dissipate the full power of the 12V signal; therefore, the resistor should be of sufficient wattage to handle that high-power surge.

If the values are as shown in Fig. 2, the resistor will be dissipating just over 7W during application of the “off” pulse. A 5W resistor should easily handle that, though, considering the fact that the signal is only applied for perhaps a fraction of a second (depending on your individual control scheme, of course).

Semiconductors

The unijunction transistor, diode, and thyristor (SCR) are all Motorola devices . . . (Why not? The timer circuit itself was provided by Motorola’s design engineers!) These devices are available from Circuit Specialists, Inc., Box 3047, Scottsdale, Arizona. The other goodies should come from your junkbox or the local electronics supplier. . . . K6MVH
The Model 60 Frequency Counter (shown with 160 Hetrodyne unit) measures frequency from 1 KHz to 60 MHz with a full 5 digit readout (overranging feature provides an equivalent 8 digit display). With the optional 160 Converter, this tiny (less than 4 pounds) counter will also read 130 to 160 MHz with a sensitivity of 50 MV. With inputs of up to 100 MV, the unit will cover the full range of 110 MHz to 170 MHz. Only three switch controls provide complete operation—just plug in your signal and read the answer. Not a kit and no adjustments to be made!

- 10 MHz Crystal Time Base 1 PPM/Wk
- 1 KHz or 1 Hz resolution
- 115 VAC or 12 VDC operation
- Automatically positioned decimal

Model 60 with Manual and Accessories ............... $299.00
Model 160 Converter ............... $50.00

The Tucker Model 5509 Frequency Counter has a full 9 digit readout from 10 Hz to 550 MHz. The Tucker Model 5509 provides the finest resolution, highest accuracy, and highest sensitivity of any counter in this price range. Many features found on the Model 5509 can only be found on a counter costing much more. Like the Model 60, the Model 5509 is simple to operate—just apply the signal (10 MV or less) and select the frequency resolution required (from 1 KHz to 1 Hz) and you have the answer. No where else can you obtain a counter with the sensitivity, readout, and accuracy of the Model 5509.

- 10 MHz Crystal Time Base 1 part in 10⁻⁷/day
- Sensitivity of 10 MV to 550 MHz
- Full 9 digit In-Line Display
- 115 VAC or 12/24 VDC with Option Power Converter available.

Model 5509 with Manual and Accessories ............... $950.00
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- GARLAND, TX (214) 348-8800
- ELK GROVE VILL. (312) 437-8190
- CHATSWORTH, CA (213) 882-4560
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Questions & Answers Part III

46. What is the vacuum tube counterpart of a (1) grounded base circuit; (2) grounded emitter circuit; (3) grounded collector circuit?

A. (1) the grounded-grid circuit; (2) the conventional grounded-cathode circuit; (3) the cathode follower.

47. What useful functions does a balanced modulator perform in a radio transmitter?

A. None, except in a SSB or DSB transmitter. The function of the balanced modulator is to simultaneously provide amplitude modulation and carrier suppression. In a DSB or SSB transmitter, it eliminates the carrier.

48. How does the directivity of an unterminated “V” antenna and parasitic beam antenna compare?

A. The unterminated “V” is bidirectional, with its major lobes extending in both directions along the line which bisects the angle of the “V.” The parasitic beam is unidirectional, with its major lobe extending in the direction toward the director (away from the reflector). Both designs also have a number of minor lobes which are ignored in this discussion.

49. If a crystal lattice bandpass filter has bandwidths of 3 kc/s at the 60 dB points and 1.5 kc/s at the 6 dB points, calculate the shape factor. At what frequency is the best shape factor achieved in a crystal lattice filter?

A. “Shape factor” is defined only for two specific levels of attenuation; in this problem, the only shape factor which may be calculated is the 6–60 dB shape factor, which is 2.0 (3 kc/s divided by 1.5 kc/s, or the wider passband divided by the narrower).

50. What would happen if the grid-bias supply of a Class C modulated amplifier was suddenly short-circuited?

A. The results would depend upon the design of the modulated amplifier. If it followed good design practice and obtained a major portion of its operating bias from a grid leak, the effects might be unnoticeable. If all bias were obtained from the bias supply (which would be poor design in the first place, tending to produce poor modulation) the amplifier’s plate and screen (if any) currents would soar, probably damaging the equipment. In between these extremes, output and efficiency would probably drop, and modulation suffer.

Of course, any protective fusing on the bias supply would let go—and in the absence of fuses, portions of the bias supply itself would probably be destroyed or severely damaged.

51. How do trimmer and padder capacitors affect the low and high frequencies in receiver tuning?

A. Trimmer capacitors establish the minimum capacitance in a circuit, and padders establish the maximum capacitance values. Thus the trimmer capacitors determine the highest frequency to which a circuit may be tuned, and the padders determine the lowest frequency. In normal receiver practice, the coil inductance is adjusted to establish the lowest frequency, and the padder capacitors are then used to “track” the oscillator and rf circuits (which must tune to frequencies separated by the i-f, and should maintain constant frequency separation at all points in the tuning range—an impossible task). Trimmer and padder adjustments interact rather seriously with each other, and the
proper procedure calls for adjustment of the low frequency portion of the range first, followed by adjustment at the higher frequencies, and touch-up of the lows. The process continues circularly in this fashion until operation is satisfactory at all points in the tuning range.

52. What is the phase relation between the input and output signals in the common-emitter, common-base, and common-collector transistor circuits?

A. In the common-emitter circuit, output signals are 180 degrees reversed in phase from input signals. In the other two configurations, output and input signals are in phase with each other.

53. How can a transmitter be tested for self oscillation? What precautions should be observed during testing?

A. The transmitter is tested for self oscillation by first operating each amplifier stage individually (in the absence of any driving signal) at normal operating levels, tuning all adjustments of each stage through their normal range, and determining that in the absence of input signals, no output signals are produced. The output stage should be tested first, followed by its driver, and so forth back to the stage immediately following the oscillator.

When each stage has been given a clean bill of health operated alone, they should be coupled to each other, again starting at the output end of the chain. Only when the entire amplifier chain can be operated at normal operating conditions without output in the absence of input can the transmitter be determined to be oscillation-free.

Output may be detected by means of an rf voltmeter connected to the antenna terminal, or by observing grid current in each stage (any grid current under these conditions usually indicates oscillation is occurring).

It may prove necessary to operate at reduced input voltages, and to supply bias voltage to keep power dissipation within limits. This is particularly true of grid-leak-biased stages; without input signal, they have no operating bias.

A transmitter undergoing such testing should never be connected to an antenna; a well-shielded dummy load is necessary.

54. How can unwanted VHF resonances in a transmitter amplifier be moved from TV channel frequencies?

A. VHF resonances within an HF transmitter are due to stray capacitance of circuit elements resonating with the self-inductance of connecting leads, both internal and external. The resonances can be shifted in frequency by changing either the capacitance of the inductance, or both. Capacitance can be increased by moving leads closer to the ground plane (chassis, in most cases), or decreased by moving leads farther from the ground plane. Inductance can be changed by changing the length of leads. Substitution of different types of components which are electrically equivalent at the normal operating frequency is a frequency cure; disc ceramic capacitors, for instance, usually have much less inductance than do equal-valued micas, and so move the parasitic resonances much higher in the spectrum.

Before attempting any of these cures, however, the specific part or parts contributing to the unwanted resonance must be identified, by careful probing with a grid-dip oscillator. When it is located, its nature usually gives good hints as to the means of moving the resonant frequency.

55. A 70 ohm transmission line is connected to a 35 ohm antenna. Calculate the standing wave ratio (SWR), the reflection coefficient, and the percent reflected power. If 10 amperes are flowing in the antenna terminals, what is the current in a transmission line node? How is the SWR related to the forward and reverse current flow?

A. When both the line impedance and load impedance are known, the VSWR is found most readily by dividing the lesser into the larger. In this case, it is 70/35, or 2.0.

With VSWR known, the reflection coefficient is calculated by the formula $k = (VSWR - 1)/(VSWR + 1)$, which gives us $(2-1)/(2+1)$ or $1/3$.

Reflected power equals the square of the reflection coefficient, which would be $1/3$ times $1/3$ or $1/9$, and this fraction, expressed as a percentage, is 11.111% (you can carry the string of “1’s” out as far as you like).

Assuming that line losses are negligible.
(an assumption which is frequently false, in practice), the current at each node along the line will be equal to VSWR divided by current in the load (where the load impedance is higher than the line impedance, it would be reversed, to be VSWR times load current), so in this problem it would be 5 amperes.

Finally, VSWR is defined as the ratio of peak voltage to minimum voltage, or peak current to minimum current. This ratio is related to the forward and reverse current flow by the reflection coefficient. Most present “SWR Meters” actually measure forward and reverse voltage, with the conversion to VSWR accomplished by a meter face which is calibrated by means of the reflection coefficient formula; this formula is algebraically manipulated to yield VSWR = (1+K)/(1−K).

56. What is a grid-bias modulated amplifier? Should the source of fixed bias have a high or low internal resistance? Explain.

A. A grid-bias modulated amplifier is one in which the mixing or modulating action occurs in the grid circuit, rather than in the plate or screen circuits. Modulation is accomplished by superimposing the audio modulating voltage on the fixed bias of the amplifier stage, thus causing the instantaneous grid voltage to vary in step with the modulating signal. Grid-bias modulation is not limited to audio frequencies; it is the preferred method for video modulation of TV transmitters, because the modulation can be accomplished at a relatively low impedance level which permits large bandwidth. The bias source should have low internal resistance, because the grid current varies in a non-linear manner over the modulation cycle, and the flow of grid current through the bias source’s internal resistance adds a distorting component to the modulating signal. By keeping the bias source impedance low, this distortion is minimized but not eliminated.

57. Of what importance is the signal-plus-noise ratio of a receiver? At what radio frequencies is this ratio most important?

A. The signal-plus-noise/noise ratio, usually called signal-to-noise ratio and abbreviated S/N ratio, sets an absolute floor to a receiver’s sensitivity. Any signal which is
appreciably weaker than the noise level is buried in the noise, and no amount of amplification can retrieve it because the noise is amplified as much as is the signal. The S/N ratio of a receiver becomes of extreme importance only at those frequencies where external noise is lower than the receiver's internal noise. This occurs near the upper limit of the HF range, somewhere between 15 and 50 MHz (depending upon the location of the receiver with respect to such external noise sources as automobiles, neon signs, and power lines). S/N ratio is always important at VHF and above, but is frequently expressed in terms of "noise figure" or "effective temperature." "Low-noise" amplifier circuits are intended to improve the S/N ratio of receivers in which they are used.

58. What are Aurora-reflected VHF signals? If such a signal is heard, what does it sound like?

A. Aurora-reflected signals are VHF signals which travel from transmitter to receiver by way of reflection from the ionized curtains of the aurora borealis ("Northern lights"). This propagation technique is used at frequencies of 50, 144, and sometimes 220 MHz for extended-range operation. Because the aurora curtains are always in rather rapid motion, the signals are distorted by doppler shifts of frequency; the distortion is usually so severe that voice modulation cannot be copied, and CW becomes the only usable modulation technique.

The tone of an aurora signal has been likened to the whine of a variable-speed power saw burning through a tough pine knot. It is a distinctly uncomfortable signal to copy, but aurora addicts burn the midnight oil in search of VHF DX by this means.

59. What is meant by percentage of modulation? What determines if a carrier wave is under- or over-modulated?

A. Percentage of modulation is a measure of the relative strength of sidebands and carrier wave, applicable only to AM signals in which the carrier is not suppressed, and the measurement is made by comparing the peak envelope voltage to the minimum envelope voltage over a single cycle of the modulating signal. A 100% modulated signal has no amplitude variations and so is effectively unmodulated.

The factor determining under or over modulation of the carrier is the strength of the modulating signal in relation to that of the carrier. Another way of putting it is to say that it is determined by the relative amplitude of sidebands and carrier. "Selective fading" distortion can cause temporary overmodulation of a normal AM signal by attenuating the carrier without reducing sideband level, or undermodulation, by attenuating the sidebands and leaving the carrier strength untouched. For full modulation, the sidebands must be of such amplitude and phase relative to the carrier to produce an envelope in which the instantaneous voltage never falls below zero, and never rises above twice the unmodulated-carrier level.

60. How does a cathode-ray tube operate? What magnitude of voltage is normally used to bias the plates of a cathode-ray tube? What purpose does this magnitude of bias voltage serve?

A. A cathode-ray tube (CRT) consists of an electron gun, which includes a source of electrons in the form of a heated cathode together with electrodes which shape the electron emissions into a tight beam; deflection plates or coils which deflect the beam in both the horizontal and vertical directions; and a phosphorescent screen which glows with visible light wherever the electron beam strikes it. The focused beam is swept over the face of the screen by one set of deflection plates in a known pattern, and signals to be measured are applied to the other set of deflection plates. The resulting visible display on the screen provides the desired information about the signals under test.

The bias voltage on the plates of a CRT is normally several kilovolts more positive than is the cathode voltage. In addition, the deflection plates are biased from 10 to 100 volts with respect to the beam itself. The deflection plate bias is used to position the beam where desired on the screen, by attracting or repelling the electrons in the beam. The high voltage across the beam is necessary to provide sufficient energy in the beam in order to achieve satisfactory bright-
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61. What are some causes of the excessive production of harmonics in rf amplifiers? How can these causes be remedied?

A. Excessive production of harmonics in rf amplifiers usually results from one or more of three basic causes: the amplifier is overbiased, overdriven, or has insufficient selectivity to reject the harmonics which are a necessary part of Class C amplification.

To remedy the causes, modification of the design is often necessary. No more bias should be used on each stage than is necessary to achieve reasonable efficiency, and no more drive should be applied than is necessary to reach saturation during the signal cycle. Selectivity can be increased by increasing the loaded Q of both input and output tank circuits; this is most easily accomplished by reducing the inductance of the tuned circuit, and increasing capacitance to restore resonance. Reducing the inductance removes resistance more rapidly than it does inductance, thus raising circuit Q (especially since the actual load impedance remains constant).

If excessive harmonics persist after all these remedies have been applied, additional tuned circuits can be added between stages, or at the amplifier output terminals, to aid in their rejection.

Excessive harmonics normally are a problem only with Class C amplifiers; linear amplifiers must be free of distortion, which implies almost total lack of harmonics in their output.

62. What effect does a transmission line which is not properly terminated have on the plate tank circuit of a transmitting?

A. The effect of an improperly terminated transmission line on the plate tank circuit of a transmitter depends almost entirely on the length of the transmission line (both its absolute length, and its relative length in fractions of a wavelength).

If the line is extremely long and has moderate to high losses, the increase in line losses due to the high SWR which results from improper termination will effectively swamp out the reflected power, and at the transmitter end the line will appear to be
properly terminated, even if the actual termination is an open or short circuit. In this case, the effect will be nil.

If, however, the line is relatively short, the effects then depend upon the exact type of termination as well as the length of the line. If the line is any exact multiple of 1/2 wavelength long (electrical length as distinguished from physical length), the load seen by the transmitter will be the same as that existing at the load end of the line. If this load is highly reactive, it will detune the plate tank circuit, possibly so far out of its range that the circuit cannot be tuned at all. If it is resistive (including open and short circuits) the effect will be to alter the amount of power which is extracted from the circuit; the transmitter may load easily, or may “refuse to load” if the impedance is too high.

If the line is any exact odd multiple of 1/4 wavelength long, the impedance at the terminating end will be inverted at the transmitter end. The effects are similar to those of 1/2 wave line lengths, but opens are converted to shorts, low impedance to high impedance, capacitance to inductance, and vice versa in all cases.

For any other line lengths, the impedance at the transmitter end is virtually always reactive, causing tuning difficulties. The major exceptions are those in which the reactance introduced by the line length exactly cancels the reactance present in the improper termination, thus presenting a resistive load to the transmitter. Even in this case, loading difficulties may result.

In general, then, improper termination of the transmission line manifests itself at the final tank circuit as difficulties in either tuning or loading or both. However, in any specific instance a line with mildly improper termination and highly serendipitous length (that means extremely lucky) may tune and load more easily than a properly terminated one. This is the reasoning behind “pruning” of transmission lines to simplify loading problems – which in practice is frequently the most practical solution to them.

63. How are reactance tubes used?

A. In these days of voltage-variable semiconductor capacitors, as little as possible. The reactance tube is an ordinary pentode in a special circuit which causes it to vary its output reactance as a function of its grid voltage, and before simpler components became widely available, such circuits were used to produce frequency modulation by varying the tuning of an oscillator tank circuit, or phase modulation by varying the tuning of an amplifier. Modern designers prefer the voltage-variable capacitor, which is used in the same way but takes a much simpler circuit.

64. How do phasing condensers help stabilize crystal filter circuits?

A. Phasing capacitors perform two functions in crystal filter circuits. They stabilize the circuit by balancing out the capacitance of the crystal’s electrodes, thus eliminating any path for energy to pass around the crystal itself, and they permit tuning of a rejection notch across the filter’s passband, by varying the loading upon the crystal and the phasing of the balancing energy slightly.

65. What means may be employed to measure low frequencies? High frequencies? VHF and UHF?

A. Provided a sufficiently well-equipped lab is available, almost any frequencies short of UHF may be measured by counting the individual cycles for a known period of time, using a gated counter. Such devices are, however, expensive. Most amateurs measure frequencies in the audio range by comparison with the known audio frequencies broadcast by WWV, and those in the rf range up to UHF by comparison to calibrated standards which are calibrated against WWV. The calibrated standards can be used to verify calibration of the station receiver, which can then be used to measure frequencies which fall between the harmonics of the standards.

At UHF, “lecher wires” are often used. These consist essentially of an open-circuited parallel-wire transmission line along which a sensing device can be moved. The VSWR of the line is high because of the open-circuit termination. The sensor is moved through two successive peak or null points and the distance between them accurately measured. This is 1/2 wavelength, which can then be converted to frequency.

...Staff
A 5/8 WAVELENGTH WEATHER BALLOON VERTICAL THAT WORKS!

The antenna described in the June, 1971 issue of 73 did work, as verified by witnesses and dozens of FB signal reports. To determine why it worked, another weather balloon antenna was sent up on July 16. Viewing the antenna from the ground, the answer was in plain sight, for in the gentle breeze, the antenna was on a 20-25 degree slope most of the time. Guying lines were not used on the first antenna, but were suggested as a method of holding the balloon in wind. Hence, the antenna was not a true vertical, but a “sloping longwire” or Hertz. While obviously the transmitter’s pi-network was affording a fair match to it, the SWR observed may have been a false reading.

False SWR readings were also noted by an O.T. when using tuners on the transmitter end with extremely long antennas of this type. His article, written twenty-five years ago, will prove to be most interesting reading.1

This time, shooting for 5/8 wavelength, which is optimum for the lowest angle radiation from a vertical, I measured off 83 ft of 22 gage enameled wire for operation on 40 meters. A size “E” (22 cu. ft) cylinder of helium, a helium regulator, and an 8 ft diameter weather balloon were acquired.2

Helium and regulators are available from your local welding supply house. You buy the contents of the helium cylinder; you

Fig. 1. The equipment setup used to match the 5/8 wavelength vertical. The impedance bridge is not necessary, but saves time by getting the coil tap “in the ball park” quickly. The matching network shown below gives an SWR of 1:1 on 40 meters.
rent the regulator, and put a deposit on it and the cylinder. The deposit is refundable when you return them.

The setup in Fig. 1 was then constructed. The impedance bridge is not necessary but saves time by getting your coil tap "in the ball park" quickly. The particular impedance bridge used here used a grid-dip oscillator for its operation, and thus operating the transmitter was not necessary. If using the impedance bridge in the ARRL handbook, tune up using just enough power to obtain a reading. Set the bridge to 50 ohms or 72 ohms, depending on whether you use RG-58 or RG-59 coax. Using just enough power for a reading on the impedance bridge, run the alligator clip up and down the coil to get a coarse dip on the meter. My coil tap was 4 turns from the antenna side. The 365 pF capacitor is then adjusted for lowest dip with the capacitor approximately half-open.

The impedance meter is then taken out of the circuit and the rig tuned up, again using just enough power to achieve an SWR reading. At this point the SWR read 3:1. This is because the impedance bridge can only read pure resistance accurately and the reactance of the matching network upsets it. A friend stationed in the yard adjusted the capacitor ever so slightly while I motioned through the window, and we had our 1:1 SWR!

We turned up on 40 CW and consecutively worked WB8GBK, WA5UGE, WB9FWJ and W5BYP, receiving 599 reports. Our last QSO was with W3EEK, who gave us a 589. Reason: a 3:1 SWR again.

We ran out back in the dark to find the weather balloon, still fully inflated, sitting on the ground. What brought it down? Dew! The kite string guy wires were soaked with it and quite heavy; for this reason, I recommend lightweight waterproof, floating, fly-fishing line.

With guy wires in place, the balloon vertical will perform satisfactorily on a relatively calm day. However, in stronger winds, the balloon will buffet downward, causing the antenna to become slack and even to touch the ground. For greater reliability, more lift is needed, and hence, more helium. As helium is quite expensive, the alternative then is hydrogen gas. Hydrogen cylinders and regulators are available, but as the cylinder is under great pressure, its use is quite dangerous. A safe alternative is the hydrogen generator kit offered by Fair Radio Sales, which uses lithium hydride in a steel cylinder, and is operated by immersion in water. The firm also sells a balloon inflating tube for use with the cylinder. As their price for the kit is cheaper than a size "E" cylinder of helium (22 cu. ft) and gives more gas volume (approximately 44 cu. ft), it should definitely be explored first, before purchasing helium.³

Good luck and good flying! Comments will be appreciated; enclose a stamp.

...K4EPI

2. Eight foot balloon, stock No. 60568, available from Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, N.J. 08007. $2.00 postpaid.
IMPOSSIBLE OFFER?
The bigger 73 Magazine is the better reading it will be, we hope you'll agree. And the more circulation 73 has the bigger the magazine can be — that makes sense doesn't it? Obviously you have a lot to gain by helping 73 to get more subscribers including yourself, if you are a newstand buyer.

In the hopes of making subscribing so attractive that it just cannot be passed up — whether it be for yourself or a friend, we are offering the below selection of books as premiums — one book per subscription — any book. Does that look like a good deal?

FREE BOOKS

Any one of the following books is available (postpaid) as a premium if you buy a subscription to 73 for yourself or a friend (or an enemy — or even yourself and a friend since few of them get it). One book per subscription.

A The Novice Class License Study Guide has not yet been published in 73 or in any other magazine. This book contains all the basic technical information needed to pass the Novice Class license examination; and it is invaluable as a basic text for understanding the General Class License Guide. Privately illustrated and so clearly written that just reading it is enough to permit most applicants to pass their exam. $3.95 value.

B The 73 General Class Study Guide has helped thousands to easily pass their General License the first time through. At $9 a whack, isn't it foolish not to hedge your bet with this comprehensive and simple book. No other study guide is as complete, as easy to read. None. $4.30 value.

C The Advanced Class Study Guide has proven to be the only complete text for preparing to pass the Advanced Class license exam. Never before has radio theory been made so simple. After just reading this book it is almost impossible to fail the exam. And remember that in addition to the trouble of going to the FCC to take that exam, there is a little matter of $9 you have to ante up. Why take a chance on failing? $5.95 value.

D The Extra Class License Study Guide makes it that complicated electronic theory seem simple. A little study with this book and you'll be ahead of the game before the FCC examiner with confidence. A $4.95 value.

E The 73 DX handbook has every DXer aid you could hope for... QSLs, DXCC, postcard maps worldwide, DXCC and WARC country index, DX reference cards — maps of maps of many areas of the world, with prefixes plus a complete world-wide DXCC reference plus articles on working DX on the different bands. There are great circle bearing maps and charts, and more... more... more.

F The FM Anthology has reprints of all the articles and technical data from the early days of the FM Journal. No FM library is complete without this data, much of it just not available elsewhere. $5.95 value.

G The BEST of FM is a compilation of the best articles that appeared in the FM Journal from March 1968 through June 1969, the last of the magazine. Read the extremely controversial Chronicles of 76. Plus dozens of technical and circuit articles available nowhere else. $4.35 value.

J Solid-State Projects for the Experimentor contains over 60 projects taken from the pages of 73 Magazine. Build a Six-Meter Fet Converter. Or, maybe a ham radio. It's all here. $3.95 value.

K The Fascinating World of Radio Communications is an introduction to radio communication. This book guides you some of the history of radio communication and an idea of what you can expect from your new hobby. $3.95 value.

L IC Projects for Amateur & Experimentor is an anthology of IC construction projects taken from 73 Magazine. Edited by Wayne Green, it's a must for any ham library. $3.95 value.

MONTHLY GIFT

A wonderful answer to Christmas gifts.

If you have a friend who might enjoy getting 73, how about sending him a gift subscription? This will bring him twelve monthly reminders of your thoughtfulness — twelve monthly sessions enjoying the magazine.

Your gift will start with the January issue, if you like, which will be delivered a couple days before Christmas (time in hand to get him a present!), plus a gift card telling him who was thoughtful enough to make it up next year when the renewal comes due. In the long run all of us will benefit from this.

It is obvious that it is not possible to send two books with a two year subscription. This offer is valid for one year subscriptions only.

WHY THIS OFFER?
The whole purpose of this offer is to bring 73 to the attention of more active amateurs — to get more subscriptions. Obviously we are paying dearly for the initial subscription — but we frankly intend to make it up next year when the renewal comes due. In the long run all of us will benefit from this.

Foreign subscriptions to 73 are a bit more expensive than local ones, naturally — however we will be happy to enter a gift subscription for a DX op at the same low U.S. rate as part of this book offer. Here is your chance to spread a lot of happiness around the world. One of the most appreciated gifts any DX ham can get is a subscription to 73. Indeed, we suspect that 73 is read in more countries around the world than any other ham magazine — in well over 200 countries at last count!

If you work DX you must have a couple good friends who will practically fall out of their tree over a subscription to 73. Try them.

Have you ever been shown a kindness by a DX op? Maybe you visited him? Remember his kindness with a 73 subscription.

BACK ISSUES TOO?
Where can you buy a one year subscription to a magazine and get a set of twelve back issues as a bonus? That sounds like a pretty good deal doesn't it? Well, under you have a complete set of back issues of 73 that is a fabulous deal. It is such a good deal that it has a string attached — the twelve back issues are a free bonus for a subscription, but there is one more problem that has to be faced. This is the postage involved. Twelve back issues are darned heavy and the postage cannot be dismissed lightly. If you want one of the three different back issue packages you will have to send along an extra $2 to cover the cost of postage and handling. It's still a great deal. The problem is that books can be mailed at the library book rate, while magazines have to go parcel post, which costs an arm and a leg.

Over 3000 great articles have appeared in our back issues and most of them are as good today as the day they were printed. You will have the time of your life reading these wonderful issues you missed. We have separated the back issues into three packages, issues from 1960 — 1964 (I), 1965 — 1967 (II), and 1968 — 1970 (III). These issue bundles are put together by illiterate apple pickers borrowed from other ham magazine staffs and thus there is no possibility of our guaranteeing any particular issue in your bundles... you take pot luck.

DX FRIEND?

Foreign subscriptions to 73 are a bit more expensive than local ones, naturally — however we will be happy to enter a gift subscription for a DX op at the same low U.S. rate as part of this book offer. Here is your chance to spread a lot of happiness around the world. One of the most appreciated gifts any DX ham can get is a subscription to 73. Indeed, we suspect that 73 is read in more countries around the world than any other ham magazine — in well over 200 countries at last count!

If you work DX you must have a couple good friends who will practically fall out of their tree over a subscription to 73. Try them.

Have you ever been shown a kindness by a DX op? Maybe you visited him? Remember his kindness with a 73 subscription.

WHY THIS OFFER?
The whole purpose of this offer is to bring 73 to the attention of more active amateurs — to get more subscriptions. Obviously we are paying dearly for the initial subscription — but we frankly intend to make it up next year when the renewal comes due. In the long run all of us will benefit from this.

It is obvious that it is not possible to send two books with a two year subscription. This offer is valid for one year subscriptions only.
FREE HANDBOOK

1200 PAGES!

Where else can you get an amateur radio handbook for free? That’s right, you get about 1200 pages of articles in 73 every year and the magazine is designed so that each and every article is on separate pages — and 73 is the only magazine that does this — with no flipping to the back of the magazine for a parts list or anything. Every page of the magazine is numbered with the regular numbers plus special yearly handbook page numbers — all so you can, if you like, take apart your issues of 73 and put them together by subject into a giant hand­book at the end of the year. No other magazine has anything like this available.

ACTIVE EDITORS

Only one ham magazine of the four has editors that are active and on the air — and have been for years. 73 has its own repeater going — the only ham magazine staff that has done this. 73 has its own mountain top laboratory for VHF — the only ham magazine with one. 73 is active on slow scan television — the only magazine to do this. 73 goes on DXpeditions — the only ham magazine to do this. 73 runs DX tours — the only ham mag to do this. And so it goes.

And what difference does all this make? Perhaps you’ve noticed that 73 is more involved with the hobby — 73 not only reports the most interesting news, sometimes it helps to make the news. It helps 73 to be more fun to read, to attract better authors for articles, to bring you more valuable information on the newest of ham products.

Which ham magazine was the first to report on the first commercially made two meter synthesizer? 73 of course. And which got the first new units made by Genave? And which got the first Clegg units? The first International Signal units? The first Drake FM units? The first Tempo units? And so on — being active on the air helps make 73 more interesting and valuable, doesn’t it?

73 NEWS PAGES

You’ll enjoy the monthly news reports on what is going on in the hobby — new products — political happenings — news of DX — RTTY news — Slow Scan news — VHF news — FCC news, etc. 73 is the ONLY ham magazine to cover the news of amateur radio in this easy to read manner. Keep really up to date with the 73 newspapers.
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Did you enjoy the article in August on the DXpedition to Navassa? This is one of the reasons that 73 is different — it is involved. The editors get out there and operate, go on DXpeditions, organize them even — organize ham tours — set up repeaters — work in the contests — work lots of DX — are actually on slow scan — on RTTY — it makes the magazine come alive. When the editors write about something you know that they have the background to bring you the inside scoop. If you are the type of person who fights progress — opposes change, you are going to find 73 getting your back up, for 73 is in there first with the new things.

Amateur Radio
is more fun
When you read 73
A simple & Inexpensive ID

Automatic identifiers are the rule now for repeaters and remote base systems, but often the seemingly complicated or expensive electronic ID machines lead many repeater owners to use crude mechanical contrivances. This article describes an ID'er that takes advantage of MSI integrated circuits to reduce cost and wiring effort. This unit was built from design to completion in one day, and cost less than ten dollars in surplus IC's. Without power supply, it is about the size of a transistor radio.

Circuit

Figure 1 shows the basis for the concept behind the simple design of this unit. The entire character generation hardware is simply a counter with the desired outputs decoded to key an oscillator. A counter is a device that takes a series of input pulses to a single input terminal and produces a single output at one of several output terminals in sequence with each input pulse. Figure 1 shows two counters and two decoders. Since the output from the counters is in binary coded decimal, or binary, a decoder is used to convert the four digit binary number from the counter to a one digit decimal number. The 7493 counter will produce 16 different
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Regency's HR-212 IS DIFFERENT!

At the flip of a switch you have a choice of 2 modes of operation:
1) 12-channel transceiver with transmit and receive frequencies controlled by one knob.
2) 12-channels with one knob controlling transmit channel and a second knob controlling the receive channel independently.
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Figure 2 is a stable multivibrator that generates a square wave train of pulses, and the 7490 counter has ten. The drawing of Fig. 1, as with other drawings is an actual wiring diagram rather than a schematic. This will aid in construction and will simplify the description of what it does rather than how it does it. When the simple circuit of the counters and decoders is wired together and activated it can be seen that applying a pulse to the input of the 7493 will cause the output of the 74154 to change by one position. A bounceless pushbutton must be used for this demonstration. The high speed of the counter will show many outputs at one attempt to close or open mechanical contacts. Figure 7 shows a simple circuit that will change state on the first bounce and stay that way until the first bounce in the opposite direction. All but one of the 74154 output terminals will be high. When the pushbutton is pressed and released the low terminal will go high, and the next terminal in the sequence will go low. This is the basic concept of counting. The output of the 7490/7442 decade counting system will change every sixteen pushes of the button since it is connected to the output of the 7493 sixteen counter. This gives ten times sixteen, or 160 different possible states of the sequence generator.
off when the 7442 has reached the next to the last position in its counting sequence. Releasing the reset line in Fig. 1 from ground will reset the 7490 to the first position in its count and start the clock pulses to the 7493. Regrounding the reset lead will allow the PS to count every sixteen clock pulses.

By now it is probably possible to anticipate how the ID will work. Table I illustrates how the counters generate the code characters. Each clock pulse represents a unit of time. A dit is one unit, a dah is three units, and the space between them is one unit. A space between letters is five units. The characters are generated horizontally by the output of the 74154, and when one sequence is completed the other counter switches to the next row. This could continue for 160 units, but the decade counter stops at the beginning of the last row, and when it is reset, it starts at the beginning of the first row, so there are only 144 units if the counter is stopped in this manner.

Figure 3 gives an example of how the code characters are selected from the counter output. Since the oscillator is to be keyed only for about half of the time, an eight input gate is about right for each row of sixteen time units. A 7430 is an eight input gate. If any input of the gate is grounded (goes low) the output will go high. This drawing gives the wiring diagram to show how the letters "W" and "B" are generated. In this case each 7430 generates one letter, but for a letter with a lot of dahs in it it may be necessary to use two 7430's for one row. In this case a 7404 inverter section could be used after each 7430, and then connected to the two inputs of a 7400 two input gate section. The outputs also
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NEW! HANDY-TALKY
STANDARD SRC-146
5 Channels — .94/.94 and .34/.94 supplied
.3 uV receiver — 1.5 W transmitter
Compact — 8"h x 3" w x 1½ d
Full line of optional accessories includes external
speaker-mike — desktop charger — “stubby” anten­
tenna — and more!
146 Close Out Special $229.95

ALL PURPOSE
STANDARD 826M
12 channels (4 with crystals)
10 Watt output
All solid state
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TEMPO SOLID-STATE POWER AMPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>DRIVE POWER</th>
<th>OUTPUT POWER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1002-3</td>
<td>5-25 watts</td>
<td>100-135 watts</td>
<td>$220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002-3B</td>
<td>1-2.5 watts</td>
<td>120-130 watts</td>
<td>$235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802</td>
<td>5-12 watts</td>
<td>70-90 watts</td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802B</td>
<td>1-2.5 watts</td>
<td>80-90 watts</td>
<td>$195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>5-15 watts</td>
<td>35-55 watts</td>
<td>$105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502B</td>
<td>1-2.5 watts</td>
<td>45-50 watts</td>
<td>$130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242-A2</td>
<td>1-2.5 watts</td>
<td>25-30 watts</td>
<td>$ 85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And many more from SBE/Clegg/Gladding/Kenwood/Tempo/Antenna Specialists/Larsen

Make ERICKSON your headquarters for all your FM needs
SEND QSL FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS
4653 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60640 (312) 334-3200
could be connected together simply with two diodes. In wiring up this character selector, a table such as Table I should be written and checked carefully. An error at this point can cause the rewiring of the entire character selector.

Figure 4 shows how the different rows of characters are selected. Both inputs of a 7400 gate must go high for the output to go low. The decade input from the 7442 goes low to select, so a 7404 inverter is used to make them go high. Since each 7430 output goes high, no inverter is needed. These two high going outputs are applied to a 7400 two input gate, one gate for each row. The outputs of the 7400 gates go low, so they are combined at the inputs of another 7430.

It can be seen from this that the number of 7430's, 7404's and 7400's will be determined by the length of message desired. Other information besides call signs may be sent up to 144 units, or a 7493 and 74154 could be used in place of the 7490 and 7442 to increase the length of the message, at higher cost.

Figure 5 is a phase shift oscillator that was used with the ID' er. It is keyed by biasing the transistor on from the high output of the last 7430. The 1 meg pot is used to set bias on the transistor so that the collector voltage is about half of the B+ voltage. There will be beta variations between different transistors so the pot is needed to set bias exactly. It is difficult to get this oscillator to work reliably on five volts at higher audio frequencies because of the low voltage gain, so if higher B+ is available the frequency may be increased by making either the capacitors or resistors in the phase shift network smaller in value. The 2N3415 was added to minimize loading from the output that may prevent oscillation. RF from a nearby transmitter may prevent oscillation, so it may be necessary to shield the oscillator, and bypass and filter the leads to it.

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the entire unit if there are any questions at this point.

Construction

The circuit can be built on a perforated
board with holes that match the pins on the IC's. Small wire, solder soldering iron; and long patience are required. The wire ends can be inserted in the holes alongside the IC pin (in the same hole) and soldered. A desoldering tool of some type is helpful since molten solder often sticks in a blob between IC pins and is difficult to remove because of surface tension. The entire thing can be wired in one day, but it may seem like forever.

An LM 335 IC regulator makes an excellent component for a five volt, up to 900 mA power supply. A battery could be used for portable operation. Every HT needs an auto ID.

Results

This article described an automatic identifier that operates with digital precision and solid state reliability. The basic concept is simple to grasp, and the parts are inexpensive. The largest part of the story is told by the drawings, and data sheets obtained from the IC dealers will help the explanation. New or “surplus” IC advertisements at the back of this magazine offer low prices as well as information on the devices, so construction is not beyond someone inexperienced with logic. Since every repeater group must have someone with some electronic experience, there is little excuse for not having an all electronic ID. Perhaps this will eliminate some of the sloppy CW we hear every time 52,525 opens up!
ADJUSTABLE TIME DELAY RELAY CIRCUIT

Any ham who has shopped around for a time delay relay knows they are hard to come by, particularly the adjustable type. Not only are they large but they are also relatively expensive. I have recently seen the vacuum type sealed relays advertised on the surplus market, but have never tried them, even though they were offered at ridiculously low prices, because the delay time was always some figure that didn’t tie in with what I had in mind, such as 5 seconds or 5 minutes.

Several years ago I tried the following delay relay circuit, and have used it since. It has given absolutely no trouble, and I still have the original 6AL5 tube in service. It was a used one that had been in a TV set for several years before I junked it out.

As you well know, it takes time for the heaters of indirectly heated cathodes to raise the emitting surface of the cathode to a temperature high enough to start conduction in the tube. Set manufacturers have spent considerable time and money to overcome this nuisance of delay time from the instant the set is turned on to the instant a picture or sound appears. Several “instant on” TV sets have appeared on the market in recent years.

However, it is this “nuisance” that can be put to good use in a time delay circuit. Normally, with rated filament voltage applied, it will take from 10 to 15 seconds for the heater of a vacuum tube to raise the cathode to emitting temperature. We can increase this delay time if we decrease the applied filament voltage. By putting a variable rheostat in one leg of the filament circuit, and a sensitive relay in either the cathode circuit or the plate circuit, we have an adjustable time delay relay. And sensitive relays are available in plentiful supply on the surplus market at give-away prices. My latest flyer from Polypaks lists a SPDT 6500Ω coil, 2 µA relay at 2 for a dollar. This is a fraction of their original cost and a small fraction of the cost of an adjustable time delay relay. A 7-pin miniature socket and a used 6AL5 tube and a 20–50Ω wire wound pot shouldn’t be too expensive to obtain, if
you don't already have them lying around. The filament source can probably be found or “borrowed” from existing power supplies in the transmitter or receiver, as can the B plus needed. Figure 1 illustrates the basic circuit.

Figure 2 illustrates how I used this idea in one power supply that I built. T2 is a 6.3V filament transformer, back-connected to a 6.3V winding of transformer T1. This circuit supplies negative bias voltage for the buffer and final stages, through a resistor network and regulator tubes (not shown). I used two sensitive relays, although one relay could have been used if it were the DPDT type. In this case, relay 1 serves no really useful purpose except to “pretty-up” the front panel by turning red and green panel lights on and off. SW 1 opens up the relay circuit so the high voltage can be turned off manually after the delay circuit closes. The 25Ω wire wound pot is listed as available at supply houses, and the value isn’t critical. Twenty to 50Ω should do the trick as long as it has the capacity to handle 300 μA of current.

One word of caution. Don’t check your stop watch by the delay time. With no resistance in the filament circuit, the delay time will vary from 10 to 15 seconds; there seems to be that much variation in individual 6AL5s. As the resistance of the pot is increased, the delay time will be increased. Two minutes seems to be about the practical limit. Beyond that, the operation is very erratic, and sometimes the relays will take several minutes to close. I have mine set for about 30 seconds and clocked it several times, and it stays fairly steady at 30 to 35 seconds delay time.

As the photographs show, this installation takes up very little space in the power supply. I originally had 866 Jr’s in this power supply, but have since replaced them with silicon diodes. I left the delay circuit in because I liked the idea of letting the final and buffer tubes warm up a little before hitting them with full plate voltage. And I liked the red and green lights.

The delay circuit takes up very little space.

Fig. 2. The time delay relay as used in a power supply.
WIN A FREE SBE-144

Here's your chance to win one of those great SBE-144 transceivers...FREE...nothing to buy... and join the gang on two meter FM. And it is a gang too, with almost one third of the active amateurs now on FM.

The SBE-144 is a terrific little rig - all solid state, of course - with twelve channels and a very large lighted channel switch (about the easiest to read in the business) - built in S-meter and power output indicator - 10 watts output (plenty to get into any repeater) - protective circuit for final in case of antenna being shorted - jack for external speaker (like the car radio speaker, for instance, though it does have a nice speaker built into the set if you don't want to bother) - jack for external push-to-talk - just about everything you could want in an FM set.

HOW TO WIN

Take the entry blank from page 75 (or even a copy of it) to your local distributor and get him to initial it. If you spend anything during the visit have him mark that in - and should you be the winner that will be refunded in its entirety. Then send the entry blank to 73 so it can be in the hat for the next drawing. Extra entry blanks are available at the distributors listed on pages 74-75. No purchase is necessary, of course.

WHEN IS THE DRAWING

A drawing for the Rig Of The Month will be held on the 15th of each month. All entry blanks received before that date will be eligible for the prize rig. Blanks received too late for the SBE-144 drawing will be held for the following month's drawing. The drawing for the SBE-144 will be held NOVEMBER 15th.

The winner will be notified immediately and arrangements will be made for the rig to be presented by the local dealer - and the refund of whatever money was spent with the dealer and made on the blank will be made. Maybe this is the best time to think about a Signal One or something.

ENTRY BLANK
ON PAGE 75
AND AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS

The first Rig Of The Month drawing was for a Gladding-25 transceiver (drawing: October 15th). The November drawing will be for the SBE-144 rig. Future rigs are being arranged for - with some being transceivers and some being interesting units such as the Data Engineering super memory 8000 keyer - and like that.

The purpose of the contest is to encourage you to visit your local ham dealer and get your entry blanks. The fact is that there is a rumor going around that several amateurs have been wasting their perfectly good money on rent and food when they could better be using it for longer range benefits such as making life long friendships via amateur radio - and that means you gotta have good equipment. Bum equipment can easily bring you, bum friends, as several amateurs in the Connecticut area will readily testify. Get good gear.

A new piece of equipment is fun. It's fun to buy - fun to hook up - fun to use - fun to talk about. And, if you've thought it out carefully, the fun will continue for a long time. The fellows who bought the Regency rigs a couple years ago have had many times their money's worth of fun - and it is still going on.

If we can get a few dozen - or maybe even a few hundred amateurs to get into their dealer's store and see what is new, perhaps our contest will be well worth the effort and expense. There are a thousand repeaters or more out there waiting to be used - DX is popping out all over the world - and there are about 150,000 active amateurs looking for you to get on the air and talk with them.

FULL REFUND

Just in case the SBE-144 isn't enough to get you to enter the Rig Of The Month contest, we are also offering you the opportunity to buy as much ham gear as you like and possibly get a full 100% refund on every penny you spend.

When you get your local dealer to initial your entry blank you should have him mark down at the same time the amount that you have spent with him during your visit. If your entry wins you will get a check from 73 Magazine for the amount of your purchases.

We thought we'd give this a try and see if the idea was popular. The main thought was to not take any chances on stopping the sale of SBE-144's for a month all over the country while thousands of amateurs wait to see if they are the winner. This way, if they do buy an SBE-144 and the purchase is marked on the entry blank, they will have an extra rig - for the car - for the office - or whatever.

Of course if it turns out that no one really cares about the refund feature of the Rig Of The Month contest we can always save the money and use it for another prize or something.

By the way, in case you wonder about where the money comes from for the contest, just think about it for a moment - 77,000 readers are involved and at 1/26 per reader we have enough to buy nice rigs and thus provide fun for everyone.

ENTRY BLANK
ON PAGE 75
AND AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Been denying yourself all that great fun so many other amateurs are having with their rock-solid, through-the-repeater contacts?

**Delay no longer!** Hasten to your SBE dealer. Verify that the brilliant new **SB-144** has more channels—greater power output—starts your enjoyment **now** by including three sets of crystals on popular repeater frequencies and a high quality, SBE exclusive dynamic microphone **without extra charge**. Add a sizzling, double-conversion receiver and a combo “S” and output meter with big **lighted** scale that also saves your battery by showing when the transceiver is ON.

Confirm the price then make the deal. Lose no time in securing this book-size beauty under your dash with the tiltable mounting bracket supplied. Then, **power on!** **ENJOY!**

---

**2 meter FM TRANSCEIVER**

**SB-144**

BE SURE TO STOP IN AND GET YOUR SB-144 RIG of the MONTH BLANK

---

**HAMTRONICS**

A DIVISION OF TREVOSE ELECTRONICS

4033 BROWNSVILLE ROAD, TREVOSE, PA. 19047 PHONES: (215) 357-1400/(215) 757-5300

---

73 RIG OF THE FM HEADQUARTERS!
RIG OF THE MONTH ENTRY BLANK
Drawing – 15th of Each Month

Send the rig to (if I win):

Name ___________________________ Call ___________________________

Address ___________________________ ___________________________

City ___________________________ State ______________ Zip __________

Participating Dealer ___________________________ Salesman ____________ Date ___________

Amt of Purchase $ ____________ (to be refunded)

☐ I am a 73 Subscriber  ☐ I’d like to subscribe  ☐ Nuts!

73 Magazine is giving away, absolutely free, no strings attached, a rig each and every month – drawing on the 15th – so send in this entry blank. Blanks like this should be available from your local participating dealer or from 73. In addition to the rig of the month, the amount of your purchase at your dealer (marked on the entry blank) will be refunded in full, up to a limit for any one month of $10,000.
A little, free book that can lead you to a thousand adventures on a beautiful schooner in the West Indies.

We'll show you more of the West Indies than you'll ever see out of a hotel room window. You'll set foot on Dominica, Montserrat, Guadalupe, English Antigua and French Martinique.

You'll skindive, swim, snorkel, prowl uninhabited beaches. You'll limbo, calypso and rock to a steel band. Take a night watch or fall asleep under a star-spangled sky. 10 days from $250. It could make the best-seller list!

Cap'n Mike. Windjammer Cruises.
P.O. Box 120, Dept. 934
Miami Beach, Florida 33139.

Send me the little, free book!

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

City________________________State_____________Zip_______
FACTORY FRESH! NOT SURPLUS!

2N 3866 1.0W 400 MHZ $1.40
2N 3553 2.5W 175 MHZ 2.10
2N 5589 3.0W 175 MHZ 5.75
2N 5590 10W 175 MHZ 8.75
2N 6081 15W 175 MHZ 10.45
2N 6082 25W 175 MHZ 15.75
2N 6083 30W 175 MHZ 19.75
2N 6084 40W 175 MHZ 25.75

Orders less than $10.00, add $1.00 for postage and handling.
(N. Y. residents add sales tax)

FREE CATALOG
HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 1700 items—pliers, tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits and cases. Also includes four pages of useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

JENSEN TOOLS and ALLOYS
417 N. 44th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85018

—MANUALS WANTED—
Code book for C1398
ARC-38. Control box.
NAV WEPS 16–30 ARC–38–504
TALLEN CO. INC. 300 7th St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215

F.C.C. EXAM MANUAL
The Original Test-Answers exam manual that prepares you at home for FCC First and Second Class licenses. Includes updated multiple choice tests and key schematic diagrams. PLUS—"Self Study Ability Test"—ONLY $9.95 Postpaid.

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 26348–S
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94126

GLADDING 25 $249.95*
• 6 separately switchable transmit & receive channels. • 2 meter transceiver.

PEARCE-SIMPSON DIVISION OF GLADDING CORPORATION
P.O. Box 800 Biscayne Annex Miami, Florida 33152

GENAVE GTX-2
FM transceiver • 30 WATTS OUTPUT • ALL SOLID STATE (no tubes) • 10 Channels • With mic. and mobile mounting bracket • Professional level const. by distinguished avionics mfg. • (Amateur net $249.95) Our price $212.50 with AC supply (Reg. $289.95) $242.45.

AMATEUR–WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
8817 S.W. 129 Terrace, Miami, Fl 33156
Phone: (305) 233-3631 Nights–Weekends (305) 666-1347

PARTS! CORNELL TUBES!
FREE Send For FREE CORNELL'S New Color Catalog
FREE 33¢ per 48 Pgs. New Items IN LOTS OF 100
FREE 36¢ per tube 4215 S University Ave. San Diego, Calif. 92105

ORDER FREE IF NOT SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS!

Be The First!
Are you going to let the EIA steal one of our most promising ham bands without a fight? Are you going to sit still while this piracy takes place? Or are you going to fight back? Are you going to get on 220? Are you going to help get a repeater on 220? Are you going to let the manufacturers know that they can't buy our ham band by lavishing dollars in Washington?

To help you get the spirit started with your club 73 is offering these shirts—220 USE IT OR LOSE IT—you may be the first in your club and make everyone eat their heart out. Wear these to hamfests and conventions—let's get the word out.

These 220 shirts are $2.50 each postpaid—state size desired—small, medium or large—state color desired as long as it is blue. USA only.

73 Magazine, Peterborough NH 03458

Amateur–WholeSale Electronics
1017 Chenango St., Binghamton, N. Y. 13901

GENAVE GTX-2
FM transceiver • 30 WATTS OUTPUT • ALL SOLID STATE (no tubes) • 10 Channels • With mic. and mobile mounting bracket • Professional level const. by distinguished avionics mfg. • (Amateur net $249.95) Our price $212.50 with AC supply (Reg. $289.95) $242.45.

AMATEUR–WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
8817 S.W. 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156
Phone: (305) 233-3631 Nights–Weekends (305) 666-1347

PARTS! CORNELL TUBES!
FREE Send For FREE CORNELL'S New Color Catalog
FREE 33¢ per 48 Pgs. New Items IN LOTS OF 100
FREE 36¢ per tube 4215 S University Ave. San Diego, Calif. 92105

ORDER FREE IF NOT SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS!
FM RINGO
3.75 db GAIN
AR-2 – $12.50
WORLD’S BEST VHF FM ANTENNA, IN STOCK AT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR.

WORLD’S BEST VHF FM ANTENNA, IN STOCK AT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR.

THE NEW VXO’S FROM MicroComm

THE NOVICE NVX-1
- 80 & 40 Meter
- Novice Bands
- PERFECT with HW-16 or DX-60
- FCC APPROVED
- Kit price: $42.75 plus postage
Shipping wt 2 lbs. – Calif. res. + 5% sales tax.

THE GENERAL NVX-2
- ANY Two 50 KHz Segments from 5.0 MHz to 9.0 MHz
- USE Your Own FT-243 XTALS
- Kit price: $39.75 plus postage

Introducing.....the NVX-1 Novice VFO! FCC APPROVED*
*SEE QST JULY 1971 PAGE 74
Specs: 3702—3748 kHz 7152—7198 KHz ;
30Vrms—HIGH-Z Output ;
250—300 Vdc & 6.3 Vac Pwr.
Great with the HW-16 & DX-60 , may be used on the General Bands later.

New Low Prices
Kit price: $64.50
Choice of cases extra:
Metal - $10/Walnut - $15
Calif. residents add 5% tax
Money back guarantee.

Order or write for details:

MicroComm
BOX 373, CUPERTINO, CALIF. 95014
PHONE (408) 257-0802

the NVX-2 General purpose vfo...........

USE YOUR OWN FT-243 CRYSTALS !
Specs: 5.0—9.0 MHz, Depending on Xtal;
Uses half freq. Xtals; 4.0 Mhz for 8.0 Mhz Output. Other Specs are same as NVX-1.
Uses—608 Mhz VHF vfo, 5 Mhz SSB
Remote VFO, CE=20A 9 Mhz VFO, ect, ect.
Excellent tool for the Active Amateur!
PETITION TO THE FCC

This petition was originally submitted to the FCC on April 26, 1971. It was acknowledged only as "comments," not as a petition, and no further word has been received from the FCC to date.

Objections to FCC Proposal for Rule-making Docket 19162.

1. Does nothing to stop U.S.A. CW interference to foreign amateur fone signals and resulting ill will.

2. Does practically nothing to improve the very poor occupancy of all amateur bands caused by overcrowding of fone sub-bands and excessive CW bandwidth.

3. Continues the inequities in privileges all in favor of CW vs SSB fone including, power and communication ranges, suballocation bandwidths, use of international frequencies, susceptibility to mutual interference, and discrimination under the FCC "Incentive Licensing."

4. Continues the coercion of an ex post facto regulation, "Incentive Licensing," under which General Class fone stations lost 50% of their already inadequate and crowded fone frequencies, with Advanced Class fone stations also losing frequencies. Docket 19162 would return only a token part of the revoked fone frequencies and does nothing to alleviate the overcrowding of U.S.A. fone sub-bands, where only the highest power fone stations are frequently able to operate, and as a result many amateurs have quit amateur radio in disgust.

5. In the 80 meter band, Extra and Advanced Class stations could use fone in only a small already crowded portion of the international communication frequencies. Most of Region 3, Russia and many other foreign countries still could not be contacted directly.

6. A piecemeal extension of only Extra and Advanced fone stations into a small portion of the international frequencies without clearing out the widespread and unnecessary CW interference from U.S.A. stations will only add more confusion and probably more ill will.

Points of Agreement with FCC Proposal Docket 19162

1. The direction is correct in allowing U.S.A. fone stations to operate in frequencies established for international amateur communications.

2. Reduction of the exclusive Extra Class CW segments from 25 KC to 10 KC is justified because of poor occupancy. But all U.S.A. CW including the Extra segment should be moved out of the inadequate and extremely crowded international frequencies 7.0 to 7.1 MC as explained later.

General Considerations for Amateur Band Suballocations

1. U.S.A. CW amateurs can operate throughout all bands, regardless of interference produced on amateur fone signals, foreign or domestic. U.S.A. fone stations are allowed only small fractions of the amateur bands under present FCC rules, and the fone sub-bands are greatly overcrowded while large portions of the U.S.A. amateur bands frequently have negligible occupancy.

2. In the face of already crowded fone segments and the accelerated growth of SSB fone communications throughout the amateur bands, FCC's "Incentive Licensing" regulation arbitrarily cut the crowded fone bands in half for the largest group of General Class stations. The Advanced Class stations also lost fone frequencies. Many amateurs gave up in disgust, others switched to CW with its undiminished privileges, and many were coerced into becoming technical and Morse code experts and passing the Extra Class exam, in order to regain the fone frequencies which had been taken away under "Incentive Licensing." But nothing of consequence had been taken away from General CW operators who can still contact all foreign countries directly in the international frequencies of all bands, even though they are less qualified technically and in code speed than Extra Class fone operators who cannot contact fone stations except with split frequencies on the 40 and 80 meter bands - and with U.S.A. CW interference on the weak foreign signals.

3. It is apparent that "Incentive Licensing" tends to perpetuate the semi-obsolete CW mode and discriminate against fone, prevent almost all foreign fone contacts by General Class fone stations, overcrowds the fone bands so as to discourage fone operation except for highest power stations. Why were no sanctions placed on General Class CW operators if the purpose was to upgrade licenses? Why are FCC monitoring stations ignoring all CW interference to foreign and domestic fone signals? It seems obvious that the FCC Amateur Division has been and probably still is dominated by CW advocates.

4. Split frequency fone operation is required on the 40 and 80 meter bands because U.S.A. fone stations are not allowed by the FCC to transmit in the frequency ranges agreed upon for international communications. And foreign fone stations cannot operate in most cases in the U.S.A. fone frequencies because in the rest of the world the U.S.A. fone frequencies are allocated to high power broadcasting, commercial and jamming stations. Many of the high power signals are more audible to foreign amateurs than in the U.S.A. Thus it is almost impossible for a U.S.A. fone station to pick a frequency where it can be heard in a foreign country, and it is equally difficult for a foreign station to find a U.S.A. station in the strong commercial and broadcast interference of the present U.S.A. fone bands. Split frequency fone contacts are wasteful of frequency space and are especially bothered by unavoidable as well as deliberate interference at both ends.

5. SSB fone requires about 2000 cycles bandwidth and at least 100 times the 20 cycle bandwidth needed for typical CW signals. With proper receiver filters and assuming full power for each mode, the signal/noise is at least 20 dB better in CW vs SSB fone, equivalent to 100 times in

George W. Fyler W9JT
343 West Windsor
Lombard IL 60148
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power. The International Regulations (694-2) state, “All stations shall radiate only as much power as is necessary to ensure a satisfactory service.” The use of unnecessary power is also a factor in TVI. Since 1 KW is the maximum power allowed SSB fone it would seem proper to limit CW to the same communication range as SSB fone. Therefore, the maximum power for CW should be reduced to 10 watts. Furthermore, there are arguments that the CW than fone signals on all amateur bands the CW sub-band should not exceed 1% of the total in each amateur band.

6. SSB fone signals are much more susceptible to CW interference in the 2000 cycle bandwidth than are CW signals requiring only 20 cycles bandwidth. With proper CW filters a CW operator is able to reject almost all interference such as other CW signals which would completely blow out an SSB fone signal. Rejection tuning controls have been tried in SSB fone receivers but experience shows that rejection of even a single strong CW signal is not possible without partial or complete loss of intelligibility of a weak fone signal. As many as 100 distinct CW signals could be selected within the 2000 cycle passband needed for SSB fone. It is imperative that SSB fone have the “right-of-way” over CW and the only practical way is to segregate U.S.A. CW stations into an equitable sub-band.

7. Because of crowded fone bands SSB fone equipment has undergone intensive development, to optimize SSB communications and to reduce interference between fone signals. Many new SSB receivers, transmitters and especially transceivers are produced each year in ever increasing quantities and in several countries. On the other hand there has been little if any progress toward achieving the potentialities of CW communication, probably because of excessive power and bandwidth allowed CW, and the ability to reject most interference with simple audio filters under these favorable conditions. A receiver having optimum design for CW reception is not known to have been described in the literature, or to be available for sale to amateurs.

To stimulate the development and design of improved CW receivers and filters and to allow time for CW operators to update their equipment, competitive bands and effective frequencies are proposed for amateur CW stations on a temporary basis. Instead of 1% for a CW sub-band, a range of 8 to 15% is suggested in various bands for the reasons described, with a power limit of 100 watts. The CW power limit might be reconsidered in a future international meeting.

8. U.S.A. CW interference, usually between U.S.A. CW stations, is particularly bad in the 40 and 80 meter bands and effects from contacts between foreign fone stations as well as between foreign and U.S.A. fone stations in crossband operation. Considering the small number of CW signals and the large unused frequencies in these bands there is absolutely no valid reason for CW stations to interfere with foreign fone signals. Again, the answer to CW interference is segregation into an equitable sub-band for all U.S.A. CW stations. Examples of CW interference on the 40 and 80 meter bands follow:

3.55 - 3.7 MC 9 - 12 GMT: Japan, Australia, etc. fone. 3.7 - 3.8 MC 22 - 14 GMT: Europe, Africa, Region 2 fone. 7.0 - 7.1 MC 22 - 14 GMT: Regions 1, 3, most of 2 fone. 7.15 - 7.2 MC 22 - 14 GMT: Region 2 fone.

W1AW (ARRL) teletype broadcasts regularly kill all foreign fone contacts on or near 7.045 MC. Daily CW nets on 3790 (W5's) regularly interfere with Canadian phone patch nets on the same frequency. A number of U.S.A. CW stations normally operate on top of strong Canadian fone stations in the 3.75 to 3.80 range and sometimes above 3.8 in the U.S.A. Extra Class fone sub-band. U.S.A. Novice CW stations also operate in the “Canadian” fone band in the range 3.725 to 3.750. As a direct result of the U.S.A. CW interference, Canadian fone stations have managed, however deliberately, to prevent U.S.A. fone stations above 3.8 MC from contacting weak foreign fone stations who attempt to operate just below 3.8 in the required split frequencies. The situation has persisted for several years with a small but well known group of VE3 fone stations, many with very strong signals which preclude reception of any weak foreign signals, even if no U.S.A. CW signals are present.

It makes no sense to add to the present mess of signals below 3.8 MC and below 7.1 MC by allowing Extra and Advanced U.S.A. fone stations to operate in the proposed (Docket 19162) small segments of the international frequencies without clearing out the completely unnecessary signals, the root cause for widespread ill will. A far better solution to the problem of international fone contacts for U.S.A. fone stations results from segregation of U.S.A. fone and CW signals into equitable sub-bands. General Class fone stations must be given the same rights to contact foreign fone stations in the international communication frequencies which General Class CW stations have enjoyed with foreign CW stations.

Amateur bands belong to all amateurs in all countries and efficient use of these bands requires maximum occupancy and maximum communications between all radio amateurs, eliminating unnecessary, irresponsible and deliberate sources of interference wherever possible, and establishing equitable sub-bands for some compatible modes of transmission. The FCC and the U.S.A. must provide leadership in establishing sensible sub-allocations for U.S.A. radio amateurs.

Regarding the statements of certain Canadian groups, it is ridiculous that a VE3 fone station in Niagara Falls Ontario should be able to contact European amateurs and not the world at large, or set aside the international frequencies below 3.8 MC while a W2 in Niagara Falls, New York, cannot — even with an Extra Class ticket. There are just not enough frequencies available in the amateur bands so that the U.S.A. with over half of the world's amateurs should limit its fone bands to only State side contacts, while providing for exclusive use of all of the international frequencies by neighboring countries. This is clearly a violation of civil rights for the U.S.A. fone amateurs.

There is also no question of “domination” of the amateur bands by U.S.A. fone stations because propagation to the rest of the world at best occurs for only a few hours each day, if at all, for only a few days each month, and on most amateur bands for only a few years in each 11 year sun spot cycle. The unfortunate crowding of the U.S.A. fone bands with only strong signals able to completely rid the band of the entire band if the fone bands are expanded. Similar crowding of VE fone stations into a 10 KC fone band would justify a similar argument.

There are today Canadian, South American and other amateur stations having signals as strong as, if not stronger than most U.S.A. stations. Maximum power, so called, in the international frequencies is no longer a perogative of U.S.A. amateurs, and enforcement of a power limit for transmitters is probably as lax in foreign countries as it is in the U.S.A.

There is no provision in the international agreements for exclusive use of amateur frequencies by one country. The U.S.A. FHWHMA, however, are no national boundaries to divide the amateurs of one country from those in another country, except as determined by each country in its rules and regulations. The answer to any possible crowding of Canadian fone stations should come from
There is little justification for exclusive Extra Class fone bands, or for becoming a Morse code expert in order to be able to contact certain foreign stations using fone, as on the 80 meter band. Since the Advanced and Extra Class exams are essentially equivalent except for the code test, the Extra and Advanced fone sub-bands are identical.

Similarly, Conditional licenses are assumed to be the same as General Class, although the reason for so many Conditional Licenses is not understood.

11. Lack of occupancy by the U.S.A. of the international amateur frequencies has invited takeover of these frequencies by unauthorized transmitters and eventual loss of these frequencies. Those in the FCC Amateur Division who oppose legitimate and obviously needed expansion of the U.S.A. fone bands should ponder these facts.

Specific Proposals for Amateur Band Suballocations
See chart
U.S.A. CW stations are segregated into an adequate "CW only" sub-band at the low end of the international frequency range 3.5 to 3.7 Mc. An exclusive 10 KC segment for Extra Class CW, identical with the FCC proposal in Docket 19162, is included plus a 10 KC non-exclusive CW segment for Novices. The 50 KC CW sub-band has ten times the indicated bandwidth for an equitable division of the 80 meter band with U.S.A. SSB fone, as a temporary expedient and for the reasons described previously. SSB fone has the remaining bandwidth with an exclusive 50 KC seg-

PROPOSED SUBALLOCATIONS
FOR USA RADIO AMATEURS

80 METER BAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.5</th>
<th>3.6</th>
<th>3.7</th>
<th>3.8</th>
<th>3.9</th>
<th>4.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW ONLY</td>
<td>SSB ONLY</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Advanced Class same as Extra (X) except for exclusive CW segments.

40 METER BAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7.0</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>7.2</th>
<th>7.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSB ONLY, REG. 1.3</td>
<td>CW ONLY</td>
<td>SSB ONLY</td>
<td>N1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 METER BAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14.0</th>
<th>14.1</th>
<th>14.2</th>
<th>14.3</th>
<th>14.35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW ONLY</td>
<td>SSB ONLY</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 METER BAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21.0</th>
<th>21.1</th>
<th>21.2</th>
<th>21.3</th>
<th>21.4</th>
<th>21.45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW ONLY</td>
<td>SSB ONLY</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 METER BAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>28.0</th>
<th>29.0</th>
<th>29.1</th>
<th>29.2</th>
<th>29.3</th>
<th>29.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW ONLY</td>
<td>SSB ONLY</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OCTOBER 1972
There is a particularly nasty form of trouble which can afflict solid state transmitters, and multi-rf stage receivers too, much more than the old fashioned tube jobs, and considerable attention must be paid in order to avoid it. This is interstage coupling through the low-impedance power lead connections and wires which ordinarily with tubes would not allow sufficient rf voltage to be sent from stage to stage to cause much trouble.

Even with tubes, precautions against this type of trouble had to be taken at times, especially as one went higher and higher in frequency up into UHF. One of the bad features about it is that it can happen easily enough between a first stage and a last stage, transforming one millivolt into one volt and causing violent reaction.

Very complicated power lead filters have been devised for this deal, as for example 8 and 16 section filters for an 8 tube radar i-f strip.

Ceramic feedthrough bypass capacitors were designed for use where power leads went through partitions, which cut down the nuisance rf voltage to a certain extent, enough for the tube type sources, excitors, and finals, if sufficient care and shielding was used in the overall design. Some of these ceramic feedthroughs work at 432 and some do not, as you will see.

Now we are faced with devices (transistors) which exaggerate this kind of trouble due to very low rf impedances. Some transistor collector circuits operate with impedances of less than $10\Omega$, and for high power it may go under $1\Omega$. This means that a bypass that was good at 432 MHz with tubes, may let through rf voltage at low impedance, driven by those high current solid state devices to couple back from the
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final right past a “bypass” capacitor and into the exciter and knock it right out, subject to the phase involved. Or worse, throw the stages into self oscillation, because the input of these devices is also low and so operates on very small voltages of just the kind we’re talking about. This is further aggravated if low cost devices are used in the first stages because then the low level operation is more subject to feedback.

Low cost in tubes was nothing. A 6CL6 for $1 had a Gm of over 10,000 and could deliver a watt or more as a 54 MHz crystal controlled oscillator. The same type would then double to 108 with several watts, and two $4.50 surplus 2C39’s with Gm’s of thirty to forty thousand brought you up to 432 with 5W.

Solid state devices are not quite up to that point as yet, unless money is no object and you order several dozen of the very latest at $200. Even with that kind of money, specs sometimes read like “two watts at 2GC” and then if you read the fine print or turn the page you’ll find “gain of 4 dB.”

Fortunately it’s not quite that bad on 432 MHz, but say you’ve got a gain of 10 or 12 in each of two rf stages, the last one putting out one or two hundred milliwatts and you couple back just one percent along the battery leads to a triple stage with an output of only one or two milliwatts. You see what can happen? And it does, too! Not only that, but if it just happens to be in phase, you get output even when you pull the crystal out, and that is about the worst thing that can happen to any transmitter.

So it will pay to examine this question in detail, because as amateurs we have an obligation as well as the need to develop our skills in the art, and this subject is a basic one for all types of transmission and reception by solid state devices.

With this in mind, I started in on the power lead filter deal with the goal being a small low-cost unit easy to make, with at least 40 dB of attenuation in voltage, if possible. It turned out that it was.

These tests and the final low cost filters are good for receivers also. A contemporary author in a magazine I happened to be
reading recently mentioned, “You’ll have an easier time with one rf stage than with two.” No argument there at all. Just that these tests and filters should help reduce the effort needed to “tame” two rf receiver stages, as well as multi-stage transmitters.

**How to Get “Cold” Connections**

Most of our work on UHF calls for hot wires, that is, wires carrying plenty of rf, and losing the least amount possible through insulation losses, radiation, wire resistance, or by any other nuisance method. For power leads we want just the opposite, to carry dc and lose all the rf immediately. Or at least so much that you can neither detect it, nor find any nuisance effects, which amounts to the same thing. An oscillator and rf amplifier will do for the source and a tuned diode detector will do the job of measuring. After all, we’re not doing a research job for a capacitor company, we’re just interested in learning how to put a solid state transmitter on the air with a good stable signal without touchy feedback, connectors that jump rf-wise, and other transmitting plagues. The same holds for the multi-stage receiver also.

![Fig. 1. Test setup, power lead filters.](image)

Figure 1 shows a test setup that can tell us what’s what in this matter. After all, if I do it and tell you about it, that gives you more time to build things and get them on the air.

At “A” we have a good 20 mW at 432 MHz coming onto the test plank. At “B” we have another cable going to the tuned diode detector, and with the units shown the meter reads 4V dc when “A” is connected to “B.”

The trick is to connect “something” between A and B that will carry heavy current 12V dc with only a small drop or none at all. This may mean a thin wire choke, or a resistor for a low power first stage drawing only 10 or 20 mils and it may mean later on a heavy wire choke for 12V at 1/4A for a 3W final.

**Tests**

Referring to Fig. 1, all results are given in dc volts at the output of the diode detector.

Coaxial cable A to B, 4V; piece of wire on the ground, 3.5; piece of wire with 1000 pF to ground at B, .3; 1000 pF at A, .29; 1000 pF at A and B, .04 (40 mW); 100Ω resistor between A and B, .042; with 1000 pF at A and B, plus 100Ω between A and B, 0V. This could be used with a low current stage like a receiver where even down to 6V is all right for low noise rf, but let’s keep going. You certainly couldn’t modulate a solid state final through a 100Ω resistor.

Choke coil between A and B, No. 40 wire, ¼ in. diameter, length ½ in., no capacitors, .2; with 1000 pF at A, .01V; with 100 at A and B, .5 mV. Beginning to look good.

Ten turns No. 34 wire, 20 mV, showing that the choke question is subject to variations in filter power, in this version.

Yellow surplus choke, 1/8 in. diameter, ¼ in. long, about 25 turns, 1 mV, good but not quite the ideal yet. Ten turns on the choke and 1000 dipped mica at A and B, 10 mV. Same, with small 3/16th Lafayette ceramics, 3 mV.

Homebrewed flat coax, as in Fig. 2, 10 mV; two 1000 pF at A and B, plus 20 turn choke, 1 mV. At this point I thought about a small module as in Fig. 2. The meter hit the pin. Bringing the two capacitors to one
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CONNECTOR, which had some inductance to ground, was absolutely no good.

I then cut out a small brass frame as in Fig. 4. Hurray! The first time to hit a real zero volts. It makes you haul out the ohmmeter and check for a short or an open! Same, but without choke, also zero.

I noticed that every time I checked with another 1000 pF on a little coffee stick from A or B to ground, in effect paralleling the one already there, the meter plunged to near zero. At 432 MHz this is the same thing you may have read about more than once in my writings. More than one capacitor at the same place. It parallels the inductance and drops it.

Now we're getting close to the ideal; in fact, to cut it short, Fig. 5 shows the ideal. No brass plate is needed, and you can use it either on the baseboard or with the choke resistor installed in a hole in a box wall, or what have you.

The two-section filter using 4 capacitors plus a choke in between, really does the job. You imagine the meter moves, maybe. There might be somewhere between 1/10th and 100th of a millivolt of rf leaking through, and some or all of this may be "jumping" through the air.

So now you can make up units in advance, as in Fig. 5, and be sure they'll work at 432 MHz.

30 pF Capacitors

Just for fun, another two-section filter was assembled, as in Fig. 5, but with the low value of 30 pF for each of the four capacitors. Of course at 432 MHz the rf impedance of 30 pF looks almost like a dead
short, and it was. I could not tell the difference between the 150 pF filter and the 30 pF one. This makes it easy if you have large quantities of surplus dipped mica capacitors of odd values.

The reduction in rf voltage is something like 50 dB, dropping from 4V down to about one hundred thousandth of a volt. This is plenty for power lead filters. The cost in parts is that of four capacitors at around 10¢ each, and a resistor for a coil form.

"Boughten" Feed-through Capacitors

The first ones tried were disappointing. The type "FT," shown in Fig. 6 allowed 20 mV to leak through.

I did dig up a couple of good ones out of a 1946 surplus UHF Navy unit. I suspect that the price will be quite high on such units, if they can be found. These look like Fig. 7, and perhaps some reader from the sales department of Sprague or Centralab or...
Erie can tell me what they are, and for how much to amateurs interested in good UHF feedthrough bypasses. They do seem to work as well as the final form shown in Fig. 5, so if you can find them, pay the price, and have a wall to put them in, such as in an enclosed rf stage, you can use them.

**Subminiature Filters**

The test setup of Fig. 1 being in operation, a smaller version was tried, to be ready for the size reduction being looked forward to with all kinds of new and exciting very small components becoming available on the market.

As long as 30 pF capacitors worked well, anything over that would naturally be all right, so with a tenth watt resistor for the choke coil form, away we went.

While this is not as small as can be made today, when you get into chips and hybrids, prices go in an inverse ratio. Little 1/8 in. x 1/8 in. x 1/16 in. square Lafayette ceramics cost around 13¢ so we still can call this one low cost.

The assembly is just the same as in Fig. 5, with the total space occupied being ½ x 5/8 x ¼ in., and, as mentioned, it could be cut down even more if you tried.

It worked just the same as the larger one in Fig. 5. Need I say more?

**Checking Out the Filter**

Figure 8 shows the results of tests conducted on a crystal-controlled exciter and rf

![Figure 8. Test results, rf on batteries and leads.](image)

final destined for use in the 432'er solid state assembly. Note the one volt of rf at test point D without the filter. At the same point, also without the filter, about a tenth of a volt was found with only the exciter fired up. See Fig. 9. You can see what that kind of rf path will do for feedback from a quarter watt or a one-half watt final.

So a piece of copper-clad was put down under the two units as shown in Fig. 9 and the two filters installed. Perfect! No rf could be detected at all at any place on the batteries. Note that two filters are now present across any feedback path through the batteries and their leads.

There still exists possible voltage field and magnetic field feedback paths between the rf final and the exciter, but that's another story. The battery lead feedback path is not eliminated. And at least one thing shows up in favor for the solid state deives. There is only one wire in which to put a filter!

...K1CII
Adding a 12 V dc to 110 V ac 60 Hz static inverter to the equipment list of the amateur experimenter will increase the versatility of his station to a degree that makes any reasonable labor in this direction worth while. The two units, presented here, are intended to be used together and, with a 12 V auto battery as primary power, have the necessary output capability to supply 110 V ac 50–60 Hz to an entire 150 W station, including the receiver. There are no communications equipment modifications required. Just plug the transmitter and receiver into their receptacles and turn on the inverter switches.

Unit A has an output of 90 W and Unit B 200 W. Both outputs are 50–60 Hz symmetrical square waves. It might be well to note at this point that the peak value of a 110 V ac, rms, square wave is 110 V, while the peak value of a 110 V ac, rms, sine wave is 155 V. This difference in peak values will not be noticed in resistive loads such as tube filaments, but will cause lower voltages in rectifier circuits that depend upon capacitor input filters and voltage doublers. The output frequency of Unit A is 50–60 Hz and is not affected by any type of load, resistive or transformer. When Unit B is in the slave mode, it is driven by a signal from the output of Unit A. The frequency will be the same as Unit A and will not be affected by loading. When operated in the master mode, it converts to an oscillator tuned to 60 Hz which...
produces an output without external drive. It will maintain this frequency very well when providing power for resistive appliances, such as soldering irons and lamps, that require inputs within the range of 50 to 100W.

Both units make excellent projects for amateurs with an urge to use their oscilloscope and to gain experience with transistor power switches.

The fundamental problem in making our high power square wave is to switch the 12V dc from one side of a center-tapped transformer primary to the other at a predetermined rate. If the secondary has 10 times more turns than the primary, the output of this winding — neglecting losses — will be a 120V ac rms square wave. Using a transformer as a tuned circuit element of a 60 Hz transistor oscillator solves this switching problem very nicely, so long as its load is not of the type that will pull the frequency — for example — equipment containing input power transformers. To eliminate these load effects the circuit shown in Fig. 1 was developed. We shall call it Unit A. It consists of a 60 Hz free-running multivibrator, Q1 and Q2, whose outputs, phased 180° from each other, are fed through buffer amplifiers Q3 and Q4 to the switch drivers, Q5 and Q7. Q5 and Q7 are over-driven to square the waveforms and to supply the 0.5A input signals required by the power transistor switches, Q6 and Q8. This high current is necessary to keep Q6 and Q8 in saturated conducting condition so that very little voltage is dropped across the emitter to collector junction. This condition reduces internal heating \((P=EI)\) to the minimum possible. Q6 and Q8 alternatingly snapping off and on changes the current flow through the transformer primary, which is coupled to the step-up secondary, and produces a 110V ac output.

While trying to power a receiver and a transmitter from the same inverter, I uncovered a formidable voltage regulation problem. To get around this trouble another inverter was constructed that would carry the heavy transmitter power, Unit B. This circuit, Fig. 2, was made for high pressure power supplies and high current loads.
current, and its switches consist of two parallel connected transistors, Q9 and Q10 in one, and Q11 and Q12 in the other leg of the transformer primary. When the mode switch S3 is in the slave position, these transistor pairs are driven by a center-tapped 6.3V filament transformer, T2, which is excited by the square wave output of the frequency controlled inverter, Unit A. When the mode switch is in the master position, Unit B changes from an amplifier of a sort to an oscillator tuned to 60 Hz. Current limiting resistor R17 is switched to a voltage divider, furnishing forward bias to the power transistor switches, and at the same time, the output of the inverter is switched to the primary of T2 at the proper phase to sustain oscillations. The mode switch is a refinement that adds flexibility to the unit by allowing it to operate independently of any outside circuitry.

The construction of the inverters is not difficult. One of the reasons is that the physical appearance of either one can be anything that pleases the individual. Nothing is critical as far as pickup or lead length is concerned. However, we are using relatively high current, five to twenty Amperes, so any long wire runs to the power circuits should be heavy gauge. It is very easy to drop a couple of volts through the leads connecting the inverter to the auto battery if they are not much larger gauge than necessary to protect them from overheating. One volt drop at the input results in ten volts less at the output. It is recommended that jumper cables of the type that are made for starting one car from another's battery be used for the input leads.

Inverter Unit A was constructed around a chassis that just fits its transformer. The case is made of solid 1/32-in. thick aluminum with the back and top the perforated type. The front panel was doubled so as to provide a firm mounting for the power switch, S1, fuse, F1; indicator lamp, I1; and receptacle, J1. A piece of belt looped over the top makes a convenient carrying handle. The multivibrator and buffer circuits, because of the nature of their parts, are assembled on a Vectorboard. These circuits, containing Q1 through Q4, are

![Figure 2. Unit B inverter.](image-url)
The heatsinks are assemblies of scrap aluminum, each consisting of three pieces of 1/32 in. each, consisting of three pieces of 1/32 in. and one piece of 1/16 in. thick material. All are 6 in. long and are bent into "U" channels with legs 1 1/4 in. high and widths of 3 3/4, 2 5/8, and 1 3/8 in. The narrowest is made of the thicker material. These channels are nested together, being sure that each one is flat against the other. The transistor mounting bolts hold the pieces together. Homemade heatsinks require a surprising amount of material and make commercially available ones very attractive.

The transistors are insulated from the heatsinks by using mounting kits. T1 is a TV transformer which has a low voltage complement of two 5V rectifier filament windings along with one of 12.6V, center-tapped. One end of each 5V winding is connected to opposite ends of the 12.6V winding. They are phased so that when the transformer is energized the voltage measured across the three series connected coils is 22.6V ac and 11.3V ac from each end to the center tap. This 22.6V winding is used as the inverter's primary and is connected to the switching transistor collectors. The 110V winding (the original input winding) is used as the inverter's secondary and is connected to the output receptacle. The rest of the leftover high voltage outputs are separated and fastened out of the way to flea-clips along the outer edge of the Vectorboard. The potential of these wires is very high, about 700V ac, so keep clear of them when the inverter is operating. TV transformers of this type are not uncommon and save lots of work winding a neatly arranged on a 4 3/4 in. by 2 3/4 in. piece; a size that provides room for flea-clip tie points around its edges. After this assembly is wired, it can be tested before it is mounted above T1, by the use of clips that hold it just inside of the back cover. The switch drivers, Q5 and Q7, generate no heat, but for the sake of a place to put them each one is mounted on the bottom of the heatsink containing its switching transistor, Q6 and Q8, respectively. These transistors are spaced at 2 in. and are centered as well as clearances will allow.
useful primary. If a TV transformer of this type cannot be found, then one must be modified in the manner described in Unit B's construction procedure for T3.

Unit B has a different layout because a 7 x 5 x 2 in. chassis happened to be laying in front of me at the right moment. The heatsinks are identical to those of Unit A, with the transistors equally spaced from each other and the edges. These transistors are bolted directly to the heatsink surface without insulators. This allows better heat conduction and not too much added construction difficulty, keeping the heatsinks insulated from the rest of the chassis. The two heatsinks, one containing Q9 and Q10, the other Q11 and Q12, are bolted 1/8 in. from each other to a 1 3/4 x 7 in. piece of insulating board running across their top and to a second piece across their bottom. Large clearance holes are provided for the lower bolts through the rear side of the chassis, and the lower insulating board is drilled and bolted in this location. The heatsinks will then be held firmly vertical. R17 is fastened to the inner side of the top board along with a curved shield over it for protection. Roll bars made of 3/32 in. thick metal are run around the outside edge of the unit to keep the heatsinks from coming into contact with any conducting obstruction and to be used as carrying handles. These bars are also tied together with two 1/2 in. strips of insulating board across the back where the heatsinks might be bumped. The power switch, S2, is a DPST with both sections connected in parallel so it will carry the input current. This switch; the mode switch, S3; indicator lamp, 12; and receptacle, J2; are attached to the front of the chassis along with a liberal number of labels and high voltage signs. The input leads enter the back of the chassis, where the fuse is also placed, and T2 and T3 take their place on the top surface.

T3 is a modified TV transformer. The primary current requirement for Unit B is too high to permit the use of the existing windings. To modify it the end bells are removed, the filament windings unwrapped, and the high voltage leads cut short and insulated, all without disassembling the core. There is very little chance that the filament winding will not be the first layer. When taking off the original windings, count the number of turns of the coil of a known voltage, so that when the new primary is wound, 23V of turns can be replaced. For example, if the 5V coil had eight turns, for 23V you would need 8/5 x 23 which equals 36.8 turns. Rounding this figure to the nearest half will not affect the end result. Number 14 gauge enamel wire is used, and it is divided into two pieces, each long enough for one 11.5V coil. The length of these pieces is determined by wrapping a short wire around the coil once and measuring it. Multiplying that length by the number of turns required will give the approximate length. Allow about three feet for safety. The sharp edges of the core are covered with masking tape, especially between the coil and the core, and the wire is slid under the core and around the coil the required number of turns. It will not take more than two layers, which are separated by brown paper. There will be ample room, because all kinds of high voltage insulation will have been removed along with the filament windings.

After the coils are completed, jam pieces of cardboard between the coils and the core to hold the wire in place. The four ends are marked so that you will know which two are going to make the center tap. Energizing the transformer from its normal primary is advised before the leads are cut to size. This way any errors that might

Unit B - top view (left) and Unit A - side view (right). The T3 winding seen is 1/2 of its new primary. The Vectorboard is tilted outward to show its inner side.
have occurred may be detected and corrected by adding or removing wire. The ends of this primary connect to the power transistor collectors and the centertap to negative power lead. The 110V winding will become the secondary and connects to the receptacle.

Before applying power to either unit some precautions should be observed. Be sure that your auto electrical system is able to supply the required current. To give you something to work from, my 1964 Chevy shows no ill effects. Be constantly on the alert for overheating transistors. Any large temperature difference between the heatsink and the transistor should be regarded as overheat as the heatsink is supposed to lead all normal heat away from the power transistors. Excessive heat will ruin these transistors and is an indication that they are not being driven “on” hard enough. Voltage transients will also cause damage, so do not operate the inverters with an unloaded output.

Before you power Unit A, R10 should be set. If the frequency of the multivibrator was not set when the Vectorboard assembly was tested, turn R10 fully CCW and back 1/8 of a turn. Connect the input power leads directly to the battery terminals. Plug a 50W lamp into the output receptacle and place the power switch on. The lamp should glow brightly. Check the power transistors for overheat as quickly as possible. Check the output waveform with your oscilloscope. It should be symmetrical and square as a box and have the frequency of 50 to 60 Hz. Touch up R10 if necessary to change the frequency, but try to keep it as near CCW as possible. If heat is noticed or the wave is unsymmetrical change Q1 with Q2 or Q3 with Q4 to balance the drive. Plug a second lamp into the receptacle, a 40W one. If both lamps are glowing brightly and there is no excessive heating, Unit A is ready for use.

Before powering Unit B, adjust the taps on R17. The tap near the S3 end of the resistor should be located 1Ω from that end, and the top near the positive end should be positioned 6Ω from that end. Connect a 100W lamp to the output receptacle, connect the power leads directly across the battery terminals, set the mode switch to “master”, and place the power switch on. The lamp should glow brightly. If it does not glow, the feedback from T2 is most likely out of phase and reversing its primary connections will correct the fault. The tap at the positive end of R17 can be readjusted so that the lamp will glow immediately after the power switch is placed on, but as close to that end as reliable operation will allow. Set the mode switch to “slave” and the lamp will go out. Plug the drive cable into Unit A’s receptacle along with a lamp. When Unit A is operating, the lamp in Unit B will glow. Bring the lamp load up to 200W and check for transistor overheat. To reduce any excess heating, adjust the tap on R17 near the S3 end closer to that end. This will increase the signal to the power transistor bases. The output of Unit B should be a duplicate of Unit A, when in the slave mode. When in the master mode the output is still square and the frequency very close to 60 Hz.

Some possible changes to the components of the system that have been tried and might be of interest follow: First, the switch drivers of Unit A are powerful enough to drive two parallel connected 2N441 transistors. This will raise its output capability to almost that of Unit B, 180W, providing T1 has a large-gauge primary. Also, the drivers will handle four diamond power transistors parallel connected in each primary leg. What the output capability will be depends upon the quality of the transistors, but should not be less than the original 90W. Unit B does not require parallel connected switches or modified transformer if it will not be called upon to deliver more than 100W. I have not tried either unit at frequencies other than 60 Hz but do not see why changing the transformers and multivibrator will not allow both units to work well at 400 Hz. The ultimate application of the idea presented here will come when some homebrewer designs his transmitter’s power supply so that it may be plugged into his 110V ac home outlet, or into his auto’s 12V dc system without fuss of any sort.

...K3QKO
Meet the new Heathkit “Mini-Rig”

Heathkit HW-7 CW QRP Transceiver: $69.95

Tired of competing barefoot with the kilowatt crowd? Looking for something a bit more challenging than running a full gallon with 6 elements? Try the flea-power route with the new HW-7. This hot new little CW rig delivers up to 3 full watts...provides better than 1 uV sensitivity.

The new HW-7 gives you a dauntless 3 watts of mini-power on 40...2½ on 20...and a magnificent 2 whole watts on 15 meters...more than enough to work the globe...if you’ve had it with the kilowatt boys. For novices up to the challenge, there’s crystal transmit and receive...for General and up, use the built-in VFO...either mode provides full coverage of the CW portions of all three bands. Band changing and tune-up are a snap, with push-button band-switching and 6-1 vernier drive main tuning. Other features include built-in sidetone...midget size and weight...accessory AC supply for fixed station operation...and all solid-state, single circuit board design.

Order your HW-7 today...and join the gang on QRP. You may never turn your gallon on again.

Kit HW-7, transceiver, less batteries, 6 lbs. ... $69.95

Kit HWA-7-1, AC power supply for fixed station use, 4 lbs. .................... $14.95

HW-7 SPECIFICATIONS: RF Power Input: 3 watts on 40 meters; 2.5 watts on 20 meters; 2 watts on 15 meters. Frequency Control: 40 meter crystal or built-in VFO on 40 meters. 20 meter crystal or built-in VFO on 20 meters. 15 meter crystal or built-in VFO on 20 meters. Output Impedance: 50 ohm unbalanced. Sidetone: built-in. Spurious and Harmonic Levels: at least 25 dB down. RECEIVER: Sensitivity: less than 1 uV for a readable signal. Selectivity: 2 kHz @ 6 dB down. Reception: CW or SSB. Audio Output: 1 k ohm nominal. Receiver frequency response is ±3 dB at 200 to 2500 Hz. GENERAL: Frequency Coverage: 40 meters: 7.0 to 7.2 MHz. 20 meters: 14.0 to 14.2 MHz. 15 meters: 21.0 to 21.3 MHz. Frequency Stability: less than 100 Hz drift after 10 minutes warmup. Power Requirements: 13 VDC, 35 mA receive, 450 mA transmit. Dimensions: 9¼” W x 8½” D x 4¾” H, including knobs and feet. Weight: 4½ lbs.

NEW FREE HEATHKIT CATALOG

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 11-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Enclosed is $ ____________________________, plus shipping.

Please send model(s) ____________________________.

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City_________________________ State________ Zip________

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
*Mall order prices; F.O.B. factory.

AM-274
HOT CARRIER DIODE CONVERTER

For several years most of my hamming has been done with a three-band transceiver. Now, that’s fine most of the time, but then there are times when I get to wondering what’s going on on the other bands. So I began to look around for a good, simple, economical solution. It was during this search that I ran across the hot carrier diode.

One of the claims made by the manufacturer—"The hot carrier diode’s performance...can be described as closely approximating the ideal diode"—started me to wondering just how well they would work in a 15m converter. So four of them were purchased, and the converter described here is the result.

How do they work? The fantastic claims made for them are no exaggeration. They make excellent low-noise mixers and there is very little loss of signal. Consequently no rf amplifier is necessary. These diodes also possess a large dynamic square-law range which helps considerably with cross-modulation problems. When you add economy and simplicity to these advantages, what else could one want in a converter?

The particular diodes used in this converter, HPA 2800s, are made by Hewlett-Packard and are available from them for less than a dollar each. If you don’t know where your nearest Hewlett-Packard distributor is, write directly to Hewlett-Packard, 620 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA.

Circuit Description

The four diodes, D1–D4, are arranged in a balanced circuit. Both the input and the output are tuned, the input to 15m and the output to 20m. Because the input and output impedances of the detector arrangement are rather low, link coupling is used to couple to these tuned circuits.
The local oscillator is straightforward in every respect. It uses a 2N706 along with a 7 MHz crystal. I used an old FT243 type because I happened to have it. If you have a good active crystal in another type of holder, use it. Of course you will have to change the crystal socket to fit your crystal. The collector of the 2N706 is tuned to 7 MHz with a 3/8 in. diameter slug-tuned coil.

Construction of the Converter

The hot carrier diode converter is built into a small minibox (Bud CU-2101-A). Take a good look at the photograph and you can see the arrangement of the parts. The oscillator components are mounted at one end and the diodes and associated parts are at the other. All of the small parts are mounted on terminal strips. No socket is provided for the transistor. It and the diodes are soldered directly to the terminal strips. Use caution in soldering these devices in place: Too much heat will destroy them, and quickly. My method of doing this is to solder all other parts in place leaving these until last. Be sure you observe the polarity of the diodes.

Antenna coil L1 consists of 17 turns of 28-gage enameled wire close-wound on a 1/4 in. slug-tuned form. It is tapped 5 turns from the bottom. L2 consists of 4 turns of 28-gage wire wound over the center of L1 and is center-tapped. Both the output and oscillator coils are wound on 3/8 in. slug-tuned forms. Output coil L4 is 11 turns of 26-gage wire tapped 3 turns from the bottom. L3 is 3 turns center-tapped wound over the center of L4. Oscillator coil L5 is 30 turns of 30-gage wire close-wound. L6 is 5 turns of 30-gage wound over L5.

I used RCA phono connectors for the antenna as well as output connections. If you prefer coax connectors you will have to use a larger box. The power switch is a miniature slider type. The converter is powered by a 9V miniature transistor battery.

Adjustment and Operation

Connect the converter output jack to the receiver (or transceiver) with a short shielded cable. Connect an antenna and the 9V battery. With the receiver on and tuned to 14 MHz, turn the converter power on and you should hear the second harmonic of the crystal oscillator in the converter. You might have to tune slightly to find it. If you don’t, adjust the slug in the oscillator coil until you do. With the oscillator working, tuning higher on the receiver should bring in 15m signals. Peak L1 and L4 for maximum signal strength.

Using this little converter with a National NCX3 brought surprisingly good results. DX signals come in like locals. For the price and labor involved, it’s a little jewel.
When you want an authoritative, up to date, complete, reference It's the CALLBOOK and you know it

The U.S. and DX Editions lists licensed radio amateurs throughout the world plus many other valuable features including maps, charts & tables all designed to make your operating more efficient and more fun.

PLUS

New this year!
A special subscription service of one basic CALLBOOK plus three service editions, one issued every three months to keep you completely up-to-date for less than half of the cost of purchasing four complete CALLBOOKS as before. You save money — you stay better informed.

Over 285,000 QTH's in the U.S. edition Complete for 1972 U.S. CALLBOOK subscription just $14.95

U.S. CALLBOOK for 1972 (less service editions) $8.95

Over 180,000 QTH's in the DX edition Complete for 1972 DX CALLBOOK subscription just $11.45

DX CALLBOOK for 1972 (less service editions) $6.95

See your favorite dealer or Send today to

( Mail orders add 25¢ per CALLBOOK for postage and handling)

WRITE FOR RADIO AMATEUR callbook INC.
FREE BROCHURE
Dept. D
925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

IT'S EASY TO ASSEMBLE A SCHOBER ORGAN!

THEATRE ORGAN *$1730

*Includes easy to assemble walnut console kit. Amplifier, speaker system, optional accessories extra. Only $1368 if you build your own console

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store for less than $3500— and there hasn't been a musical instrument with this vast variety of genuine Theatre Organ voices since the days of the silent movies! If you've dreamed of the grandeur of authentic big-organ sound in your own home, you won't find a more satisfying instrument anywhere—kit or no kit.

You can learn to play it. And you can build it, from Schober Kits, world famous for ease of assembly without the slightest knowledge of electronics or music, for design and parts quality from the ground up, and — above all — for the highest praise from musicians everywhere.

Send right now for your copy of the full-color Schober catalog, containing specifications of the five Schober Organ models, beginning at $499.50. No charge, no obligation — but lots of food for a healthy musical appetite!

The Schober organ Corp., Dept. D-12
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

□ Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and free 7-inch "sampler" record.
□ Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12-inch L.P. record of Schober Organ music.

NAME ________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY _______ STATE ________ ZIP_________

VHF

UHF

Crystal Controlled CONVERTERS for DX, FM, ATV, Space and other uses. Extremely sensitive and free from spurious responses. With A.C. power supply. Choice of 1-F many in stock. Upgrade your station to JANEL.

50 MHz 2.0 dB NF $74.95
144 MHz 2.5 dB NF $74.95
220 MHz 3.0 dB NF $79.95
432 MHz 5.5 dB NF $74.95

All postpaid. Write for full details. Also preamps. Ask about our OSCAR special 435 MHz converters.

JANEL
LABORATORIES
Succasunna NJ 07876
201-584-6521

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

73 MAGAZINE
There have been numerous articles using inexpensive RTL (resistor-transistor-logic) integrated circuits in frequency counters and in digital volt-ohmmeters. A good friend, Joe WA9CGZ, built the digital volt-ohmmeter from a magazine article¹, and, after making some changes in its circuitry (to improve its drift problem), brought it over for me to try. I was favorably impressed, but it left me cold in one respect. It had “idiot lights” for readouts, as do all the other frequency counters I’ve seen in the ham magazines. What do these flashing lights do? They get your eyeballs sore from jumping up and down and left and right while trying to follow the reading. I don’t know about some people, but I was trained at a young and tender age that we read from left to right in a straight line. It’s so much faster and easier.

To get back to Joe’s voltmeter, I decided to build one, but with a different readout method. After looking over the many types (7 segment, projection, and others) I decided that the old gas-discharge numeric indicator was still a good performer, and so I chose it. As can be seen from the photograph, this type of tube comes in varieties of sizes and shapes. They are manufactured by National Electronics, Raytheon, Amperex and others. Lately these tubes have been appearing on the surplus market, but as it says in the back of 73, Caveat Emptor! The NL-5750 is about the least expensive of indicator tubes on the market, and is stocked by Newark Electronics in Chicago as well as others.

There are disadvantages, of course. (You want to have your cake and eat it, too?) The first is cost. These tubes do cost more than ten pilot lamps; however, most of the tubes are rated for 200,000 hours of service. If ten long-life lamps were used, then the lamps would cost more than the tubes.

The second disadvantage is that at least 170V dc is needed for the gas discharge tube. In the case of the voltmeter mentioned above, this was not a problem since the voltage was already there. Since the tubes draw only 2 or 3 μA each, it isn’t difficult to get one way or another.

Now to get a working circuit. In looking over some of the circuits used by others, I found that several different binary counting systems were used (there are many types—gray, bi-quinary, excess three, and more); however, these didn’t have much appeal because of the difficulty in decoding. For those not familiar with binary counting, let’s just point out that in the binary counting system we count with the base two instead of base ten as in our familiar decimal system.

*Justin Inc.
2633 North Lee Avenue
So. El Monte CA.
Fig. 1. Notes: All flip-flops 1/2 MC791P, all inverters Inv. – Vcc Pin 11 – gnd pin 4, all diodes 1N914.

So we have to change the binary numbering system to the decimal system. This can be done with discrete components (diodes, resistors and transistors), but this costs as much as using a single integrated circuit. The single IC route was chosen for simplicity; the one used is made by Fairchild, and is completely compatible with RTL ICs. This choice limits our binary code selection since the µL 9960 requires an 8421 BCD (binary coded decimal) input. This is a common code used in the industry; I’ll tell you why later. All that is needed now is a Mod 10 that has a 8421 BCD output.

Since four flip-flops can count to sixteen, we can permute them to count only as high as ten. As can be seen from the schematic, the outputs of the Mod 10 come off from the “NOT” side of the stages because the 9960 requires negative logic. A word about the flip-flops... MC791P’s made by Motorola were used. These have the same pin connections as the widely used MC790’s, but are capable of the greater output needed here. Do not use the MC790!

I felt that a BCD output could prove useful in the future to drive a digital printer so it is necessary to bring only the four leads from the Mod 10 out. This could be done directly off the counter, but is not desirable because the added capacitance of long leads could pick up stray rf and cause false counting. The best way is to buffer the output and this is easily accomplished with another IC, the MC789P hex inverter. By connecting the inputs of four of the inverters to the 8421 negative logic side of the Mod 10, we have a buffered output of 8421 positive logic. The remaining two inverters are not used. The positive logic output, which is more commonly used than negative logic, will drive 5 RTL or 3 DTL or TTL loads.

I built two identical circuits on a double-sided printed circuit board that plugs into a double 22-pin connector. I used this method
to save space and provide greater ease of repair should it ever become necessary (the remainder of the voltmeter was built on two more boards of the same size). Hand-wiring of the circuit can be used, of course, but I recommend the plug-in method in either case.

By cascading as many of these stages as you desire, you can make a frequency counter with the addition of a time base and appropriate gating. Just look over the circuits of frequency counters that have appeared in magazines in the last couple of years. If it uses RTL, chances are you can substitute a circuit for the one used and have an easier time reading out the answer. If you feel that a buffered BCD output will never be necessary, then omit the inverter stage.

Happy counting.

...W9SEK

Glossary

Positive logic — Where the logical “1” is more positive than logical “0”.

Negative logic — Where the logical “1” is more negative than logical “0”.

Modulo (Mod) — A counter circuit. The number indicates how many pulses are counted, i.e., Mod 10 counts 10 input pulses. The output occurs on the 10th pulse. A Mod 5 will count 5 pulses, etc.

Permuting — A means of providing a feedback path to stages into counter to force it into desired state.

References


2 The printed circuit board shown is available for $5.50 each P.P. from: R.M.V. Electronics, Box 283, Wood Dale IL 60191.
PROPAGATION CHART
J. H. Nelson
Good (□), Fair (■), Poor (▲)

OCTOBER • 1972

EASTERN UNITED STATES TO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALASKA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANAL ZONE</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPPINES</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUERTO RICO</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. S. R.</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST COAST</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CENTRAL UNITED STATES TO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALASKA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANAL ZONE</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPPINES</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUERTO RICO</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. S. R.</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTERN UNITED STATES TO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALASKA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANAL ZONE</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPPINES</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUERTO RICO</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. S. R.</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A = Next higher frequency may be useful also.
B = Difficult circuit this period.
In a previous article, two dual regulated power supplies were described for use with the new linear IC's, which require ±6V or ±15V. While the dual supply approach is not a bad one, the method herein described has several advantages. By plugging this "splitter" into any existing regulated power supply, a centertap is electronically created which will stay midway, voltage wise, between the plus and minus terminals. This centertap will stay at the midpoint even if current is drawn from it, and will stay at the midpoint even when one varies the supply voltage. This relaxes the requirement of extremely good supply regulation, as most linear amplifiers are more tolerant of supply voltage changes if the positive and negative voltages change equally.

The splitter is built on an etched circuit board, with a dual male banana-pin plug mounted on it for direct connection to one's regulated supply. Three binding posts are similarly mounted on the board and serve as the output terminals. The splitter is shown in use in the photo, operating with a regulated power supply I have previously described.

The original circuit of a similar splitter appeared in one of the engineering magazines, and as such was not exposed to ham readership. Also, the original circuit used semiconductors that are either too expensive or hard to obtain for hams. By use of economy transistors, the price of parts of the splitter herein described is a fraction of the price of the parts required to build the original. Two type-numbers are given for each semiconductor in the circuit of Fig. 1,
ATV EXPERIMENTER $2.95
Invaluable book if you are interested in amateur television. This book contains reprints of the most important material from the now defunct ATV Bulletin.

COAX HANDBOOK $3.00
An invaluable book for the ham or the lab and for everyone else who doesn't want to have to keep a whole library on hand for reference—or even worse have to write to the manufacturer for coax specs.

Diode Circuits Hdbk $0.95
There are 115 diode circuits in the handbook, including power supply applications, regulators, ac meter applications, all sorts of receiver detectors (AM-FM-SSB), noise limiters, squelch, loop filter, meter tuning, audio clippers, compressors, FM modulators, RTTY keying, varactor multipliers, field strength meters, wave meters, noise generators, and many etc. Very enjoyable book. Cheap too.

VHF ANTENNA HDBK $2.95
If you are now or ever intend to be active on any of the VHF bands can you really afford not to spend a lousy $2.95 for a complete and detailed book on VHF antennas? You will find descriptions, dimensions, tuning data, and diagrams of all the ways you can construct antennas in this book. From an instant coxanhanger antenna to a giant collinear beam, it is all here. Your antenna is the cheapest amplifier you can get. Get this book.

73 TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS $0.95
Audio amplifiers, preamplifiers, clippers, filters, modulators, receiver receiver, AGC, squelch, tuned audio amplifier, crystal filters, super-regenerative 2m preamp, 220 MHz preamp, oscillators, variable crystal oscillator, UHF oscillator, 10m transmitter, 6m transmitter, signal tracer, 1 kHz and 100 kHz calibrators, sweep frequency generator, sawtooth generator, test equipment of all kinds, stuff. Fun. Inexpensive.

108 Q's and A's $1.95
Discussions of transmitting, receiving, antennas, power and audio measurement devices, etc. Circuits, gadgets, small construction projects, profusely illustrated. A wealth of interesting material for the world reading. Cheap, too, considering.

RADIO HANDBOOK $7.95
The book has been nationally promoted at $9.95. However we have a few copies available at this special price as a close-out on the 1st edition. 850 pages of handbook data and construction projects. This is one of the best book bargains you'll find—while it lasts!

SIMPLIFIED MATH $0.50
Does math scare you? It shouldn't. This easy-to-understand, step-by-step, simplified explanations of the math that you need to know to understand electronics.

TV INTERFERENCE $1.50
Why suffer with TVI? A completely new and most complete book will help you get rid of that pesky misery.

TRANSISTOR PROJECTS $2.95
Crammed with home construction projects such as a complete communications receiver, a converter converter, CW filter and 10-15-20m FET converter, 20 & 160m converter, 2-610m converter, HF and high frequency audio bandpass filter, 6m FETS, audio derived AGC, 432 MHz converter, 2m IF strip, 1296 MHz converter, simple 10m receiver, FET preamps for 144 & 432 MHz, noise clipper, SSB transmitter, 6m station, 6m ultramidget, 160m transmitter, 432 MHz exciter, varactor tripler for 1296 MHz, FET VFO for 80m, VFO for HP and VHF, VHF parametric amplifiers, diode controlled break-in, slide bias modulator, modulator transmitter, FET audio compressor plus technical and theory material on designing rf power amplifiers, zener diodes, integrated circuits, simplified mc2 design for the amateur, CW monitor, RTTY indicator, crystal oscillators and more.

WORLD DX MAP $1.00
This is the same wall-sized DX map that is included with the DX Handbook except it comes to you rolled up instead of folded. This is so you can put it on the wall or have it framed. The map is designed with all country prefixes indicated and space for you to color in the countries as you work them. Visitors can see immediately how much of the world you have covered and where you are on the map as well as prefixes. Maybe you need several maps.

CUSTOMIZED DX BEARING CHART $4.00
This is not available on the subscription bonus because it is provided purely as a service of 73. An amateur who works for a certain company has a program which permits him to plug in your location and have it print out the bearings of all the countries of the world from your shack. Once you have this list you will be set for every DX contact. The chart gives the bearing and distance to all major cities and countries. Be patient when you order for these have to be run through groups at this low cost to you.

DIARY HANDBOOK $2.95
How to work DX, how to get QSL's country lists, award lists, postage lists, QSL bureau maps of the world, North America, Caribbean, South America, Africa, etc. Great circle maps centered on major U.S. cities, bearing and distance to all DX countries. The most comprehensive book written by 73's editor-publisher who has DXed from nearly 100 countries. This book includes a wall sized DX map of the world, itself worth the price of the book.

U.S. MAPS Four for $1.00
These wall sized maps show the states and call areas. They are specially designed for coloring to show the progress toward the Worked All States award of ARRL or the Worked All States award put out by 73 (for proof of contact with 49 states). Since you will probably want to work linear country awards on several bands you will want several maps. They come in groups of four.

73 BINDERS $4.95
These are not available as a subscription bonus. But you still need them to make your issue of 73 stand up on the shelf. It also helps keep back issues from getting lost or split on. Or into the hands of the neighbors. The binders are a very fancy red and come with the nicest set of year stickers you've ever seen. Dress up your shack with these binders.

LAPEL BADGES $1.00
Name and call identifies you at club meetings, hamfests, busted pot parties. Hands engraved by skilled New Hampshire craftsmen with loving care. Only one lousy dollar. Send first name and call.

Call Letter Desk Plate $1.95
How about dressing up your operating table with a desk plate showing your first name and call? These engraved metal plates are nice — and inexpensive. No zero available, sorry. There is room for twenty letters and spaces total.

SIDEWALL LOG BOOK $2.00
Are you tired of using a log book designed back in the 1920's? Try one of these 1972-type logs designed by W2NSD/I. A pad of 125 log sheets, 8 1/2 x 11, with 20 contacts per page will last you for 2500 contacts. Try this first really modern log sheet.
THE BEST OF FM $4.95
A huge selection of the best technical and construction articles from the FM Journal including data on the formation of a repeater group, licencing a repeater, transmitter switching for receivers, 450 MHz gain antennas, adjusting deviation without test equipment, narrowband crystal production from raw quartz through final inspection, transistors over vibrators for mobile, satellite on the 41V, eliminating tubes in early hybrid hand units, transistor preamp for mikes, frequency division and multiplexing in receiver control, a tool, adjacent repeater problems, multi-freency for the GE, ac supply for the H23 handle-talkie, narrowbanding the 450 units, converting 456 Prog Line Telephone mobiles for ham use, improving the free Fm Communicator, improving 450 Pre-Prog receivers, Wichita repeater, AREC net and public service, quickie T-power and whine filter, logic elements for touchscreen decoding, FM vs. other modes, switch for Motorola Pager, instructions for repeater owners, priority inputs for a repeater, four freq for Pre-Prog, 6-Freq osc for 80D and 140D, FM clinic, FM takes over AM, checking crystal ovens, ni-cad charger, mobile hints, etc.

FM ANTHOLOGY $4.95
Reprints from the FM Bulletin (Feb 87- Feb 68) including the marine two-way communication techniques, mobile noise suppression techniques, antenna matching discussion, discussion of FM repeaters before the FCC, description of FM antenna matching, discussion of FM repeater proposals before the FCC, designation of FM as a new category of repeater, 450 MHz power in operation, community public service good and bad points of popular surplus 450 equipment, description of the 450 FM repeater, using different modes in a repeater control mobile, how frequent should a repeater be used, between planes, multiple repeater power outputs, plans and circuit for a hand transceiver, how about a cross country 450 FM net?, mobile telephone setup using a 450 repeater, description of Buffalo repeater, 12 foot omnidirectional antenna a la Comprod and Prodigy plans for comprod and decoder, SAROC going on (ahem!), power amplifier for home builder, new telephone regulations for attachments, etc.

Atlas of FM Repeaters $1.50
Listing, by state and city, of all repeaters, both open and closed, in the world, complete with through 1964. Normally, this book would cost you $1.00 or more each, but since this is a clearance, instead of yours, thus the bargain. Here is a good way to build your technical library with hundreds of interesting and valuable technical articles and construction projects. You may have missed these great issues when they originally came out, but don't miss the fun of reading them now! The emphasis is on articles with no operating news or monthly columns that means little that the material is dated.

73 Back Issues Vol. 1 $3.95
This is an assortment of twelve different back issues of 73 from the years 1965 through 1967. These are the real vintage years of 73 for home builders of transiband videowide crystal production from raw quartz through final inspection, transistors over vibrators for mobile, satellite on the 41V, eliminating tubes in early hybrid hand units, transistor preamp for mikes, frequency division and multiplexing in receiver control, a tool, adjacent repeater problems, multi-freency for the GE, ac supply for the H23 handle-talkie, narrowbanding the 450 units, converting 456 Prog Line Telephone mobiles for ham use, improving the free Fm Communicator, improving 450 Pre-Prog receivers, Wichita repeater, AREC net and public service, quickie T-power and whine filter, logic elements for touchscreen decoding, FM vs. other modes, switch for Motorola Pager, instructions for repeater owners, priority inputs for a repeater, four freq for Pre-Prog, 6-Freq osc for 80D and 140D, FM clinic, FM takes over AM, checking crystal ovens, ni-cad charger, mobile hints, etc.

OPEN OUT
3 Pair: Walkie-Talkie TR 3 Elsco - per pair: $10.00
8 Travel Clock Radio Model 8NC-115 $10.00
30 13' Globes $10.00
8 18' Globes $17.50
14 Classics Ed, Atlases $10.00
1 Imperial Edtion $5.00
18, 10 Transistor AM-FM-AFC $19.00
AC Model 10FD-212 Digital Timer: Clock Radio $19.00
4 North American Solid State AM Clock Radio/Lamp Model No. LC9898 $15.00
13 K-12 Prep Slide Rules $3.00
2 Polaroid Swingers $17.50

Mail to:

RADIO BOOKSHOP
Peterborough, NH
03458

Name: ________________________________
Street: _______________________________
City: ________________________________
State: ______ Zip: __________
Call: ________________________________

Please enclose separate sheet listing books ordered.
the Motorola HEP numbers being the more available types. The other type-numbers are perhaps more readily obtainable by those hams who work in the electronic industries and regularly deal with large industrial electronic supply houses.

The etched circuit board and the parts placement on it are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that the MJE 370, MJE 520, HEP 245 and HEP 246 are in what Motorola calls a "Thermopad package." Heat dissipators may be easily and inexpensively made for these transistors out of small "U"-shaped pieces of aluminum or copper sheet, as shown. The circuit board was laid out to fit Beckman 78PR type trim-pots (cermets).

Once the parts have all been soldered to the board – an easy hour’s effort – you’re ready for testing. I think it best to try the splitter on a current-limiting type supply, such as that described in reference 2, with the current limiting set to about 50 mA.

The regulated supply feeding the splitter is set to 24V, so that the output of the splitter will be ±12V. The reason for calibration at this voltage is that it is in the middle of the useful operation range (10–40V input) and also it fits the 12V requirement for one of the best operational amplifiers that I have found – the General Electric PA223. The splitter will draw about 15 mA with no load; if it draws considerably more, check for soldering errors or faulty semiconductors. The 500Ω trimpot is adjusted until the plus and minus outputs are equal. The setting of the 1000Ω trimpot is more tedious; the setup is shown in Fig. 4. Offset of the centertap from a true “split” is indicated by the VTVM as the input voltage.

Fig. 1. Power supply circuit.

Fig. 2. Circuit board shown copper side up (80% reduction).

Fig. 3. Circuit board, parts placement.
Field Intensity Amplitude Modulation

- Clutters the radio spectrum less
- Compatible with AM and SSB
- De-modulators
- Private communication possible

This modulation system is guaranteed – prove it to yourself or it costs you only a few cents postage.

SEND $1.00 FOR PREPAID CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION MANUAL. (PAT. APPLIED FOR)

FIAM Electronics 1019½ Railroad Ave. Tallahassee, Fla. 32304

**ONLY 3.95 ea.** ATTENTION MOBILE OPS!
**HAM-CALL MAGNETIC SIGNS**

For your auto or shack! Absolutely will not mar surfaces. Withstands 120 mph winds yet may be easily removed (for the XYL). Large size 4" x 10" av. White plastic with your choice of colored letters (red, black, green or blue). Your name may be included for $0.60 per sign. Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipped postpaid.

Dealer inquiries welcomed. Club Fund Raising Plans!

HE HOWARD ENTERPRISES P.O. Box 1035 – Dept 73
Longwood FL 32750

**WORLD QSL BUREAU**

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond CA USA 94804

THE ONLY QSL BUREAU to handle all of your QSLs to anywhere; next door, the next state, the next county, the whole world. Just bundle them up (please arrange alphabetically) and send them to us with payment of 5c each.

RECEIVER BARGAINS

R257/U
Unused, original cartons, 25-50 MHz FM, single channel, xtal control, dual conversion, 21 tubes with complete tech. manual. Shp wt 52 lbs. $7.95

R993/GR
Used good condition, 225-400 MHz AM, single channel, xtal control, dual conversion, 22 tubes, 115/230 VAC Shp wt 72 lbs. $37.50

Ask for list P. WOOD, P.O. BOX 112, GOLETA CA 93101

**SPACE-AGE TV Camera Kits & Plans**


DIAL 408-967-3171

Many other kits and plans available including stereo, facsimile, coils, receiver tubes, motor photo, etc.

**Fig. 4. Test setup for setting adjustment pots on splitter.**

is varied from 10 to 40V. The offset is corrected by adjusting the 1K pot, and again sweeping the input voltage from 10 to 40V. This procedure is repeated until the best approximation to perfect splitting is obtained.

The splitter can deliver up to about 100 mA through the center tap, but this should rarely be necessary, since the main current drawn by operational amplifiers and other linear IC’s is between the plus and minus terminals. The splitter has been used to power Fairchild μL709’s and National LM201’s on ±15V, General Electric PA223’s on ±12V, and General Electric PA238’s and RCA CA3029’s on ±6V, all with success. As the world of linear IC’s expands, this simple power supply splitter may easily become the handiest piece of bench equipment you own (next to the basic regulated power supply, of course).

I wish to thank Russ Wolfram W6ERX for his help in developing the circuit from its original form to the amateur version shown. Circuit boards and kit of parts are available from A.R.S. Enterprises, P.O. Box 555, Tempe AZ 85281.

...W6GXX

**Bibliography**


**Parts List**

1. Circuit board: A.R.S. Enterprises, P.O. Box 555, Tempe AZ 85281.
2. Input plug: Pomona MDP-ST saved off as shown.
3. Output terminals: General Radio 938-C, 938-D, 938-G (one each) and three 938-F.
**VOICE COMMANDER III**

**GENERAL ELECTRIC**

**FULLY SOLID STATE FM**

**Transmitter - Receiver**

- 132 to 174 MHz
- 1 WATT OUTPUT
- 1/2 MICRO-VOLT SENSITIVITY
- Size: 9.5” x 5.3” x 1.7”


*Proper charger available separately. $15. each.*

- Lots of 5 ea. $133.20
- Lots of 10 ea. $125.80

Includes rechargeable nickel cadmium battery pack and charger.

(Crystals & tuning, add $50)

---

### PROGRESS LINE STRIPS

These strips are physically complete, but are sold on an as-is basis only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MA/E13</th>
<th>MA/E16</th>
<th>MA/E33</th>
<th>MA/E36</th>
<th>MA/E42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power supply, 30W,</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less vibrator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply, 60W,</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less vibrator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX narrow band,</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less final tubes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: MA/E42 wide band</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX wide band,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less ovens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 14” Progress Line Case, consisting of front basket and front plate with lock | $10. |
| Low band dual front end, 2 freq. RX strip | $20. |
| Hi-Band TPL RX with TX exciter strips less speaker, as is, missing parts | $25. |

---

**GREGORY ELECTRONICS CORP.**

The FM Used Equipment People

243 Route 46, Saddle Brook, N. J. 07662

Phone (201) 489-9000

Dept. 73
YOU WON'T FIND A BETTER DEAL

Instant access to 144 frequency pairings with 20 watts out on the new HR-212 twelve channel 2 Meter FM Transceiver by Regency

Specifications

**Power Output:** 20 watts (nom.) at 13.8 V DC  
**Frequency Range:** 144-148 MHz  
**Channels:** 12; crystal controlled  
**Sensitivity:** 0.4 μV, 20 DB quieting  
**Spurious Rejection:** 60 DB

Model HR-212  
$259 Amateur Net

Includes microphone, mounting bracket and factory installed transmit and receive crystals for 146.94 MHz.

for all your 2 Meter FM needs

Model HR-2M 8 channel Transcan™ with signal search reception and 15 watts minimum output. $319.00 Amateur Net

Model HR-2A 6 channel transmit, 12 receive 2 Meter FM Transceiver with 15 watts minimum output. $229.00 Amateur Net

Model AR-2 Amplifier boosts 2 Meter FM output power 300%. $119.00 Amateur Net

Write - Wire - Phone  
(813)722-1843

2412 NORTH HIGHWAY 301, ELLENTON, FL 33532
OPEN FRAMEPLATE TRANSFORMERS
INPUT: 105, 110, 115, 120, 125 VOLTS - 60 cys.
SECONDARY: 3200 VOLT @ 1 amp.
SIZE: 9¾" x 10¾" x 10½" NEW
SHIP. WT: 100# PRICE: $49.95

TOROID TRANSFORMERS
MOST VERSATILE WE EVER HAD
3½" RD. 3½" H
WT: 37
4-14 V INPUT WINDINGS
4-8 V FEED BACK WINDINGS
2-333V - 1/2 amp. WINDINGS
2-167V - 1/2 amp. WINDINGS
WILL SUPPLY 1000V @ 1/2 amp.
CAN USE ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
SHIP. WT: 5# PRICE: $5.95 or 2/10.00

UTC-DOT-7
200K-PRIL. 1K-SEC.
PRICE: $1.50 ea. or 4/$5.00

UTC-DOT 9
600 OHMS C.T. SECONDARY 10K PRI.
PRICE: $1.00 ea. or 3/$2.50

TRANSFORMERS STANCOR
115V INPUT
10 or 20 V. C.T. OUTPUT @ 1/2 amp.
SHIP. WT: 1½# PRICE $1.50 ea. or 3/$5.00
SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE HARMONIC NEUTRALIZED TRANSFORMERS
INPUT: 110 or 220
OUTPUT: 118
RATING: 250 VA 2.12 amps
ELIMINATE BROWN OUTS
PRICE: $19.95

DIODES
1 amp. BULLET TYPE w/ SILVER LEADS 600 P.I.V.
PRICE: 10/$1.00 or 110/$10.00

VARICOS
5 AMP. GENERAL RADIO TYPE V5 NEW
PRICE: $6.95 or 2/$12.00

TRANSISTORIZED POWER SUPPLY
ADJUSTABLE, REGULATED & METERED
0-20 V @ 5 amp. SHIP. WT. 28# PRICE $14.95
0-15 V @ 1.5 amp. SHIP. WT. 11# PRICE $9.95
0-12 V @ 10 amp. SHIP. WT. 28# PRICE $19.95
EXCELLENT CONDITION

ROTTON FANS SAUCER FANS
280 CFM 7" DIA. x 3¾" DEEP 115V-50-60 cy.
PRICE: $9.95 EA.

FEATHER FANS
270 CFM 7" DIA. x 2¾" DEEP
PRICE: $6.95 EA.

SPECIAL
T.S. 322/UR
PRICE REDUCED . . . $49.95 w/ CAL. BOOK
Excellent Condition

MINOR REPAIRS NEEDED
T.S. 322/UR
ALL HAVE CAL. BOOKS BARGAIN NOT JUNK
PRICE: $24.95

UTC TYPE TQR
TELEGRAPH TONE FILTERS. WE START AT 765 & GO TO 2800. HAVING THEM IN 170 CYCLES STEP.
LIMITED QUANTITY PRICE: $11.95 ea. 2/$20.00
ALL PRICES ARE F.O.B. OUR WAREHOUSE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. ALL MERCHANDISE DESCRIBED ACCURATELY TO THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE. YOUR PURCHASE MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED. TERMS ARE CASH. MIN. ORDER $5.00. ALL MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. RFE - REMOVED FROM EQUIPMENT.

WINTRONIX MODEL 850 INDUCED WAVE FORM ANALYZER. This unit, in conjunction with your present oscilloscope, permits you to view wave forms in the range from audio thru MHz without any direct connection. The probe is simply placed over the tube in question and the wave form is displayed on the oscilloscope. It may also be used as a high gain amplifier to increase 'scope sensitivity. Excellent for T.V., radio, amplifier, and transmitter repair and maintenance. Brand new, with probes.
SHIP. WT: 13# PRICE: $19.95 ea.

AMPEX RF-3
COMPLETE MEMORY - RACK MOUNTED IN CABINET. INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY - SENSE AMPS - READ & WRITE CIRCUITS. ALL I.C. LIKE NEW.
SHIP. WT: 200# PRICE: $1000.00

MEMORY CORE STACKS
32K
42K
SHIP. WT: 100# PRICE: $99.50

IC BOARDS
962
936
946
933
948
951
EACH BOARD HAS 3 OF ONE TYPE OF ABOVE
PRICE: $2.00 ea. or 3/$5.00

14 PIN DUAL INLINE IC SOCKETS GOLD PLATED CONTACTS
PRICE: 50¢ ea. or 5/$2.00

METERS
0-150V DC 3½" NEW
PRICE: $3.50 or 2/$6.00
0-500V DC 3½" NEW
PRICE: $1.95 or 3/$5.00
0-15 MA DC 3½" NEW
PRICE: $1.95 or 3/$5.00
0-10V DC 3½" NEW
PRICE: $1.95 or 3/$5.00
0-300 amp. DC 50 MV FSWD/SHUNT
PRICE: $2.50 or 3/$6.00
0-50 UA 2½" RF
PRICE: $2.50

METERS PANEL TYPE WESTON MODEL 1238
0-500 microamps full scale calibrated .005 to 500 roentgens/hours. 270 degree scale, approx. 3" dia. excellent for wavemeter etc. New and in original boxes.
PRICE: $1.95 ea. or 3/$5.00

#360 TEKTRONIX WAVE FORM INDICATOR
bandwidth DC to 500 KC. Sensitivity .05/DIV. 50V/DIV. waveforms required for hor. deflection. Size: 4" x 12" x 14".
#160A regulated power supply for above indicator.
Size: 4" x 12" x 14"
#162 wave form generator for above indicator.
Size: 4" x 12" x 6"
SPECIAL PRICE FOR ALL 3 UNITS
SHIP. WT: 36# PRICE: $99.95

CAPACITORS
65,000 MFD 5V
25,000 MFD 25V
20,000 MFD 30V
40,000 MFD 10V
PRICE: 3/$1.00 or 10/$3.00

MODIFICATION KIT 110896 TO PROVIDE OPERA-
TION OF MODEL 14 TD @ 100 WPM FOR GOV-
ERNED MOTORS. NEW.
PRICE: $6.95

R 11A LOW FREQ. RECEIVER
190-550 KC modern Q 5 gr.
SHIP. WT: 8# PRICE: $7.95 or $2/14.00
#R 45 REC. freq. 230-250 mc.
SHIP. WT: 45# PRICE: $24.95
#RT282 D/GR trans. freq. 225-400 mc.
SHIP. WT: 150# PRICE: $39.90

400-550 MC RECEIVER Xtal controlled, 4 section through line - Front and w/crystal mixer. 5 stage I.F., 28V. input, D.C. to D.C. to inverter. Pk. Sub-
miniature tubes - 1-5636, 1-5896, 2-6111, 3-6718,
4-6205, 4 miniature Babcock relays, and toroid bandpass filter. Heavy alum. watertight case. 6" x 8" x 10"
SHIP. WT: 18# PRICE: $9.95

SELECTRONICS
1206 South Napa Street
Philadelphia PA 19146
215-468-4645
The Rolls-Royce of currently available surplus VHF receivers. AM, FM and CW over the range of 30-60 and 60 to 260 mHz. Separate front ends provide optimum performance on each band. Three separate I.F. strips provide 20, 40 and 300 kHz selectivity. The 40 kHz I.F. utilizes nupistors yielding a remarkable system noise-figure. I.F. and video outputs allow spectrum display and analysis.

After all this, the engineers found a few extra square inches on the chassis and added a carrier operated relay to activate a tape deck or other external device.

If you will drop us a line, we will send two pages of detailed specs. and a photo of the guts of this beast.

Price, complete. $400.00
Cabinet (Specify type wood). $35.00

SRR-13
This is a fine receiver covering 2 to 30 mHz in four bands. Built-in calibrator, modular construction and excellent stability make the SRR-13 a good buy at $199.95

Write for complete specs. It's worth it!

An/Com maintains an extensive inventory of military and commercial equipment and publications. We continuously research methods of utilizing surplus military equipment. Write or call stating your requirements.
NEW and SURPLUS ELECTRONICS FOR THE HAM and EXPERIMENTER

The Time Machine

ELECTRONIC CLOCK KIT

THE TIME MACHINE utilizes the latest electronic techniques and advances to provide time information like no clock has before. A Large Scale Integration (LSI) circuit provides the logic to convert the 60 hertz line frequency into a displayable time. Internal options include a presettable alarm circuit, five minute snooze, seconds display, and 24 hour time.

Because of the new technology involved, this kit is not recommended for the beginner. The circuit board connections are small and require specific soldering techniques using small solder (included in kit) and a small low wattage iron.

Average time to assemble the kit is around two hours. Full instructions and theory of operation are included with each kit.

1. Basic Clock Electronics (kit) $52.50
2. Solid Walnut Case (completed) 10.00
3. Alarm option 7.95
4. Snooze option (requires alarm option) 2.00
5. Manual Reset option (SPST Pushbutton) .50
6. Auto-Power Reset option (1uf/25V Cap) .95
7. Seconds Display option (SPST toggle sw) 1.00

ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EACH</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

CHARGE IT
BAC ____ MC ____

ACCOUNT NO.
BANK NO. EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE

TOTAL FOR GOODS
TEXAS RES. ADD 5%
POSTAGE & HANDLING

TOTAL MONEY ENCLOSED

KA SALES
1312 SLOCUM STREET • DALLAS, TEXAS 75207
PHONE (214) 747-3230

INTERDYNE Wire-wrap Panel (Wired) $19.80
Has 108 Wire-wrap 14 Pin IC sockets. Has pin 7 connected to ground and pin 14 to power plane. May be used as-is or sockets removed for breadboarding. THAT’S IT! A SOCKET....

KEYBOARDS
1. Micro Switch 16SW3-B Hall Effect Solid State Keyboard. Has 16 individual dual outputs $12.50
2. Controls Research 14 Key Reed Switch Keyboard 6.00
3. Controls Research 15 Key Reed Switch Keyboard 7.00
4. NEW Touch-Tone Pad Keysets 24.95

SOLD WALNUT CASE

VARIGAP TUNED FM TUNER MODULE

17.50

WE MADE A FANTASTIC BUY ON VARIGAP FM TUNERS. THIS LITTLE GEM IS BUILT LIKE A ROCK AND HAS OUTSTANDING SENSITIVITY. IT TUNES THE ENTIRE FM BROADCAST BAND USING VOLTAGE. THERE IS NO LIMIT TO THE DIFFERENT WAYS TO TUNE IT: PUSHBUTTON, REMOTE, SCANNED, ETC. INCLUDES COMPLETE RF, IF, & PREAMP

IC SOCKET PANEL

ELECTRONIC CLOCK KIT
Semiconductor Supermart

- MOTOROLA
- RCA
- FAIRCHILD
- NATIONAL
- HEP
- PLESSEY

**DIGITAL READOUT**

At a price everyone can afford
- Operates from 5 VDC
- Same as TTL and DTL
- Will last 250,000 hours

**SPECIAL OFFER**

- Digital readout
- BCD to 7 - Segment Decoder/driver
- 7490 Decade Counter
- 7475 Latch

Only $8.20

**PLESSEY SL403D**

3.5 W AUDIO AMP IC

HI-FI QUALITY

$3.95

with 12 pages of construction data

---

**FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR**

Motorola HEP – Circuit-Stick – Plessey

All devices are first quality and are fully guaranteed.

---

**NATIONAL DEVICES**

- LM370 AGC/Squelch amp $4.85
- LM373 AM/FM/SSB strip $4.85
- LM308K 5V 1A regulator, if you are using TTL you need this one. $3.00

---

**CORES AND BEADS**

- Ferrite Beads 1 doz $1.00

---

**BEAD SPECIAL**

Ferrite Beads 1 doz $1.00

---

**NEW FAIRCHILD ECL**

**HIGH SPEED DIGITAL IC’s**

- 9258 Dual ‘D’ FF toggles beyond 160 MHZ $4.65
- 9582 Multi-function gate & amplifier $3.15
- 95H90 300 MHz decade counter $16.00

A 95H90 & 9582 makes an excellent prescaler to extend low frequency counters to VHF – or use two 9528s for a 160 MHz prescaler.

---

**SIGNETICS PHASE LOCK LOOP**

- NE561B Phase Lock Loop $4.75
- NE562B Phase Lock Loop $4.75
- N5111A FM/IF Demodulator $1.50
- NE566V Function Generator $4.75
- NE567V Tone Decoder $4.75

---

**FETs**

- MPF102 JFET $0.60
- MPF105/2N5459 JFET $0.96
- MPF107/2N5486 JFET VHF/UHF $1.26
- MFP121 Low-cost dual gate VHF RF $0.85
- MFE3007 Dual-gate $1.98
- 40673 Dual-gate $1.75
- 3N140 Dual-gate $1.95
- 3N141 Dual-gate $1.85

---

**FAIRCHILD RTL DIGITAL IC’s**

- UL900 Buffer $0.80
- UL914 Dual 2-input Gate $0.80
- UL923 JK flip-flop $1.50

Please add 35¢ for shipping

---

**Circuit Specialists**

Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR

Motorola HEP – Circuit-Stick – Plessey

All devices are first quality and are fully guaranteed.
The New Home of

MANN COMMUNICATIONS
28710 Canwood Road
P.O. Drawer M
Agoura, Calif 91301

Our terms are
Cash with order or COD
No COD’s under $25.00

Hours will be the same
Monday thru Friday 9–6
Saturday 9–3
Closed Sundays & Holidays

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Mann Guarantee
Money refunded without question if equipment is returned within seven days from shipment, undamaged, freight prepaid.

Conditions of Sale
Unless otherwise specified, equipment is used, and is sold as-is. All items shipped FOB Agoura California. Crystals, ovens, antennas not included unless specifically stated in catalog. All equipment is sold on a first-come, first-served basis.

Mann COMMUNICATIONS
28710 Canwood Road
Drawer M Agoura CA 91301
(213) 342-8297

2837 North 24th Street
Phoenix, Ariz 85008
(602) 955-4570
OCTOBER SPECIALS

100 Watt Solid State Linear
Operates on 12 Volts DC. 3 - 10 W in Gives 100 Watts Out. Units are new in original factory cartons, but sold as is, no factory warranty. 136 - 174 MHz.

While they last $119

10 Channel VHF Marine Radio
All Solid State, 10 Watts Out, 12 Volt. Made in England. Units are new less crystals and antenna, no factory warranty.

While they last $159

MARRY THESE UP FOR 100 Watt
10 Channel 2 Meter Rig

Mann Guarantee
Money refunded without question if equipment is returned within seven days from shipment, undamaged, freight prepaid.

Mann COMMUNICATIONS

28710 Canwood Road
Drawer M Agoura CA 91301
(213) 342-8297

Conditions of Sale
Unless otherwise specified, equipment is used, and is sold as-is. All items shipped FOB Agoura California. Crystals, ovens, antennas not included unless specifically stated in catalog. All equipment is sold on a first-come, first-served basis.

2837 North 24th Street
Phoenix, Ariz 85008
(602) 955-4570
NEW G&G CATALOG MILITARY ELECTRONICS

24 PAGES crammed with govt surplus electronic gear — the biggest bargain buys in America. It will pay you to send 25c for your copy — refunded with your first order.

AN/APR 4Y FM & AM RECEIVER  
Originally designed for AM reception, this receiver can easily be modified for FM. High precision lab instrument for monitoring and measuring frequency and relative signal strength, 38 to 4000 Mc in 5 tuning ranges. For 110 v, 60 cycle AC. Built-in power supply.

Original circuit diagram included. All tuning units available for above (Price upon request).

- Calibr Accuracy: 1% approx
- Sensitivity: 35 to 50 Mc avg
- Video output: 10 v at 70 ohms
- Facetivity: 3 Mc wide position
- Audio output: 100 Mc into 600 ohms

$88.50

HEADSET Low impedance, W/ large chomos ear cushions 4" cord & plug Reg $12.50. Our Special Price $7.95. High impedance adaptor above $6.95.

$2.95

SCR-274-N, ARC-5 COMMAND SET HQ!  
Freq. Range RECEIVERS w/ tubes: 190 - 550 Mc BC-453 $16.95 $23.50 $27.50 6 - 9 1 Mc BC-455 $16.95 $22.50 $27.50 1.5 - 3 Mc BC-457 $15.90 $21.50 $25.00

$21.50

THEDOE TUYBES  
Standard make, All new in original carton 3FP $7.98 5AP1 $3.75 9GP $3.95 $2.75

$5.25

MN-26Y RECEIVER  
Designed for Marine & Aircraft Installation. Also fine for home use. Continuous tuning from MN-28C Control box. Complete with 24 volt DC Dynamotor. MN-26Bc Receiver, 150-225 KC; 325-695 KC; 3-4.7 Mc. Complete with tubes and dynamotor. $13.50 $15.25

$15.25

ACCESSORIES FOR ABOVE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

ARC-5 VHF RECEIVER, TRANSMITTER MODULATOR 100-156 MC  
R-28/ARC5 VHF RECEIVER — Tunes 100 to 156 Mc AM. Easy to convert for 2 meter Operation! Ideal for installation in vehicles. $19.50

$19.50

T-23 TRANSMITTER with tubes and crystals. Brand New in original carton. $21.50

$21.50

MD-7 MODULATOR with tubes, exc. used $10.50

$10.50


$24.50

BC-1206-C RECEIVER Aircraft Beacon Receiver 200 to 400 Khz. Operates from 24V DC 1.5A. Continuous tuning, vol. control, on-off switch and phone jack. Very sensitive. $12.50

$12.50

HANDMIKE Rugged, heavy-duty carbon handmike with press-to-talk switch. Equipped with 4 ft cord & phone jack. New, boxed. $1.88

2 for $3.25

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER  
BC-645 Transceiver, Dynamotor and all accessories below, including conversion instructions for Citizens Band. $26.95

$26.95

- Mounting for BC-645 transceiver
- PE-101C Dynamotor, 12-24V (easily converted to 6 volts)
- Mounting for PE-101C Dynamotor UHF Antenna Assembly 30 ft of PE-101C Crystal cables. Set of 11 connectors
- Control box BC-646
- Mounting for BC-646 ctr. box. Transceiver only

$16.95

F.O.B. NY City or Ogden, UT for Savings on Freight Charges.

BC-221 FREQUENCY METER With Crystal and Calibration Book. Exc. used; checked out. $59.50

$59.50

LM FREQUENCY METER  
Fine general purpose Navy unit 125 to 20,000 Hz. Operates on 12 or 24 VDC. Complete with tubes, crystal, calibration book. Checked out, Excellent Used. As above, less book $22.50

$22.50

SCR-625 ARMY MINE DETECTOR  
Locates any metal buried to depth of 2 feet in ground or water. Audible tone indicates presence of metal. Equipment back pack weighs only 15 lbs. Sturdy wood storage chest and 64 page manual included. Adaptable for underwater use. Complete as pictured, less batteries. $42.50

$42.50

LORAN APN-9 Receiver & Indicator  
Less all tubes and crystals $22.50

$22.50

LORAN APN-4 RECEIVER  
RECEIVER AND INDICATOR NEW $49.50 SPECIAL OFFER

APN-4 is a four-channel long range navigation receiver and indicator (dual units) which will provide, for ships and aircraft, an exact position by the reception of known loran transmitters. Compact two-piece set with separate receiver and indicator. Indicator has large 5-inch Cathode Ray Tube. Very popular on fishing boats and commercial vessels. Operates from external 12 V or 24 V DC power supply. Has 43 tubes including CR tube. Accessories for the LORAN APN-9 & APN-4 are available from stock. Prices upon request.

$52.50

BC-603 FM RECEIVER  
converted for 35-50 MHz. 10 preset push-button channels or manual tuning. Complete with 10 tubes, checked out, like new $39.50

$39.50

BC-604 FM TRANSMITTER (20 to 27.9 Mc.) $12.50

$12.50

BC-645 TRANSCiever BRAND NEW  
EASILY CONVERTED FOR 420 MC OPERATION

This equipment originally cost over $1000. You get all in original factory carton.

Dependable Two Way Communication more than 15 miles.

- Frequency Range: About 435 to 5000 MC
- Transmitter has 4 tubes: WE-316A, 2-GF6, 7-7F
- Receiver has 11 tubes: 2-GF6, 7-7F, 7-76E, 3-7F
- Size: 10-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 4-1/2"

Makes wonderful mobile or fixed rig for 420 to 500 Mc. Easily converted for phone or CW operation.

$22.50

G & G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY  
45 Warren St, Dept. S-O  
New York, N.Y. 10007 / (212) 267-4605
USED FM EQUIPMENT

OCTOBER SPECIAL SALE FOR
73 READERS ONLY

RCA CMU—15
450—470 MC. Mobile Units
6/12 Volt Vibrator Power Supply

IDEAL FOR REPEATER LINKS

EASILY CONVERTED REGULARLY $35.00

SPECIAL PRICE FOR OCTOBER ONLY

$25.00 each less accessories

Send check or money order to:

DuPAGE FM
P.O. Box 1
Lombard, ILL. 60148

Terms:
All items sold as is. Accessories not included
unless indicated. Illinois residents add
5% for sales tax.

OCTOBER 1972
BUILD YOUR OWN ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR FOR ONLY $108.00!

A complete calculator kit, complete with self contained power supply and case. Inexpensive in the home, office or school. Simple enough for a child to build. Some of the features of the calculator are as follows:

- MOS integrated circuits (extra large scale integration) reduce the number of components to a minimum.
- For easy build, the Display contains all the logic required to display the numbers.
- All integrated circuits and displays are socket mounted and replaceable.
- No soldering and simple to build, which makes this unit a good project for anyone who wants to get into building a calculator by themselves. This calculator may be used at school by students and as a hobby by Dr. Watson.

$108.00

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT WITH NIXIE DISPLAY

We have well over 20,000 surplus items in stock and because of this large inventory we are able to sell these digital clocks for less than the usual cost of the display tubes. If you have a complete electronic kit or a complete nixie circuit board, all integrated circuits, complete power supply, display tubes, etc., we would be glad to quote a price on your order. If you need a complete kit, we can sell a complete digital clock kit for less than the usual cost of the display tubes. We are also able to quote a price on your order. If you need a complete kit, we can sell a complete digital clock kit for less than the usual cost of the display tubes.

$57.50

SHRINK TUBING SPECIAL Assortment of 200 pieces of shrink tubing, diameters 1/8" to 1/2", length 2" to 7". $1.25 each

$1.25 each

KEYBOARDS

Three keyboards are available. 20 key calculator keyboard, 40 key alphanumeric and 12 key touch tone. All have separate contacts carried out to edge connector.

$29.00

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE NUMERIC DISPLAY

This display is excellent for small portable electronics, such as OVM's, calculators, etc. Equipped with Montavio M301. 30A. Operates from 5 volts, 20 milliamperes, with 47 ohm dropping resistor.

$3.25 Each

FULL 40 KEY Complete, $32.00

IMPOSSIBLE?

THIS MONTHS FEATURE ITEM

POCKET CALCULATOR KIT

This is the kit you have been waiting for. So compact it actually fits in your shirt pocket (3-1/3x6 x 4-5/8 x 1-1/4). High functionality that you would expect in a desk calculator, including constant and chain operation, and full floating decimal. The unit is powered by self contained batteries, and uses 8 digit LED displays. The calculations are performed by a single 40 pin integrated circuit. The interface can truly be called large scale integration (LSI).

$75.00

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY/CHARGER KIT

This option allows the throw-away alkaline battery to be replaced with a nickel battery, and includes a charger to recharge this battery. The unit may be run during the recharge cycle.

$75.00

LOGIC AND OPERATIONAL AMP SUPPLIES

Figure A, plotted logic supply, 5 Volts at 1 Ampere, short circuit proof, ultra high regulation, ultra low ripple (less than 1%). $18.00

Figure A, plotted Op Amp supply, +15 Volts, and -15 Volts at 0.5 Ampere. Designed for Analog Devices, similar to their model 702. Short circuit proof, ultra high performance. $29.00

$18.00

$29.00

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

Montavio MV 74192 - 7447 equivalent LED's. Now less expensive than filamentary bulbs. At this price who would intro logic circuits as status indicators, build low cost counters or use them as panel lights? Rated at 10 - 40 Ma 06V.

10 LED's $3.00

100 LED's $20.00

GIANT ALPHANUMERIC READOUT WITH DRIVER BOARD

This giant size burghs 74791, 16 segment tube, displays all numbers and letters of the alphabet in giant numerals. Driver board allows operation from standard TTL levels. Available in 3 different schematics, provided as two tubes with sockets mounted on single board.

Two Giant Nixies with Drivers $10.00

Mating connector for above $1.00

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM COMPONENT SPECIAL!

We have made an excellent purchase of an excellent inventory of a local manufacturer's speakers systems although we aren't allowed to mention the manufacturer's name, the specs should make it easy to evaluate. Each woofer is a 12" free-edge (acoustic suspension) woofer. Each tweeter is a 1" voice coil and a 2 lb. magnet. The complete system is 25" x 25" and the tweeter is of the dome type, for best high frequency dispersion. Condition is new and the workmanship is on the R.L.-C network, high frequency crossover is an R.C. network. Both controls are provided for both high and mid-range and stereo. Two speakers for a suitable enclosure are priced.

Speaker System $29.00 ea. $58.00 pair

CHARGES WELCOME!

Phone in charges to 617 531-5774 or 532-2323.

B & F ENTERPRISES

401 Park Avenue - Waltham. $10.00 minimum. No COD's please.

AIRCRAFT/AUTO/BOAT QUARTZ CRYSTAL CHRONOMETER

Revolutionary! was the reaction of our customers when they saw our latest kit. Measuring only 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" x 4", and accurate to 10 seconds a month, this chronometer promises to entirely replace mechanical clocks in cars, boats and airplanes.

$9.50

$9.50

$9.50

$9.50

$9.50

$9.50

DECADE COUNTING UNITS W/READOUTS

Always one of B & F's most popular items, now revised to include drilled boards, L.C. sockets, and right angle socket for readout. Arranged so that units can be stacked side by side and straight pieces of wire threaded through for power, ground and reset. Several different units are available as follows:

7490 10 Bit MSI counter. Used in frequency counters and events.

74196 Same as 7490 except preetable 50 MHz unit. Used where high speed and/or preetabletess is required.

74192 Bi-directional counter, 32 MHz operation. Has two input lines, one that makes the unit count up, the other down. Uses similar techniques, where the counter is preset to a number and counts down to zero monitoring a sequence of events i.e. keeping track of people in a room by counting up for entries and down for departures.

7475 Adds latch capability. Used in counter so display continues displaying frequency while new frequency is being counted for uninterrupted display.

7447 Basic decoder module. Drives basic seven segment display which is included for all modules.

$8.25 each

$9.25 each

$10.25 each

$9.25 each

$9.25 each

B & F ENTERPRISES

Phone (617) 532-2323

P.O. Box 44, Waltham, Massachusetts 01837

20 Volt Ignition. Know how disguised you are with the usual car clock? Order this fine unit for controlling lights, sports events, navigation, or just to have a fine chronometer that will give you a lifetime of superb accuracy.
SUMMER SPECTACULAR!!! PRICE WAR ON SURPLUS SEMICONDUCTORS

LINEAR DEVICES, OF AMPS, REGULATORS
- 709 High performance Op-Ampl. $5.00
- 741 Dual Comparator. $5.50
- 723 Regulator. $1.25
- 755 Linear Op-Amp. $0.50
- 558 Dual 741. $1.00
- LM390 5 Volt 1 amp Regulator, 703. $2.25

FAIRCHILD VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Fairchild UGH7805 5 Volt 1 amp voltage regulator. Perfect for logic supplies, very compact...$1.95

SPECIAL ORDER PHASE LOCKED LOOPS
- NE560 Phase Locked Loop $4.65
- NE464 Phase Locked Loop. $4.65
- NE463 Phase Locked Loop. $4.65
- NE460 Function Generator/Tone Encoder. $4.65
- NE567 PLL/Tone Decoder. $4.65
- NE555 Quadra... $3.75
- NE555 Times, 2 sec to 1 hour. $1.25
- NE540 Power Driver, for 100W AB amp. $2.25

MEMORIES, SHIFT REGISTERS, ROM'S
- 1101 256 Bit RAM/MOS $4.00
- 1102 1024 Bit RAM/MOS. $8.75
- 210 64 Bit 16x16 TTL. $8.45
- 2513 Character Generator ROM. $14.75
- 1602 Shift Register. $1.00
- 1403 Shift Register. $1.00
- 1404 Shift Register. $1.00
- 6224 Programable ROM. $14.75

74100 SERIES LOW POWER DEVICES
available at last prices for the first time. Serves money on total system cost, since power supply requirements and cooling are greatly reduced. Interchangeable with 7400 devices.

74100. .40 74110. .40 74120. .40 74130. .40 74140. .40 74150. .40 74160. .40 74170. .40 74180. .40 74190. .40 74196. .40 74198. .40 74200. .40

COMPUTER DRIVE CAPACITORS
Always one of our best sellers these high capacitance units need little introduction. Made for long life over wide ambient applications, molded on transitional molding block with screw terminals. Perfect for power supply, audio and memory applications.

Pt(L) Cap(mfd) YWC Order No. Price
1 1300 50 SP1350 75
3 3000 250 MA3025 3.95
6 4200 100 G14250 1.50
12 1700 50 GE17050 2.00
24 2900 20 GE29200 2.00
60 6000 20 GE60200 3.50

HIGH POWER SCR's
SCR's- invaluable for high power applications, motor speed controls, lighting circuits, welding controls, etc. Never before at this low price. Brand new packaged devices, complete with data sheet and 24 page consumer applications manual.
- 2N3094 2000 Volt 1 amp $19.50
- 2N4169 2000 Volt 1 amp $19.50
- 2N4170 2000 Volt 1 amp $19.50
- 2N4172 2000 Volt 1 amp $19.50
- 2N3525 2000 Volt 1 amp $19.50
- 2N1772/1775 1000 Volt 5 amp $19.50
- 2N1776/1777 1000 Volt 5 amp $19.50
- 2N1846/1847 1000 Volt 5 amp $19.50
- 2N250 5000 Volt 3 amp $19.50
- 2N3571 5000 Volt 3 amp $19.50
- 2N3986/3987 5000 Volt 3 amp $19.50
- 2N3989/3990 5000 Volt 3 amp $19.50

FLAT NYLON LACING TAPE
One pound tube of black lace, about 1,000 yards, should last the average hobbyist several years. Until recently, it was $8.45. Now its $10.50. At this price you can use it for all kinds of applications. Selling out. Test over 50 lbs. $1.00. Lace Cord 1 lb.

SANKEN HIGH POWER, HIGH PERFORMANCE HYBRID VOLTAGE REGULATORS
These hybrid regulators are easy to use and offer superior external component. Excellent for operational amplifier supplies, logic supplies and other high performance applications. All regulators have less than 30 millivolts ripple and better than 91% line and load regulation, some models far exceeding this specification.
- S31508E 12 Volt, 3.0 Amp $2.25
- S31508E 15 Volts, 1.5 Ampere $2.25
- S31508E 24 Volts, 1.5 Ampere $2.25
- S31508E 5 Volts, 3.0 Ampere $7.00

B & F ENTERPRISES
Phone (617) 521-2233
P.O. Box 48, Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554

SANKEN HYBRID AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES
We have a fortunate purchase of Sanken Audio Amplifier Hybrid Modules. With these you can build your own audio amplifiers at the less than the price of discrete components. Just add a power supply, and a chassis to act as a heat sink. Brand new units, in original boxes, guaranteed by B. & F. Sanken and the Sanken U.S. distributor. Available in three sizes: 10 watts RMS, 25 watts RMS (50 watts M.P.), and 50 watts RMS (100 watts M.P.) per channel. 20 page manufacturer's instruction book included. Sanken amplifiers have proved so simple and reliable, that they are being used for industrial applications, such as servo amplifiers and wide band laboratory amplifiers.
- S1101Y 10 watt RMS amplifier, industrial grade. $4.75
- S1102A 25 watt RMS amplifier, industrial grade. $14.75
- S1105A 50 watt RMS amplifier, industrial grade. $22.50
- S1102B 25 watt RMS amplifier, entertainment grade. $14.00
- S1105B 50 watt RMS amplifier, entertainment grade. $21.00
- Transformer for stereo 30 watt, (1 set). $3.95
- Transformer for stereo 50 watt, (1 set). $5.95
- Set of (3) 2000 mfd 50V capacitors. $4.00
- Set of (3) 2200 mfd 75V capacitors. $5.00
- 4 Amp Bridge Rectifier, suitable for all amplifiers. $2.00
- Complete kit for 100 watt RMS stereo amplifier (200 watt max) made up of all 50 watt Sanken hybrids, all parts, instructions and one 100 Volt, 20 Amp thick black molded and printed cover. $88.00
- Same for 50 watt RMS stereo amplifier, includes all parts, instructions and one 100 Volt, 20 Amp thick black molded and printed cover. $55.00
- Same for 20 watt RMS stereo, includes all parts, instructions and one 100 Volt, 20 Amp thick black molded and printed cover. $35.00
- SG micro MDA 621 AUDIO AMPLIFIER.
- 1. C. audio amplifier in 14 pin DIP package, provides up to 4 watts power with proper heat sink, and 20 Volt supply. Can be used at 12 Volts with reduced output power. $1.95. .6 for $10.00

MOLEX SOLIDERCON CONNECTIONS
Molex soldercon connections for L.C.A.'s. With this you can build low cost I.C. sockets by just cutting down the cost of connections required, i.e., two pins of No. 24 gauge, $0.02.
- 500 Molex soldercon... $4.75

ELECTRONIC PRESET COUNTER
This counter is from a copying machine. It uses two Durban electrolytic mechanical decade counters, and includes a nice power supply, etc. Two rotary switches allow the unit to preset with any number from 1 to 50, when the number of pulses in reaches this count, a relay opens, shutting off the controlled unit. Should be useful for coin winder, and other applications requiring shut-off at a predeterminated count. The parts alone at our low price represent a "steal", as the unit has high quality switches, silicon rectifiers, transformers, etc.
- Preset electronic counter (6 lbs.)... $6.75

ALL ITEMS WHERE WEIGHT NOT SPECIFIED
POSTAGE PAID IN THE U.S.A.
Phone in charges to (617) 531-5774 or (617) 532-2232.
BankAmericard - Mastercharge. $10.00 minimum. No C.O.D.'s please.

$10.00 Minimum
BankAmericard Charge

B & F ENTERPRISES
Phone (617) 521-2233
P.O. Box 48, Nantucket, Massachusetts 02557
FOR SALE NEW

MOTOROLA
OA 442/GR
2m AMPLIFIERS
A pair of 4X150's delivering 250 watts output with 5 watts drive. Simple modification will enable amplifier to deliver 1000 watts . . $365.

FOR SALE USED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS403/U Signal Generator</th>
<th>225.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS147/UP Signal Generator</td>
<td>150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS155/UP Signal Generator</td>
<td>125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URM-25D Signal Generator</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPM-33 Spectrum Analyzer</td>
<td>175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRR-33 Receiver control units including dial pulse decoding unit for frequency and transmitter selection. These units are ideal for any application where remote function selection over any audio signal path is desired. Units are capable with slight modification to control up to 99 separate functions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are looking for aircraft electronic equipment and test equipment and will consider a trade for the above equipment.

TETERBORO AVIONICS, Inc.
481 Industrial Ave. Teterboro, N.J. 07608
Phone: 201-288-1619
LETTERS
(Continued from page 12)

cerned, who had six children to support, had been hauled into a Cleveland court for wearing an American flag on the back of their van, and with the suspension of her subsequent $1000 fine and thirty day jail sentence, had been properly humbled (humiliated) to the point of telling the judge, meekly. . . . Yes, she thought it was a preted W8BU. I ask, what is W8BU? Obviously this situation is emotionally, socially, and politically supercharged—it is much deeper than the level at which Mr. Russell chose to use it as a ploy for the introduction of his pro-League argument. Yet this is exactly what he did, i.e., use the words of a troubled welfare mother as a good example of how we ought not knock our “good government,” or our Good League. This is nothing but public controversy—potentially dangerous—malarky. This kind of thing belongs nowhere in amateur radio—a realm of technical, not social, investigation—let alone the editorial pages of QST. Yet, there it was, in black and white, sent to ARRL in protest. My letter was not printed in QST, though W8BU had had a second letter of his printed as the first letter in the correspondence section of the same November issue! Check this out (page 88) if you do not believe me. Where does this man get off? Does he own the ARRL? I am an ARRL member, Extra Class, etc., just as W8BU is. How does he, or anyone, rate two letters in one issue, one of them printed as an editorial, no less, to my zero letters—especially when one of them is untenably political and potentially divisive in its implications? The ARRL would not answer me on this—John Huntton told me in his answer to my letter that I had misinterpreted W8BU’s letter, and asked, what is it that he misinterpreted? It is all there in print, in QST. Moreover, no letters protesting W8BU’s ill-considered stand were printed—while letters supporting him were, e.g., one by K5MMH/9, of Buffalo Grove Ill., a personal friend of W8BU (by the way, try to find Buffalo Grove on the map). Yet I know protest exists—I protest this. W89S3Q protests it. I brought this issue to the attention of the ARRL Hawaii SCM, K6C/ZF, one night on twenty meters and he admitted, after I had stood by for him to read the editorial, that he felt like hanging his life membership plaque upside down on the wall of the shack. What I want is for all ARRL members who feel like he did and urge those of you who have read W8BU’s editorial to do so—to write their Division Director, as well as Headquarters, demanding the retraction of this editorial. That’s all I want, that, and that the amateur world know there are people who disagree with W8BU and ARRL on this and were not allowed to express that disagreement in the same forum that bred it—the pages of QST. That’s why I ask your help in printing this injuring politics of any kind into ARRL policy is bad, but apparently ARRL has an even worse policy of not allowing protest against its major blunders to be voiced. Let’s get that editorial retracted!

Sgt. Peter Erk W9TCTR/K4P
Camp Garcia, Vieques, P.R.

Please tell me what the number ‘26009’ under the date and price on front covers for the last couple of months means?

Really enjoy the magazine.

Dick Altman
San Francisco CA

Roughly half of 73’s copies are sold on the newsstands and this is being handled by a national distributor. Newsstands keep track of magazines by means of the little code number on the cover. Right near the number you will find the insignia of the distributor, Ace News.

I thought you would like to know that 6 xtal for my TR-22 from KW Industries and all were OK even without a tune-up. They also delivered within a week including 2-way mail.

Jim Kirkgasser WA2ELA

This letter is a little negative feedback, and an offer to help.

The article in the August issue, “The 1926'er: The Ideal Crystal Oscillator,” may describe a fine oscillator that performs as claimed, but the “How It Works” is pretty far off base. In fact, it’s down-right wrong. Some unsuspecting reader may believe the statement on page 116 that says the crystal provides 180° of phase shift. It just ain’t so! Maybe Bill Hoisington can’t be objective about his own analysis, but the theory of operation given implies a basic misunderstanding of crystals and oscillators; his 30 years notwithstanding.

Control crystals have the generally accepted electrical equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1. Ordinarily the first mesh is sufficient for analysis of the operation of the crystal unit. The extra branches account for the spurious mechanical responses that often affect the measured response. The impedance variation of a crystal unit near the principal mechanical resonance is shown in Fig. 2. There are two frequencies at which the reactance is zero, or where the crystal resonates. (This zero reactance point is the classical definition of resonance); the resistance is very low at one and very high at the other. The lower frequency, at which the resistance is very low, is referred to as the series resonant frequency, and the higher frequency, at which the lower impedance is seen, is referred to as the anti-resonant or parallel resonant frequency. Crystals operating on a mechanical overtone have a low impedance and appear to operate in the series mode. The impedance of the crystal unit is near zero and resistive. (The holder capacity or load capacity, C0, has minor effect when shunted by the low impedance series-tuned circuit.)

The fact that the oscillator circuit uses the crystal unit between collector and base does not mean the crystal provides 180° of phase shift. (In the Pierce oscillator, the crystal is between plate and grid, and I don’t believe anyone claims 180° in that application.) So, if the crystal operates at series resonance with nearly zero reactance, how does it work? To explain the operation, I’ll assume a qualitative understanding of the Clapp oscillator, and go from there. A typical Clapp oscillator is shown in Fig. 3; bias sources are not shown. At the lower frequencies, the capacitors Cbc, Cc, and Ccb may be physical capacitors augmenting the internal capacitance of the transistor. At higher

Fig. 1. Crystal unit equivalent circuit.

Fig. 2. Crystal unit impedance variation.

Fig. 3. Typical Clapp oscillator.

Fig. 4. Modified Clapp oscillator.
CALCULATOR ON A CHIP
40 pin DIP package —
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide
12 digit display and calculate
Chain calculations
True credit balance sign output
Automatic overflow indication
Fixed decimal point at 0, 2, 3, or 4
Leading zero suppression
Complete data supplied with chip

Only $12.95

CD-3 Universal Counter Module
Can be programmed to count to any
modulus 2-9 for one kit, 2-99 for
two kits, etc. Includes board, 7490,
7447, RCA DR2010 Numitron display
tube and five programming components.
Full instructions included — perfect for
displaying second, minutes and hours, etc.
Complete $9.25

DIGITAL SPECIAL
Ten brand new (on carriers) dual-in-line JK flip-
flops — LU321 with data sheet and two pages of
application notes describing hookups for — divide
by three through ten, and twelve. Also self
correcting ring counter hookups, etc.
10 LU321 W/data $4.00

TTL dual-in-line
7400, 7401, 7402, 7404, 7405, 7410,
7420, 7430, 7440,
7450, 7451, 7453 ... 100 for $22.00 ... ea.$ .25
7442 BCD decoder driver 1.15
7442 BCD decoder 1.15
7473 dual JK flip-flop 1.25
7474 dual type D FF 1.25
7475 quad latch 1.25
7476 dual JK FF 1.25
7480 gated full adder 1.25
7483 4 bit full adder 1.25
7486 quad exclusive or gate 1.25
7489 64 bit RAM 1.25
710 decade counter 1.25
7418 8 bit shift register 1.25
7492 divide by 12 counter 1.25
7493 4 bit binary counter 1.25
74154 one of 16 decoder 1.25
74192 up/down decade counter 1.25
74193 up/down binary counter 1.25
74195 unv. 4 bit SR 1.25
8220 parity gen/checker 1.25
8200 4 bit magnitude comparator 1.25
8280 preset decade counter 1.25
8281 preset binary counter 1.25
8520 25 MC divide by "N" 1.25
2 to 15 1.25
7495 4 bit SHIFT REGISTER 1.25
8590 8 bit shift register 1.25
8270 4 bit shift register 1.25

LINEAR SPECIAL
Ten (10) Teledyne TO-5 741 operational amplifiers
with a two-page sheet of application notes covering
the basic circuits using op-amps ........ $6.65 each
Op-amp package 10-741's, data sheet and applica-
tion notes. only $6.00

LINEAR IC's (dual-in-line)
LM100 positive voltage reg. .......... .80
747 dual 741 op amp DIP ............ 1.10
LM302 voltage follower op-amp ........ 1.25
709 operational amplifier ............ .40
710 voltage comparator ............... .75
LM309K 5V-1A power supply module ....... 2.50

DIGITAL COUNTER MODULE 30MC
unit includes board, SN7490,
SN7475 quad latch, SN7447
7-segment driver and RCA
"numitron" display tube
W/decimal. 1" x 4.5" module
will mount on 1" centers.
kit $10.95 — wired and tested $13

LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS
NE565 Phase lock loop, TO-5 ........ $3.50 ea.
NE566 Function Generator, DIP (8 pin) $3.50 ea.
NE567 Tone decoder, DIP (8 pin) $3.50 ea.
7447 7 segment decoder driver 1.60
74181 Arithmetic Logic Unit, 24 pin, DIP 4.50
8261 fast carry for above 2.00
8223 256 bit bipolar field programmable,
read-only memory 10.00
8570 9 bit S1, PC, shift register 2.50
LED Red Emitting Lamp 5.00

All IC's are new and fully tested — leads are plated
with gold or solder. Orders for $5 or more will be
shipped prepaid. Add 35¢ handling and postage for
smaller orders. California residents add sales tax. IC
orders are shipped within two workdays of receipt
of order — kits are shipped within ten days of
receipt of order. Money back guarantee on all
goods sold.

BABYLON
ELECTRONICS
SEND FOR FREE FLYER
P.O. Box J
CARMICHAEL, CA 95608
(916) 966-2111
Don't miss the blastoff!! Free gifts to early registrants. Info from Dave Popkin, WA2CCF, 303 Tенafly Road, Englewood, N.J. 07631.

73 MAGAZINES Complete set in binders with all the rare issues. Make offer to WA8DJS, 5733 Linden Dr., Milford OH 45150.

HT-220s WANTED Please write with details, price, to Box 7350, 73 Magazine, Peterborough NH 03458.


IDYLLIC ISLAND WP2M share with retired doctor modern house and ham radio $75 weekly. Jack Beverston, 60 Amsterdam, Toronto 374 Canada. Telephone 416-755-2117.


GALAXY V MK 11 w/AC supply, $250. SB-200 linear, $150. Both $350, including keyer, patch. Must sacrifice. WA4ZQO, Box 446, Leesville S.C. 29070.

CLOSED CIRCUIT camera, monitor, 50' RG-59 sound cable, connectors. Never used, 1 yr parts guarantee, $399. Bob, WN0GJD, 5107 Red Barn, St. Joseph MO 65403.

ROBOT MODEL 70 Slow Scan Television Monitor, $375. Hamfest prize, never used, factory warranty, original box. Phil Irvine, 2103 Suzanne Terrace, Huntsville AL 35810.

FOUNDATION for Amateur Radio annual Hamfest Sunday 22 October 1972 at Gaithersburg, Maryland Fairgrounds.

YOUR CALL LETTERS Two sets, for windshield and rear glass. Smart white letters with red outline. Easily installed pressure sensitive decals. $1.00 postpaid, anywhere. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lake Jordon Artsists, Slapout AL 35692.

SWAN 270 csw., like new, includes built in power supply, Turner 454x mic, Heath swr meter. $350. Charles Jung WA9WRJ, 232 Pierce, Randolph, WI 53956.

SELL International FM2400c Freq meter. Bird model 43 watt meter with hi-band 100 watt plug. $525. Richard Tolar, 52 Calhoun, Grand Rapids MI 49508.

WANTold Radio Transcription Discs. Any size or speed. Send list and details to Larry Kin, W7FIZ, 7554 132nd Ave N.E., Kirkland, Wash. 98033.

SSTV, RTTY, WWV, tone to logic decoder projects. Chassis, plans, hardware, eight 2 1/4 x 3" epoxy cards, $6. Horning, 1630 Bowling Lane, San Jose CA 95118.

SAROC Eighth National Convention the PRESTIGE convention at the Flamingo Hotel Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. January 4 through 7, 1973. SAROC special room rate $15.00 plus tax, per night, single or double occupancy, only 500 rooms so get your accommodations request in early. Advance Registration $10.00 per person. Registration and eyeball session on Thursday. Seminars, Meetings, Exhibits, open Friday and Saturday. SAROC-SWAN Electronics Social Hour, Friday. Ladies Program, Saturday. SAROC Sixth National FM Conference, Friday and Saturday. SAROC-HY-GAIN/GALAXY Cocktail Party, with Leo W9FQO, at the Organ, Saturday. SAROC Buffet Hunt Breakfast, with Champagne, Sunday. Advance Registration with Sergio Franchi Flamingo Midnight Show, two drinks, $17.00 per person. Advance Registration with Sergio Franchi Flamingo Dinner Show, no drinks, $21.00 per person. SAROC Jet Roundtrip Vacation Package includes, airfare, Deluxe Flamingo Hotel Room for three nights, SAROC Advance Registration with Flamingo Hotel Dinner Show: via United Airlines departure cities; Baltimore/Washington, $280.00; Boston, $312.00; Chicago, $222.00; Cleveland, $250.00; Columbus, $246.00; Detroit, $244.00; Hartford, $304.00; Milwaukee, $233.00; New York, $296.00; Philadelphia, $290.00; Pittsburgh, $262.00; via Frontier Airlines departure cities: St. Louis, $209.00; Kansas City, $188.00; Denver, $135.00; Omaha, $182.00; Lincoln, $176.00. The price quoted is per person, double occupancy in hotel room. If single occupancy in hotel room is desired add $25.00 additional per person to each amount quoted. All fares and schedules are subject to CAB rules and regulations, send for advance details and accommodations request to Flamingo Hotel. Send Advance Registration and information request to, SAROC, P.O. Box 73, Boulder City, Nevada, 89005.
**Light Emitting Diodes**
$1.00
Ruby red, gold plated leads. With mercury cell for instant testing.

**Character Generator Sets**
$50
64 bit ASCII character generator IC sets.
Vertical scan set includes SK0002 kit, two MM502 and one NH0013C.
Horizontal scan set includes SK0001 kit, two MM502, and one NH0013C.
Make your own CRT readout or use it for hard copy.
Either set only $50 and includes 10 pages of info on character generators.

**Noise Actuated Switch**
$1.35
Solid state noise actuated switch fully wired, includes mike pick-up, amplifier, SCR switch. Actuates by noise or whistle. Useful for burglar alarms, lamp lighter, etc. 15 ft range.

**Light Emitting Diodes**
$3/$1.00
Ruby red, gold plated leads. With mercury cell for instant testing.

**Power Tuneable Varactor**
$5.00
Similar to MA-4060, used in doublers, triplers, amplifiers, etc. Fully guaranteed, with specs and some circuits. $5 each or 6 for $25 pp.

**Solid State Audio Amp**
$1.25
Fully wired, transistorized, uses 6 volts.

**Character Generator Sets**
$50
64 bit ASCII character generator IC sets.
Vertical scan set includes SK0002 kit, two MM502 and one NH0013C.
Horizontal scan set includes SK0001 kit, two MM502, and one NH0013C.
Make your own CRT readout or use it for hard copy.
Either set only $50 and includes 10 pages of info on character generators.

**Alpha Numeric Keyboard**

All material f.o.b. Lynn, Mass. Send self-addressed envelope for complete list.

**Digital Readouts**

- **ZM 1000 NEON**
  $1.75

- **GE Y4075 25V Miniature**
  $1.75

- **GE Y1938 24V Standard**
  $1.75

- **RAY CK 1905 Standard**
  $1.75

- **MAN-3 1.7V Miniature**
  $3.50 ea. 10/$30

- **GIANT ALPHA NUMERIC**
  B7971 $1.75

**1,000μF 450V CAPS**
For photo flash or linear power supplies $1.50 each. 10/$12

**Laser Diode 3 Watt**
RCA TA-2628 w/specs. $5

**Rope Memory Module**
From APOLLO project $10

**John Meshna Jr. Electronics**
P.O. Box 62
E. Lynn, Mass. 01904
C & H SALES CO.
OUR 25TH ANNIVERSARY SALE

RT 178/ARC-27 = 225.0 to 339.9 Mc. Transmitter may be tone modulated at 1020 cycles per second for emergency or direction finder purposes: $50.00
ME 6 D/U Electronic Multimeter calibrated in AC volts & decibels. Freq. Range: 15 CPS, 250 Kc CPS, Voltage Range: 500µV to 500 volts, AC in 6 steps: 0.0005, 0.05, 0.5, 5, 50 & 500 volts RMS.

Meter: Scale AC Voltage: 0.5 to 5 volts. Decibels: -5 to +17 (based on 0 decibel = 0.001 watt in 600Ω). Rectifier voltage 250 VDC (approx). Maximum voltage gain approx 4500 volts. $19.95
FR 6/U Heterodyne Freq. Meter. Freq. 100 to 500 MC. Reception CW. Type of Connectors: BNC
Freq. Stability 0.0001% Accuracy ±0.001%
FR 5/U Heterodyne Freq. Meter. Freq. 10 to 100 MC. Reception CW. Type of Connectors: BNC
Freq. Stability 0.0001% Accuracy ±0.001%

Type of Connectors: BNC

$125.00
$125.00

LM10 Freq. Meter, 125 KC to 20 MC.
H.P. 202A Function Gen:
H.P. 212A Pulse Gen:
H.P. 340 B Noise Figure Meter:
H.P. 412A VTV:
H.P. 417A VHF Detector:
H.P. 430C Power Meter:
MX 1637 (which is H.P. 525A):
H.P. 526A Video Amp. Unit:
H.P. 526B Time Internal Unit:
H.P. 526C Period Multi:
H.P. 526D Phase Unit:
TS 419 Sig. Gen. Same as H.P. 614A 900–2100 MC:
H.P. 616A Sig. Gen. 1800–4000 MC
H.P. 683C OSC. 2–4 KMC:
H.P. 540A Transfer Osc:
H.P. 803A VHF Bridge:
H.P. 805 Slotted Line:
TEK 180G III TIME MARK GEN:
TEK 181 TIME MARK GEN:
TEK 360 Scope DC to 500 kHz:
TEK 160 Power Supply (for 360 scope):
TEK 53B Wide Band Calib, Pre Amp:
TEK 53D Diff. High Gain Calib. Pre Amp:
TEK 53/54K Fast Rise Calib. Pre Amp:
TEK “G” Wide Band Diff. Calib. Pre Amp:
TEK “N” Sampling Plug-in:
TEK “R” Transistor Rise Time:
TEK “CA” Dual Trace Plug-in:
TEK H Calib. Pre Amp:
TEK 121 Wide Band Pre Amp, 5 CPS to 12 MC:
TEK 517 Power Supply:
BRUEL & KJOER 1012 BFO
Sanborn 670A, XY Recorder
Shure Bros. CM16C (similar to Shure 488). Hand held dynamic mike 200Ω. Brand New:
GR 1750A Sweep DR
American Electronic Labs SNB: 243A Crystal switch 1~4.0 GC, Brand New:
R-77/ARC-3 Rcvr less X-tails (last minute arrival):
TV 7/D Tube checker:
HP686A Osc. 8.2–12.4 KMC:

BELL & HOWELL
1/8 TELEPHOTO LENS

Coated lenses focal length 50” Completely mounted with iris and shutter. Approx weight 25 lbs. Excellent condition.
Price $45.00

IF YOU DON’T SEE WHAT YOU NEED WRITE & ASK US. WE HAVE A VAST INVENTORY OF BEAUTIFUL LAB EQM. WE ALSO SELL OPTICS. SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Bausch & Lomb, Taylor-Hobson

HIGH QUALITY COATED COPY LENSES
Excellent used 1/4.5 lens systems with 85° focal length for use in copying, enlarging, projecting. Coated optics, black metal barrels. Handy click stops at 1/4.5, 1/5.6, 1/6.3, 1/8.
Price $22.50 each, postpaid

Wollensak Raptar
Same as lens above but with click stops at 1/4.5, 1/5.6, 1/8, 1/11, 1/16, 1/22, 1/32.
Price $22.50 each, postpaid

ALL MERCHANDISE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER WITH ORDER

C & H SALES
2176 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, California 91107
213-681-4925

73 MAGAZINE
NIXIE $2.50
TUBE SALE
Burroughs 879T, 9 to 9, A to Z, 2 1/2" high characters, 170V.

ALLEN BRADLEY'S 'MICRO-POTS'
Type C, 1/2" dia., x 3/8" high, Muntz 1/4" hole, with 2600 TFE immersion proof-hd.

NEW FOR 1973!
Never before offered at this price! You've seen them at $179, but now at a price a calculator user can afford. EIGHT-DIGIT FLUORESCENT display has 16 characters. Add/ Subtract/ Multiply/ Divide ideal for chain or mixed calculations. Includes MINUFLEX automatic correction/ balance, OVERFLOW INDICATOR to the power of 2, CONSTANT (K) memory by switch. Flushing decimal or 2, 5, 5 decimal points as required. (C) key clears calculator of data. Write to us for Automatic loading and trailing zero suppression. LSI (Large Scale Integration) equivalent to more than 1,060 transistors. Calculator speed adds and subtracts 10,000 decimals of a second. Keyboard is REED SWITCH assembly for extensive trouble-free operation. Separate power switch. Removable 115 VAC line cord. Power 110-120 VAC 50-60 cycles. Wt. 3 lbs. Handles black molded case with silver trim, size: 3 3/4 x 5 1/4 x 3 1/4. Complete with specifications. THE ONLY FACTORY GUARANTEED CALCULATOR BY A MAIL ORDER ADVERTISER. Gift Packed!

SILICON TUBES
304 $1.49
306 $1.49

The lowest price digital clock kit (with cabinet) as far as we can see in U.S.A. Scientific Devices' engineering effort took extra patience in designing to give you the finest digital clock kit using the latest techniques in an easy-to-understand booklet. The cabinet-making section gives it the interior "touching" decor so that it may fit into an office, home, shop or office. Walnut laminated tapered front cabinet, with brushed legs. Tapered legs for easy viewing. Large G.E. 7-egment fluorescent "blue-green" polarized display for its easy-viewing. FEATURES: 6 display tubes, completely etched and thru plated circuit board. All soldered. Kit comes equipped with collector for 12 or 24 hour display. Instruction booklet is in MINUTES, 24 HOURS, 115 VAC 60 cy. Gift packed. Wt. 3 lbs. * 8 x 5 1/2 x 3 1/2 case

DOLLAR STRETCHERS

8-DIGIT ELECTRONIC POCKET CALCULATOR
BATTERY $110vac

LED Display

Completely wired, ready to use! Not a kit - hours saved! Most economical and advanced battery operated pocket calculator under $100. Make use of the small printout, play technology. The unique snap-action keyboard. The unique battery can be thrown away after use or rechargeable with the AC power charger (included). Performs Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Subtracting or Mixed Multiplication and Division, as well as true "credit" (K) memory up to 100. (.2) balance. Corrected and simplicity the decimal point is fixed to two places in the eight digit display. Additional display indicators denote overflow beyond the eight digits and negative result (minus sign). Includes simplified instruction booklet. Factory guarantee. Gift packed. Sizes 3 3/4 x 5 3/4.

LOWEST PRICES ON TTL IC'S
Buy 3 - Take 10% Discount
No gimmicks On Pricing, Delivery, or Quality! We're "The Only IC Advertiser" with MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR COMPLETELY WIRED

$199

Only $199
Buy 3 - Take 10% Discount

Not a Kit

DIGITAL CIRCUIT

5% OFF

WITH CASE
Buy 3 - Take 10% off smaller & more compact

POLY PAKS

P.O. BOX 942A, LYNNFIELD, MASS. 01940
CONVERTING COMMERCIAL FM GEAR

GLEN E. ZOOK K9STH

There's a lot of old commercial gear around just waiting for you to buy and convert to amateur use. This book, written by Glen E. Zook, K9STH, is a complete guide to converting all of that gear and getting you on FM... cheap.

ONLY $2.95

ORDER FROM: RADIO BOOKSHOP
PETERBOROUGH, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 03458
Yaesu presents the great two-meter leap forward

Since Yaesu makes and sells more factory-assembled amateur rigs than any other company in the world, it follows that we’ll only place dependable, fully-perfected products on the market.

So now, after more than two thoughtful years of development, here are our entries in the two-meter FM field:

**YAESU FT-2 AUTO**

Great new features — like Auto-Scan and a special Priority-channel — place the FT-2 AUTO in a class by itself. These unique capabilities are achieved with advanced digital-logic circuits. Here’s how they work:

With Auto-Scan on, the receiver scans all 8 channels at 20 channels per second, indicator lights provide a visual channel display, stopping on receipt of a signal. At the end of each transmission, the receiver continues to scan. (Just push a channel button to skip over any channels you wish eliminated from the scanning cycle.)

To lock on any frequency being received, simply depress the mike button momentarily. The lock light then glows indicating that transmitter and receiver are working together. To unlock, you again hit the mike button and the receiver continues to scan.

Only Yaesu offers this type of remote, one-handed control of the scanning function.

The Priority-channel feature allows automatic monitoring of a pre-selected frequency. When the receiver stops on a frequency other than the Priority-channel, Auto-Scan will check every two seconds to determine if the Priority-channel is busy. If it is, the receiver reverts instantly to the Priority-channel. Manual or Auto-Scan mode of operation is instantly selectable on front panel. In manual mode, the push buttons function as channel selectors.

**YAESU FT-2FB**

This new unit features the same receiver/transmitter specifications listed above for the FT-2 AUTO (without the scan feature), but in a compact 6 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 10-inch package that weighs only 4 lbs. The FT-2FB has 12-channel capability, with illuminated frequency readout. It operates directly from a 12 V DC source. This rugged, handsomely-styled transceiver is yours for only $229.95. (A matching AC power supply with rechargeable batteries for emergency operation is available for $79.95.)

Both units come with a one-year warranty and are backed by Spectronics’ fast, dependable service system. Act today, and be glad you waited for the finest in two-meter FM.

---

**SPECTRONICS WEST**
1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

**SPECTRONICS EAST**
Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

---

- Send FT-2 AUTO. Enclosed find $329.95*
- Send FT-2FB. Enclosed find $229.95.*
- Send more data.

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ______ State ______ Zip ______

*California residents add 5% sales tax.

NOTE: Both units are supplied with crystals for simplex operation on 146.76 MHz, 146.82 MHz, and 146.94 MHz. Additional crystals are $5.00 ea.
Savoy
High Accuracy Crystals
For over 30 years

Crystals shown are actual size.
Either type, for transmitter or receiver.
$3.75
Postpaid in U.S.A.
Specify crystal type, equipment make and model,
desired frequency, transmit or receive.

For amateur two meter FM use in Regency, Varitronics, Standard
Drake, Tempo, Swan, Galaxy, Trio, Sonar, Clegg, Linear SBE.
GE, Motorola, RCA, oven use $4.95. Gladding $7.95